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"LOOKING UP THE
YOSEMITE VALLEY"
ALBERT BIERSTADT

Of the many artistic and photographic interpretations of
Yosemite Valley,few are better known than Albert Bierstadts
"Looking up the Yosemite Valley. ,, It was probably painted in
the artists studio from sketches he did during an 1863 visit to
the Valley. The epic canvas shows a member of the expedition
(perhaps Bierstadt) sketching, while others ride ahead, and
includes El Capitan, TheMerced River, Cathedral Rocks, and
Bridal Veil Fails.
Reproducedfrom The Haggin Collection through the courtesy
of the Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries, Stockton, California, which reserves all production and other rights.
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Yosemite Valley, the subject of the Muir- Whitney dispute.
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THE CREATION OF
YOSEMITE VALLEY
AScmNTDnCCONTROVERSY
FROM THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY
by
John W Robinson
Words alone cannot adequately describe the wonder of the Yosemite
Valley. The ramparts of shining granite, the iridescent spray of falling water,
the verdant forest or meadow must be experienced to be believed. Water,
stone, and sky blend together in perfect harmony, creating a truly sublime
landscape. How did Yosemite become endowed with such grandeur? Today
there is almost universal agreement that glaciers were the primary force in
shaping the valley. Gaining acceptance for this concept was not easy,
however, and one of the major scientific controversies of the nineteenth
century centered around the origin of the valley.
The main antagonists were Josiah Dwight Whitney and John Muir, both
well-known naturalists. Whitney insisted that Yosemite had resulted from a
cataclysmic occurrence in which the bottom of the valley had fallen out in a
sudden, earth-jarring event. Not so, cried Muir, who championed glaciers as
a creative force working over eons of time. The scientific world was both
stunned and titillated by the acrimonious debate in which the two men and
their supporters engaged for more than two decades.
Josiah Whitney was one of the last century's most prestigious men of
science. He had a long and distinguished career at Harvard, led a number of
state geological surveys, authored a shelf of scientific books, and rubbed
elbows with the nation's academic elite. In theW est for a brief episode in his
long life, this Massachusetts Brahmin directed the California Geological
Survey, the first extensive scientific examination of the state. Between 1860

John W. Robinson has written several guidebooks to the Southern California mountain areas,
among them The San Gabriels: Southern California Mountain Country (San Marino, 1977).
His article, "A Fine, Shaggy Excursion: John Muir in the San Gabriels," appeared in the Fall
1979 issue ofThe Pacific Historian.
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and 1864 the "Whitney Survey," as it became known, methodically studied
California from the mountains to the sea. Whitney was assisted by such
competent lieutenants as William H. Brewer, Charles F. Hoffmann, and
Clarence King. Together they comprised the finest scientific team of the era.
The issue of whether or not glaciers helped to carve out Yosemite Valley
originated with Clarence King, one of Whitney's own men. In the fall of
1864, King, a young and brilliant Yale-educated geologist, along with James
T . Gardner, conducted a scientific reconaissance of the Yosemite Valley for
the California Geological Survey. While Gardner mapped the valley floor,
King scrambled up the walls to examipe the adjacent high country, travelling as far as Mount Hoffmann in the north and Mount Clark, which King
called "The Obelisk," in the southeast. Everywhere he looked, he saw
evidence of glacial action.
King recorded his observations in an unpublished report entitled "Field
Notes and Observations on the Yosemite Valley and Surrounding Country,
October and November 1864." In graphic prose, he expressed wonder and
amazement over his discoveries of ancient glaciers that once covered the
Yosemite region. "There were five tributary glaciers," he wrote, "uniting to
form a considerable body of ice. From the scratches, etc., I know that it was
from a half to three quarters of a mile wide and certainly four hundred feet
deep." Looking down upon the great valley from its south rim, he observed,
"From a rough guess, depending upon a reflection from the walls, I should
say the glacier had been nearly, if not a little over, a thousand feet thick." He
summarized: "I visited in the course of my survey nearly all parts of the
valley and cliffs and rarely failed to find evidence of the former glacial
occupation of the canon . . .. Indeed, the mass of evidence [of glaciers in
Yosemite] leaves in my mind no shadow of doubt."
Whitney read his lieutenant's report with a disbelieving eye. The State
Geologist had visited Yosemite in 1863 and had been duly impressed with
the valley's grandeur, but he simply could not bring himself to believe that
the great walls and domes had been sculpted by glaciers. No matter how
evident the moraines and glacial polish were to King, Whitney refused to
accept his young assistant's theory.
In Geology, Volume I, published in 1865 and reporting much of the
geological work of the California Survey, Whitney noted King's findings.
"In the course of the explorations of Messrs. King and Gardner, they
obtained ample evidence of the former existence of a glacier in theY osemite
Valley, and the canons of all the streams entering it are also beautifully
polished and grooved by glacial action." He went on, however, to suggest
that glaciation could not have carved out the enormous canyons. "It does
not appear, however, that the mass of ice ever filled the Yosemite to the
upper edge of the cliffs; but Mr. King thinks it must have been at least a
thousand feet thick." (p. 422). To explain the creation of the valley, Whitney
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hypothesized a series of catastrophes in which blocks dropped out of the
bottom of the valley, causing it to sink successively lower. (p. 421).
The theory of glacial creation suggested by King was stated more strongly
by William P . Blake, a Yale-educated geologist who had formerly worked
with the Pacific Railroad surveys. Blake visited Yosemite in 1866 and left
convinced that a glacier had once cut its way through the canyon. He was
inclined to attribute the final molding of the chasm as much to torrents of
water flowing under the glacier as to the glacier itself. Publication of Blake's
theory in 1867 in an obscure French technical journal brought a prompt
retort from Whitney.
Whitney was willing to accept the fact that glaciers had once existed in the
Sierra Nevada, but he believed that with a few exceptions these glaciers were
located only in the higher parts of the range. One exception, according to
Whitney, was Hetch-Hetchy Valley, thirty miles north of Yosemite. In The
Yosemite Book, issued in 1868, he explained: "There is no doubt that the
great glacier, which .. .originated near Mount Dana and Mount Lyell,
found its way down the Tuolumne Canon and passed through the HetchHetchy Valley. How far beyond this it reached, we are unable to say .... "
"Within the Valley," he continued, "the rocks are beautifully polished, up at
least 800 feet above the river. Indeed it is probable that the glacier was much
thicker than this, for, along the trail, near the south end of the HetchHetchy, a moraine was observed at the elevation of fully I ,200 feet above the
bottom of the valley." (p. 100).
On the contrary, Whitney was adamant in his stand against a Yosemite
Valley glacier. In The Yosemite Book, Whitney stated his position in terms
much more certain and emphatic than those with which he had cautioned
King four years before. "A more absurd theory was never advanced," he
argued, "than that by which it is sought to ascribe to glaciers the sawing out
of these vertical walls and the rounding of the domes." "Besides," he went
on, "there is no reason to suppose, or at least no proof, that glaciers have
ever occupied the valley or any portion of it." So conclusive was the
evidence, according to Whitney, that a glaciation theory, "based on entire
ignorance of the whole subject, may be dropped without wasting any more
time upon it." As an alternative, Whitney again advanced the theory that the
valley had been formed by a jarring movement of the earth's crust. "The
bottom of the valley sank down to an unknown depth," he explained,
"owing to its support being withdrawn from underneath." (pp. 76-79). The
Yosemite Valley, he concluded, was a freak of nature, formed in cataclysmic
disturbance unique to the orderly process of mountain building.
Whitney repeated his "dropped block" theory in the same strong language in The Yosemite Guide-Book, first published in 1869 and reissued in
numerous editions during the 1870's. Hundreds of Yosemite tourists, Whitney's guide in hand, stood at various points on the valley floor or on the
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south rim and read how this sublime and beautiful valley had been created
through a cataclysmic act of nature.
To his everlasting discredit, even King modified his beliefs regarding
Yosemite glaciers to agree more closely with his chief. In his Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada(1872), he described the Yosemite Valley as"yawning cracks" caused by a rupturing or "splitting asunder" of the earth. He
repeated his earlier belief that a glacier at least a thousand feet thick had
once flowed through the valley, but now he ascribed to it only minor
influence in molding the valley's shape. Like Whitney, King had accepted
the view that glaciers had little excavating power. (pp. 7, 134).
Whitney's Yosemite Guide-Book was deeply disturbing to one new resi-

Bancroft Library, University of California. Berkeley.

dent of the valley, a young footloose Scot named John Muir. Muir had
reached California in March 1868,just as Whitney was putting the finishing
touches on his cataclysmic theory. From San Francisco, Muir had made his
way over the Coast Range and across the Central Valley to Yosemite. His
first sight of this "most holy mansion of the mountains" set the course for his
life. For the remainder of his days, he had a strong spiritual attachment to
the Yosemite Valley.
In the summer of 1869 Muir hired out as a sheep herder and spent most of
the season tending animals and making observations in and around Tuolumne Meadows. Here he first noted evidence that glaciers once covered
much of the Sierra Nevada. Muir was not a simple-minded neophyte on the
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subject of glaciation, as some of his critics thought, for he had studied
geology at the University of Wisconsin and became a disciple of the great
Swiss geologist Louis Agassiz. He had rambled over Wisconsin and part of
southern Canada examining the residue of ancient glaciers. In theY osemite
high country, he recognized clear signs of glaciation - ice-planed granite,
errant boulders, mountainside cirques and broad U-shaped canyons, and
moraines. As he recalled in My First Summer in the Sierra, published years
later, the "big truth" came to him one July day as he stood high on the
Tuolumne Divide: the region had been overswept by a glacer flowing from
the northeast, "grinding down the general mass of the mountains ... . A fine
discovery this is." (p. 10 I). In the ensuing summer weeks he scrambled up

Josiah Dwight Whitney (far left)
attributed the creation of Yosemite
Valley to a series ofcataclysmic geologic upheavals. His lieutenant,
Clarence King (left), and famed
naturalist John Muir (right), independently arrived at an alternative
theory of creation by glaciation.
Muir became the theory's foremost
advocate while King changed his
views to conform to those of Whitney.

Mounts Dana and Lyell, tramped down Bloody Canyon, and peered over
the north rim of Yosemite Valley. Everywhere he found ample evidence of
the work of ice, and by summer's end Muir had formulated the main outline
of his glacial theory.
The following year, 1870, Muir lived in Yosemite Valley and divided his
time between running James Hutching's sawmill and guiding tourists to
scenic attractions. To hundreds of spellbound visitors, he told an impassioned story of a mighty glacier that had fashioned this most beautiful of
mountain sanctuaries. Time and time again, while leading tourists around
Yosemite, Muir heard the inevitable "Whitney says . ... " Mention of
Whitney fired his indignation and set him off on a spirited discourse about
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the glacial origin of the valley. Therese Yelverton was an English author
who became quite enamored with Muir, much to his discomfort. In Zanita:
A Tale of Yosemite (1872), she remembered a day at Glacier Point when
Muir burst forth with an emotional rebuke of Whitney's theory: "Why, I can
show the Professor where the mighty cavity has been grooved and wrought
out for millions of years. A day and eternity are as one in his mighty
workshop. I can take you where you can see for yourself how the glaciers
have labored, and cut and carved, until they have wrought out this royal
road." Muir then motioned eastward to his enthralled audience, pointing
out the course of two ancient glaciers down Tenaya and Merced canyons to
their convergence at the head of Yosemite Valley, where they had formed a
single mighty ice stream that filled the valley almost to its rim. Muir closed
his sermon by arguing that "The Master Builder chose for a tool, not the
earthquake nor lightning to rend and split asunder, ... but the tender
snowflowers, noiselessly falling through unnumbered seasons, the offspring
of the sun and sea."
Muir's conviction that glaciers, working over eons of time, had sculpted
Yosemite was fortified by the visit of Ralph Waldo Emerson, the great
transcendentalist, to the valley in 1871. Emerson preached the gospel of
eternal, harmonious, and disciplined nature. Muir had long been somewhat
of a transcendentalist at heart, and two days of dialogue with America's
greatest living philosopher reaffirmed his belief that Yosemite had been
created through the slow, orderly processes of nature. Muir believed that
glaciers grinding and polishing over untold centuries had carved this great
valley not only because of scientific evidence but because Whitney's theory
of a cataclysmic earthquake was an afront to the natural order of creation.
Muir wrote Jeanne Carr, a dear friend from his days at the University of
Wisconsin who now resided in Berkeley, telling her of his beliefs in the
glacial origin of Yosemite. She wrote back and urged him to publish his
findings. At the request of Mrs. Carr and other friends, Muir introduced his
glacier theory to the world at large. "Yosemite Glaciers, The Ice Stream of the
Great Valley,"appeared in the New York Daily Tribune, December 5, 1871.
Another article, "Living Glaciers of California," was published in The
Overland Monthly in December 1872. In it, Muir enlarged his glacial theory
on the basis of having discovered living, moving glaciers under the high
Sierra summits the previous summer. He reached his widest audience in a
series of seven essays entitled "Studies in the Sierra" which were printed in
The Overland Monthly between May 1874 and January 1875. In these
articles he methodically explained his glacial beliefs and made caustic
references to Whitney's catastrophic creation theory, which he characterized
as "exceptional destruction" committed by imaginary forces.
At first Whitney, now a prestigious Harvard professor, ignored Muir, but
after publication of the Overland Monthly articles he felt he could no longer
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do so. That a scientist of his reputation should be questioned by a "mere
shepherd" was galling to a professor who was unduly sensitive to criticism.
He allegedly referred to Muir as "that sheep herder" and an "ignoramus"
and refused to back down even an inch.
Whitney's strongest defender in the glacier controversy was none other
than his former assistant, Clarence King. King had originated theY osemite
glacier thesis and might have been expected to welcome Muir's pronouncements. Instead, his Systematic Geology, published in 1878, went further
than his earlier Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada in scornfully rebuking
Muir's assertion that living glaciers could still be found in the Sierra. "In the
dry season of 1864-65," wrote King, he had "examined many of the regions
described by Mr. Muir in the Sierra Nevada, and in not a few cases his
so-called glaciers had entirely melted away. The absurdity of applying the
word 'glacier' to a snow-mass which appears and reappears from year to
year will be sufficiently evident." King concluded with a sneer: "It is to be
hoped that Mr. Muir's vagaries will not deceive geologists who are personally unacquainted with California, and that the ambitious amateur himself
may divert his evident enthusiastic love of nature into a channel, if there is
one, in which his attainments would save him from hopeless floundering."
(p. 478).
Clarence King's true feelings in regard to Yosemite glaciers remain an
enigma. According to his biographer, Thurman Wilkins, King never accepted Whitney's "dropped block"theory and continued to believe privately
that glaciers had played a part in Yosemite's geological evolution. Why, then
did he defend Whitney and attack Muir? In part he may have been motivated by loyalty and respect for his former chief. He may also have resented
Muir, who had succeeded where King had failed in descending the Grand
Canyon of the Tuolumne and in climbing Mounts Ritter and Whitney. To
make matters worse, Muir had poked fun at King. After King had found the
Tuolumne Gorge impassable, Muir had traversed its length and written, in
an obvious jab at King, "I am sure that it may be entered at more than fifty
different points along the walls by mountaineers of ordinary nerve and
skill." After reading King's hair-raising account of climbing Mount Tyndall
in Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada, Muir scoffed: "He must have given
himself a lot of trouble. When I climbed Tyndall, I ran up and back before
breakfast!"
While Whitney enjoyed the support of Clarence King, Muir picked up
backers, too. One who agreed with him that a glacier had helped to mold
Yosemite Valley was Professor Joseph LeConte, a University of California
geologist. LeConte led a party of Berkeley students on an excursion to
Yosemite in the summer of 1870. At the urging of Jeanne Carr, he found
Muir, whom he described as "a man of so much intelligence, tending a
sawmill." LeConte invited Muir to join his party on a jaunt to Tuolumne
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Meadows and Mono Lake, and the young Yosemite sawyer immediately
accepted. Together, the pair investigated glacier evidence. LeConte accepted
Muir's theory, noting in his Journal of Rambling Through the High Sierra
(1875) that he was "strongly incline [d] to the belief that a glacier once filled
Yosemite." (pp. 59, 69-70). Subsequent exploration confirmed LeConte's
opinion, and in 1872 he read a paper entitled "Some Ancient Glaciers of the
Sierra" in which he agreed with Muir and gave him full credit for the
discoveries.
Muir's prestige among the Eastern intelligensia received further support
in 1871 when John Daniel Runkle, president of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, visited Yosemite and left convinced that Muir was correct.
Runkle urged Muir to prepare a paper presenting his beliefs for the Boston
Academy of Science, which the Yosemite sage proceeded to do. Muir's
glacier ideas received a still more important boost when Louis Agazziz,
thought by many to be the world's preeminent glacialist, after reading
Muir's "Studies in the Sierra," declared: "Here is the first man who has any
adequate conception of glacial action ... Muir is studying to greater
purpose and with greater results than anyone else has done."
Despite growing support for Muir's thesis, Whitney remained unmoved.
He stubbornly continued to insist on the correctness of his own views. In his
final pronouncement on the matter in 1882, Whitney declared emphatically
that "it may be stated that there are no glaciers at all in the Sierra Nevada."
For the remainder of his life, Whitney preferred to ignore the controversy
and never discussed it again in print.
In later years, the animosity between Muir and Whitney subsided. When
Muir and several leading San Francisco citizens founded the Sierra Club in
1892, they named Whitney an honorary member. At Muir's suggestion,
Whitney received Sierra Club publications until his death, after which they
were sent to his sister. William E. Colby, a close Sierra Club associate of
Muir, revealed that "Muir told me more than once that he regretted having
gone so far as he did in criticizing Whitney and that he should have been
more deferential, for he really admired Whitney's ability and his geological
survey work in California."
By the time of Whitney's death in 1896 his theory of the origin of
Yosemite was in shambles, accepted by a steadily dwindling number of
geologists. His reputation continued to sink as one geological study after
another refuted the "dropped block" concept. The theory was put to final
rest by the work of Francois E. Mathes, whose Geologic History of Yosemite Valley , published by the United States Geological Survey in 1930,
revealed unmistakable evidence that glaciers had indeed occupied the
Yosemite Valley (pp. 50-103). Mathes summed up his findings: "In neither
the Yosemite nor in any other valley of its type is there evidence of any
dislocation of the earth's crust. In every one of these valleys, on the other
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hand there is abundant proof of powerful glacial action such as Muir had
recognized. To be sure," he went on, "the glaciers did not reach down to the
foothills, nor did they excavate the canyons in their entirety, as Muir
supposed." Clearly the Ice Age had been preceeded in the Sierra by eons of
"canyon cutting by the streams in consequence of successive uplifts of the
range." "But," he concluded in evaluating Muir's contributions to scientific
knowledge, "let no one cite these recently determined facts to Muir's discredit, for geologic science in the sixties and seventies of the last century had
not advanced to the point where any man, however expert, could have
detected and proved them." "Far from being in error,Muir was probably as
nearly right in his glacial theory of the Yosemite as any scientist in the early
seventies could have been." (p. 108).

SOURCES: Whitney's perspectives on the controversy can be gleaned from Edwin Tenney
Brewster, ed., Life and Letters of Josiah Dwight Whitney (Boston, 1909) and his own
pronouncements in Geology, Volume I (Philadelphia, 1865), The Yosemite Book (New York,
1868), The Yosemite Guide-Book (Cambridge, 1869, and many reprints), and "The Climatic
Changes of Later Geologic Times,HContributions to American Geology, Vol. 1/(Cambridge,
1882). Clarence King's manuscript " Field Notes and Observations on the Yosemite Valley and
Surrounding Country, October and November 1864, His in the King papers, Box 2, Henry E.
Huntington Library, San Marino, California. Also see his Mountaineering in the Sierra
Nevada (Boston, 1872) and Systematic Geology (Washington, 1878) as well as Thurman
Wilkins, Clarence King, A Biography (New York, 1958). For John Muir, see Linnie Mar~h
Wolfe, Son of the Wilderness: The Life of John Muir (New Yark, 1945), William Frederick
Bade, ed., The Life and Lel/ers ofJohn Muir(Boston, 1923), and William Colby, ed. Studies of
the Sierra (San Francisco, 1960), which reprints Muir's Overland Monthly articles. Also
valuable are Francis P. Farquhar, History of the Sierra Nevada (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1965) and Francois E. Matthes, Geologic History of the Yosemite Valley (U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 160, Washington, 1930).
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The Guardian of Yosemite, Galen Clark.
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"M r. Clark," a tourist asked her gray-bearded guide while visiting the
Mariposa Grove in the 1890's, "why did you not name one of these trees you
discovered for yourself?"
"Someone put my name on a sequoia," Clark replied courteously, "but I
took the sign down."
"A mountain was named for you, wasn't it?" the woman persisted.
"Yes," his deep-set blue eyes twinkled, "but I couldn't take that down."
Galen Clark was aged and philosophical when he made that characteristically modest statement dismissing his fame. During his half-century tenure
in Yosemite, he helped that magnificent place become world-famous, first as
a state-administered Yosemite Grant, of which he was Guardian, and before
his death, as Yosemite National Park. Not only was he the first Guardian
(from 1866 to 1880), but at age seventy-five he was asked to serve again
because the Grant needed an honest, capable, dedicated man. He was that
and more until he retired voluntarily when he was eighty-two.
Besides his official position, Clark was, according to his friend John
Muir, "the best mountaineer I ever met." Additionally, he was a botanist,
discoverer and publicizer of the Mariposa Grove, roadbuilder, founder of
what became the Wawona Hotel, and, in his nineties, an author. Mt. Clark,
the distinctive ll ,506-foot obelisk in the Clark Range, was named for him as
were children and even a school or two.
Ironically, this well-known and greatly respected figure had a dismal
record as a failure in business and family life. Galen Clark had been born on
a farm near Shipton, Canada, one of fourteen children of American parents
who moved to Dublin, New Hampshire when he was six. There he was
sickly, studious, religious, and responsive to nature. When he left home at
seventeen, he learned the trades of house painting and chair making in New
York and practiced them in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Missouri. In
the latter place he married and had children, but lost crops, land, money,
and suffered from weakened lungs. His wife's health was so poor that she
died soon after the birth of their fifth child in 1848. Relatives, to whom
Galen was heavily indebted, took the three boys and two girls while he
wandered off in search of health and fortune.
Although both goals eluded him, and he admitted to being "a confirmed
consumptive," Clark remained perpetually hopeful. In the fall of 1853 he
Shirley Sargent is a familiar voice to readers interested in Yosemite National Park. For many
years her books and articles have chronicled the natural and human history ofa locale she has
been in love with since childhood. She lives on a twenty-one acre plot of/and twelve miles west
of Yosemite Valley where she continues her research and shares the responsibilities of running
the Flying Spur Press. an outlet for various publications and material concerning Yosemite.
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boarded ship for California where healthful climate and gold were reportedly abundant. Mining in the foothills of Mariposa County was, he said,
"the hardest kind of work: digging, shoveling, lifting, and working in the
water, most of the time in raw, winter weather." Disenchanted, he later took
a job as packer and camp-keeper for a survey crew, which took him into the
rugged mountains and canyons of the Sierra Nevada.
Companions talked of a grassy, rock-walled valley where waterfalls were
rumored to fall2,000 feet. In 1855, James Mason Hutchings, an Englishman
who had deserted the gold pan for journalism, explored the valley, then
described it in a July issue of the infant Mariposa Gazette. Shortly thereafter, ten Mariposa miners(among them Clark), set off to see if Hutchings had
exaggerated. What they saw was Yosemite Valley, which Clark later characterized as the "sanctum sanctorum of Nature's vast Mountain temple ... ."
En route, the party camped on the meadow-fringed South Fork of the
Merced River, which was roughly twenty-five miles from both Mariposa
and Yosemite Valley. That spot, with its "great abundance of wildflowers
and luxuriant grass" in an enormous meadow about three miles in length,
was a favorite of the Indians. Their name for the verdant area was Pal/ahchun, meaning "a good place to stop." It was there that the Mariposa
Battalion, on an expedition to capture Indians, had set up a camp in March
of 1851 before marching into Yosemite Valley. They were the first white
men to explore and afix place names in that soon famous locale.
During the winter after Clark's visit to the Valley, he suffered "a severe
attack of hemorrhage of the lungs," and, as he later wrote, "was given up to
die at any hour." Remembering the peaceful mountain meadow with its
wildflowers, springs, rivers, and encompassing forest, he went back to the
South Fork "to take my chances of dying or growing better, which I thought
were about even." He was wrong by 54 years, for he did not die until he was
nearly 96!
On March 19, 1856, he filed a claim for 160 acres where he set up a camp.
"I spent my time in fishing, and hunting grouse, deer and occasionally
grizzly bears," he recalled, "and roughing it generally, - going bare-headed
and some of the -time barefooted, living alone most of the time for years
.. .. "One old timer insisted that an Indian woman lived with him; certainly
Indians became his friends, and he learned their customs and way of life, as
witnessed by his slim book, Indians of the Yosemite, published in 1904.
His health improved and, in April of 1857, he built a twelve by sixteen
foot log cabin on the southeast side of the meadow. A new trail, built by
brothers Milton, Houston, and Andrew Mann, who had been with him on
the trip to Yosemite Valley, passed near Clark's windowless home. "A few
camping parties used the trail," he wrote. "On their return trip, they would
be out of provisions, and, as I always had a good supply of fresh venison and
trout, they would call on me for meals."
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That was the beginning of Clark's Station, predecessor of the Wawona
Hotel, where weary travelers spent a night or two. In mid-June of 1859 no
Jess a celebrity than Jessie Benton Fremont, wife of the famous explorer and
daughter of Missouri's powerful senator, and friends camped "by the bank
of the rushing Merced," and they dined sumptuously though primitively
around Clark's campfire. "We had appetites," Mrs. Fremont remembered,
"that would have given flavor to our gloves, but the birds and tender young
squirrels broiled on sticks before the fire were really delightful, and with
pride Clark drew from the hot ashes potatoes of his own growing."
Next day, Clark guided the Fremont party through the Mariposa Grove
of Big Trees, which he and Milton Mann had discovered two years earlier.
After that the Mann brothers had built a six-mile trail to the multitude of
magnificent trees. Clark, with his passion for trees, shared his awe and
admiration of the sequoias as he guided tourists through the extensive
grove. A well-wisher suggested "Clark's Grove" as a proper title, but he
shunned such personal publicity and named it the Mariposa Grove because
it was in Mariposa County, of which it became a focal point. Indians told
him that their word for big tree was Wah-wo-nah.
Their name of Pallahchun for the area was soon forgotten, as Clark's
name was appended to the meadow, his ranch, and a rude bridge known as
Clark's Crossing. "As travel increased," Clark recorded, "I increased my
accommodations." An 1862 tourist mentioned that two tents, a log cabin,
and bark lodges belonging to Indians composed the compound, commonly
called Clark's Station. Old photographs show that two more structures were
added to make one long, low building connected with a shed-roof porch in
front.
Most travelers came in the spring to avoid hot weather and dusty trails
and to view the Valley's waterfalls in frothing, thundering glory. As early as
1863, one visitor was concerned that Clark's charge of four bits a meal was
too small: "I don't see how he lives, for a dollar a meal would be little
enough." In 1864, a trencherman lauded "the nicest poached eggs and
rashers of bacon, homemade bread, and wild 'strawberry sweetmeats."
Another 1864 visitor said there was "dust everywhere and buildings for the
kitchen and accommodation of the ordinary back-woodsman were clustered about in the midst of an inclosure, in which and beyond as far as the
eye could see were stately trees but no grass anywhere."
Clark's Station's rough-hewn owner impressed guests with his intelligence and sensitivity. "Clark . . . is a hater of civilization and a lover of the
forest - handsome, thoughtful, interesting, and slovenly," judged clergyman Charles Loring Brace. "In his cabin were some of the choicest modern
books and scientific surveys; the walls were lined with beautiful photographs of the Yosemite." Brace added that Clark "knew more than any of
his guests of the fauna, flora, and geology of the state; he conversed well on
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any subject, and was at once philosopher, savant, chambermaid, cook, and
landlord."
Geologists, engineers, botanists, photographers, and even politicians
were influenced by Clark's thorough knowledge, based on explorations of
the region; he helped shape the opinion that both theY osemite Valley and
the Mariposa Grove required safeguarding. Jessie Fremont, Thomas Starr
King, I. W. Raymond, Frederick Law Olmsted, and other far-seeing citizens
were behind a Congressional act which created the Yosemite Grant. In July
of 1864, President Lincoln signed the bill granting the unique Valley and
Grove to the State of California "upon the express conditions that the
premises shall be held for public use, resort, and recreation; shall be inalienable for all time .. . ."
As the State Legislature met only every two years, California's acceptance
of the historic act could not take place until April of 1866. In the interim, the
Governor appointed eight prominent Californians, known officially as the
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Clarks station in 1870. Galen Clark is seated on the log to the left;

Yosemite Valley Commissioners, to protect and administer the Grant.
Galen Clark was one of them. Olmsted superintended the Grant until the
Legislature accepted it. Shortly thereafter, on May 21, 1866, the Commissioners appointed Galen Clark as Guardian of the Grant and allowed him
five hundred dollars a year to share with a sub-guardian who was to reside in
the Valley. Eight pages of instructions accompanied the appointment, the
duties of which demanded physical strength and tenacity, plus the skill and
tact of a diplomat. Not only did Clark have to superintend the Grant, repair
and maintain bridges and trails, but he was also required to stop campers
from cutting trees or making fires in grassy areas and to pacify irate settlers
in Yosemite Valley who considered the land theirs because they had preempted and "improved" it.
Certainly the position was honorable, but it was also onerous and
time-consuming. Inevitably Clark could not fulfill both the Guardian's job
and that of innkeeper. Although he spent much of his time and labor at

partner Edwin Moore and his wife are standing at the side of the porch.
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Clark's Station, he leased it out in 1868 and 1869. Rather than supporting
his children or repaying his brother, what money he earned financed
improvements to his business, additions to his land holdings, and creation of
access roads.
Stage roads were the key to the tourist trade. Thanks to wide-spread
publicity and photographs of the Yosemite Grant's unique, scenic masterpieces, knowledge of it (and the desire to see it) became national, even
world-wide. Although few travelers enjoyed jouncing stagecoaches or the
attendant discomforts of mud or dust, cold or heat, that mode of travel was
preferable to riding a horse or mule. There were three trails into Yosemite
Valley in the 1860's: two from the north benefiting Stockton and Coulterville, and the Mann Brothers' trail from Mariposa in the south. Naturally,
ranchers, innkeepers, and merchants along each route banded together to
build toll roads to alleviate tourist inconveniences, and, at the same time,
attract their trade. Their efforts intensified as the transcontinental railroad
approached Sacramento, and the Central Pacific planned a line down the
San Joaquin Valley. Completion of that line would make Yosemite even
more accessible, and whichever stage route was completed first would be
preeminent.
Mariposans had assumed that the State Legislature would appropriate
money to build a wagon road to the Mariposa Grove since it was an
important part of theY osemite Grant, but bills failed to pass. Galen Clark,
himself, spent funds and energy each spring on repairs and improvements
on the trail, aided at times by subscriptions from Mariposa businessmen. By
1866, a stage road terminated about twelve miles west of Clark's Station, but
neither private, state, nor county funds were made available to close the gap.
Finally, in March of 1869 Clark organized a turnpike company and had a
survey made. "Success to the enterprise, we say!" urged the Mariposa
Gazette, but the company needed more tangible backing. "Either money,
work, or anything else that will give material aid will be most thankfully
received and economically expended," Clark pleaded in a letter to the public
published in the December 17, 1869 Gazette. "The road must be made as far
as the South Fork of the Merced by next Spring, or Mariposa will lose her
share of the travel."
Clark's appeal and influence resulted in the organization of a new turnpike company in February, 1870. Backers included prominent businessmen
in Mariposa and Stockton, most significantly the Fisher brothers of Stockton who owned the stage line between the two towns. Future California
governor J.H. Budd was another organizer. They hired an ex-miner named
John Conway, who possessed strength, nerve, and skill to direct the construction which began almost immediately.
Stockton associates were powerful allies, for Stockton, an already established port city by 1869, was reached by railroad as well. Many Yosemite-
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bound people arrived there by boat or train, stayed at the elegant new
Yosemite House Hotel, and left in stages operated by N. Z. Fisher. As
anticipated, the 1869 completion of the overland railway had almost
doubled travel toY osemite; in 1868 there had been 623 visitors. By 1869 the
number had grown to I, 122. It was anticipated that 1870 and succeeding
years would be even better, and that tourists, largely wealthy easterners or
foreigners, would expect service and comfortable stages. During the spring
of 1870, therefore, Conway pushed a construction crew whose progress was
reported glowingly in the Gazette.
Clark's Station had opened in May of 1870 under the new management
of Edwin "Deacon" Moore, former Mariposa County Recorder, and his
wife Huldah. On December9, 1869, Clark had sold Moore half interest in
his buildings, land, and the South Fork toll bridge for $2,000. That was
one-third of his share of the road construction cost; he had to mortgage his
half of the property, now called Clark and Moore's, to finance the balance.
Despite the new debt, Clark was enthusiastic as he noted the tolls collected
on road and bridge (even a man on foot had to pay $1.00), the lodging and
meal charges paid by people who overcrowded his facilities, and the popularity of the Moores. The place needed a woman's touch, he felt, and the
couple's presence meant that he could be away, working as Guardian,

Galen Clark posed in
front of Yosemite Falls.
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without concern. He and Moore had a water-powered sawmill built that
season which made possible substantial, better-looking improvements. "We
are just now getting fixed to make money another season," Clark, the
incurable optimist, wrote a niece, "if we have a run of good business which
now there is a good prospect of .. . ."
Over I ,700 people visited the Yosemite Grant in 1870, and perhaps three
quarters of that number visited the Mariposa Grove and in so doing stopped
at Clark and Moore's. One of them was of singular importance to Clark;
Elvira Missouri Clark, a 30-year old schoolteacher, was his firstborn whom
he had not seen in seventeen years. Both Elvira and, later, his son, Alonzo
were shocked at their father's debts and inefficient management, but
impressed with the potential of Clark and Moore's. In 1872 Alonzo chafed
at the number of people employed (in excess of ten) and the lack of
bookkeeping. When he took over the accounts he wrote his aunt the
accounts were "all mixed up, halfthe transactions not noted down at all, the
other half on a thousand pieces of paper scattered all over the place,
mistakes of hundreds of dollars . .. . Father is hundreds of dollars out of
pocket by not keeping any better accounts."
Alonzo and Elvira were hard workers, and the number of visitors
increased each year. Such famed guests as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Grace

Best known for his documentation of vanishing Indian cultures, Adam
Clark Vroman took this photograph of the Wawona Hotel in 1901 .
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Greenwood, Joaquin Miller, and Asa Gray also boosted Clark's place in
talk and text. Nevertheless, Clark's debts grew higher. The State Legislature
did not buy his toll road as he had hoped, nor regularly pay his salary as
Guardian, and he added to his financial problems by contracting to buy
more land and making abortive speculative investments. Between 1867 and
1872 Clark recorded four mortgages on his land and improvements for
sums totaling $10,700, in the Mariposa County Courthouse. Of course, no
record exists of the money he borrowed from relatives and friends .
Alonzo's death of consumption in April of 1873 was a grievous blow; the
stricken father was so short of funds that he had to borrow to pay for a
headstone in the Mariposa Cemetery.
In 1874, both the Coulterville and Big Oak Flat roads entered Yosemite
Valley and the bulk of tourists elected to travel those routes rather than
endure twenty-four miles in the saddle. In 1873, Clark and Moore had paid
John Conway to survey the southside route, and then tried to interest the
State Legislature in financing it. "The Act to provide for the construction of
a wagon road into Yosemite Valley," Gazette editor Holmes reported, "died
a miserable death .. .. "
Undeniably Clark and Moore's trade was hurt, which meant their debts
increased. It was not a profitable summer. Winter was worse, for the house
of mortgages collapsed. On December 26, 1874, Clark and Moore's was
sold for a paltry $1,000 and cancellation of the $20,000 owed the firm of
Washburn, Coffman, and Chapman.
Immediately Clark moved to Yosemite Valley to take up service as
full time Guardian. Behind him he left a collection of buildings, a sawmill, a
blacksmith shop, a lengthy water ditch, seventeen years of financial failure,
and an abundance of good will. Ahead of him stretched years of distinguished public service, and a reputation as "Mr. Yosemite." Even today his
gravesite in Yosemite Valley, on which he lavished care, is a visitor attraction. So, too, is the Wawona Hotel which, under Washburn management
and later that of the Yosemite Park & Curry Co., developed into the
profitable charming resort it is today. Clark's name is perpetuated on its
oldest guest unit, Clark's Cottage.
SOURCES: Documentation for this article was derived from a two-page biography of Clark
by his brother George Faber Clark, J .M. Guin n's History of the State of California and
Biographical Record of Oakland and Environs (Chicago, 1907), "Reminiscences" dictated by
Clark to an employee of H. H. Bancroft in 1880, Clark's published but undated and unidentified
newspaper article "The Yosemite Valley," and W.W . Foote's 1904 introduction to Clark's
book, Indians of the Yosemite. In addition files of the Mariposa Gazette and records in the
Mariposa County Courthouse proved useful. Also see Shirley Sargent's Galen Clark, Yosemite
Guardian, (to be reprinted in 1981 by Flying Spur Press) and Yosemite's Historic Wawona,
published in 1979, centennial year of the Wawona Hotel, where portions of this article
originally appeared .
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Basketsfor sale at Nelson Saulter's
Yosemite Store, 1912. Baskets
from the Washoe, Yurok, Hupa,
Miwok and Paiute groups are
included. Number 10, made by
Lucy Parker(later Telles)is now in
the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago. Numbers 25, 29,
and 35, also by her, are the first
documented examples oftwo color
designs, highly refined, lock-lidded
baskets produced in the YosemiteM ono Lake region.

Lucy Telles demonstrating basket
weaving in the Indian village,
1947.
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All photographs from the National Park Service.

Yosem~e

Collections. through whose courtesy they are reproduced.

LUCY TELLES
OUTSTANDING WEAVER OF THE
YOSEMITE MIWOK - PAIUTE
by
Craig D. Bates
Shortly after the turn of the century many Indian women in California
devoted a substantial portion of their lives to producing baskets specifically
for sale to non-Indians. Although many different tribal groups created
baskets that are artistic masterpieces, until recently only Datsolalee of the
Washoe received well deserved recognition. At the same time Datsolalee's
creations were being promoted by the owner of a prestigious Indian store in
Craig D. Bates was the Indian Cultural Program Specialist at Yosemite National Park before
recently assuming the position of Assistant Curator for the National Park Service there. He has
developed his understanding ofnative American history and culture by living and working with
artisans and elders of various central California tribes and through extensive research in
museums and with archival collections across the United States. He is the author of several
articles on traditional native California culture and was recently asked to present hisfindings on
Miwok-Paiute basketry to the International Congress of Americanists in Canada.
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Carson City, a woman in Yosemite Valley, Lucy Parker Telles, developed
her own distinctive. basketry style which was destined to be emulated by
contemporaries and would be produced until the early 1970's.
·
Lucy Tom Parker Telles was probably born in the late 1870's near Mono
Lake, the daughter of Louisa Sam and Mack "Bridgeport" Tom. Mother
Louisa was the daughter of Captain and Susie Sam, Miwok residents of
Yosemite Valley. Both she and her sister Leanna married Bridgeport Tom, a
Mono Lake Paiute. It was common for an affluent man to have more than
one wife, frequently sisters who could "work better together". Bridgeport
Tom was industrious, skilled as a traditional healer and successful in the
Anglo world where he came to own a ranch and raise cattle.
As a small girl Lucy learned the art of basketry, which was essential to the
way of life of the Miwok and Paiute people, and where specific baskets had
been developed to meet specific needs. Basketry was, however, governed by
traditionally accepted rules of shape, form, design, and material and, therefore, resistant to change. Under these time honored conditions Lucy learned
to weave and to perform the traditional tasks necessary among her people.
The world of the Miwok and Paiute was undergoing a rapid change at the
time that Lucy Telles was growing up. By the 1870's, less than thirty years

Lucy Telles weaving a basket
· with a butterfly pattern, about
1915 . The photograph was
taken at the old Indian Village,
near present day Yosemite
Medical Clinic.

after the first non-Indians entered Yosemite Valley, the Miwok-Paiute
already wore cloth clothing and included beans, coffee, and sugar in their
daily diet. Lucy remembered in later years that as a child she played with her
friends near Galen Clark's cabin, hoping to be treated with a soda cracker by
the Guardian of Yosemite Valley. She caught fish in the Merced River and,
like her grandfather, Captain Sam, sold them to early hotel keepers in the
valley.
Eventually Lucy met and married Jack Parker, a Paiute from the Mono
Lake area. Soon after the birth of their son Lloyd in 1902, Jack died. In 1912
Lucy met John Telles, a Mexican-American from Texas. On October 14,
1914, they were married in the Catholic Church in Bishop, California. Over
the next few years they lived in El Portal, Bishop, and Yosemite Valley,
eventually making Yosemite their permanent home. Lucy was a diligent
worker and she found employment with many Anglo families in Yosemite
as a housekeeper. She also sold pine nuts and baskets. In 1922 when John
Telles, Jr. was born, and her husband became very ill, Lucy turned to
basketry to support her family.
Lucy maintained extremely close family ties. Her many grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, and other relatives remember her with affection and
speak of the many pleasant times they spent with her. Always kind and
helpful, whenever anyone arrived at her home she prepared a meal for them,
in keeping with Indian tradition. She taught her younger female relatives,
most of whom were a half-century younger, how to pound acorns into flour.
While gathered on the large pounding rock in the Indian Village in the early
1950's, she went from one woman to the next, using the sifting tray and
showing each one how the acorn must be sifted to obtain the finest possible
flour. Along with her sister Alice James Wilson and others, Lucy held a
"feed" and served acorn mush to all of the people in the village. Her later
years were spent with John in the Indian Village in Yosemite Valley where
they lived in a comfortable, although small, wooden home, often with
grandchildren and their families staying with them.
Lucy became known early in her life for her proficiency in basketry. By
1912 she had already gained recognition as the best weaver in the region.
That year she sold Nelson Saulter's Yosemite Store three baskets which
were unlike any made before this time. Woven in three colors, with a stitch
count twice that of traditional coiled basketry, they displayed new shapes,
designs, and concepts which greatly changed the basketry of the YosemiteMono Lake region.
By the time she married John Telles, Lucy was already famous for her
fancy baskets. By the end of her life collectors across the continent knew her
work. Her favorite shape was a refinement of the traditional semi-globular
Miwok gift basket form. By flattening the upper shoulder oft his basket and
copying the bottleneck treasure baskets of the Yokuts and Western Mono
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Indian Field Days, 1924. Lucy Telles is seated. The basket held by the
woman to her right was made by Lucy and placedfirst. The basket held by
the woman behind Lucy, also woven by her, placed .fifth. The use of
geometric, floral, and butteifly patterns on the same basket is notable.
people, she introduced new forms to her people. Lucy was apparently the
first to use red and black together in the same design unit, a new concept for
the Miwok-Paiute; she also pioneered the mixing of a myriad of patternssome traditional, some inspired by headwork design, some created by
herself. In all, Lucy Telles revolutionized the basketry of her people.
Baskets made by Lucy in this sytle are coiled on a three-rod foundation of
scraped willow shoots. In the fall, before the snow fell, she traveled to Mono
Lake to pick the long, straight, willow shoots for warp. The weft is most
commonly the roots talk of the sedge grass. Although it grows in Yosemite
Valley, the rocky soil along the Merced River produces only short and
crooked roots. Thus, Lucy made trips to Northfork, California to purchase
from her Western Mono friends the long straight sedge roots which grow on
larger ~atercourses. After the leaves fell from the redbud in the autumn, she
journeyed down the Merced River canyon to cut the shoots and split them
to provide the ruby red color. During the same season she hiked up Tenaya
Canyon behind Mirror Lake to dig the rootstalk of the bracken fern, which
she cleaned, scraped, split, dried, and then soaked in a rusty tin can of water
and acorn flour to turn the strands the jet black color so necessary for her

patterns. Although using traditional materials, Lucy also introduced new
concepts in the basketry of the Miwok-Paiute; in fact, nearly every innovation can be traced to her. In 1912 she was the first to weave two colors in the
same design unit, the first to use realistic motiffs, the first to make lids for
baskets that snap into place, and the first to make flattened top, high
shouldered baskets. A few years later she first included realistic butterfly
patterns in her baskets. By the 1920's the name Lucy Telles was synonymous
with fine basketry.
In the 1920's the National Park Service held the Indian Field Days to
encourage the production of Indian basketry and bead work and to stimulate an interest in Indian art on the part of the public. Women competed
against each other to win prizes; some toiled six months on a single basket.
Although Lucy did not place first every year, those baskets which did win all
stemmed from the style which she created. Perhaps it was the competitive
spirit of the Indian Field Days which prompted her to introduce realistic
hummingbird patterns and a connecting design style which engulfed the
entire basket.

Indian Field Days at Yosemite, about 1926. Left to right: Lucy Telles,
Carrie Bethel, Governor Friend Richardson, Tina Charlie, and Lena
Brown. The distinctive, encompassing pattern which Lucy Telles began to
introduce at this time is evident in her basket.
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In 1929 the last Indian Field Days was held. Photographs taken that year
show a large basket made by Lucy Telles almost completed. The next year
Lucy began a basket that would take four years to complete. Measuring 36
inches in diameter and 20 inches in height, it was acclaimed as one of the
finest baskets ever produced. Lucy won first prize at the Panama-Pa_cific
Exposition in San Francisco in 1939. Carrie Bethel and Tina Charlie then
made baskets of similar size, and Minnie Mike, Nellie Washington, and
Alice James Wilson also began baskets of this magnitude, although none
achieved the recognition of Lucy's.
By the 1940's no younger women were learning to weave, and fewer fancy
baskets were being produced. Lucy continued to weave baskets, although
she made fewer of the fancy coiled pieces. In 1947 she began demonstrating
basket weaving for the National Park Service; she also sold model cradlebaskets, single rod baskets, and beaded bands and lapel pins to park visitors.
At the time of her death in 1956 Lucy had in her possession another large
unfinished basket; the size of its base indicates that it would have been larger
than any other basket ever produced in the region.
After her death, other weavers who had competed in the Field Days
continued their work, but as they passed away no young weavers took their
places. The fine, fancy basketry was last woven by the sisters Carrie Bethel
and Minnie Mike; after their deaths in the early 1970's, the weaving of the
fancy baskets came to an end.
Lucy Telles' legacy to the world of American Indian art is great: the
development of a new basketry style, using traditional techniques and
materials blended with new designs and forms to create a unique aesthetic
experience. As a woman who practiced a traditional Indian life while living
in the Anglo world, she not only blended the best of the two cultures in her
daily life but was able to create a harmonious blending of the old and the
new in her weaving., Her efforts resulted in the creation of a basketry style
that belongs uniquely to one people of one place and time.

SOURCES: Unpublished manuscripts, documents and letters regarding Lucy Telles and the
Indian Field Days of Yosemite Valley are in the Records Center of the National Park Service
Research Library, Yosemite National Park. Baskets woven by Lucy Telles are on display in
Yosemite at the Indian Cultural Museum and are included in major museum collections such
as the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago and the Taylor Museum in Colorado
Springs. Published data on Lucy Telles can be found in George Ross', " Lucy Telles, Basket
Maker," Yosemite Nature Notes, Vol. XXVII , No.4 (April 1948): pp. 67-69 and in Craig D.
Ba tes, " Miwok-Paiute Basketry, 1920-1929: Genesis of an Art Form," A merican Indian Art
Magazine, Vol. 4, No . 4 (Autumn 1979): pp. 54-59. The descendants of Lucy Telles who
provided much of the inspiration for this article included Lucy's grandson's wife, Mrs. J ulia
Parker, and Lucy's sister, Mrs. Agnes Castro.
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A SERMON
IN PHOTOGRAPHS
THE IMAGES OF
HERBERT GLEASON
As the photographer exposed the coated glass plate fixed in position
behind the camera, a passing moment's contemplation of the pristine
expanse of wilderness confronting him must have easily evoked a strong
response from within him. An ordained minister, Herbert Gleason had
completed his conversion from practicing theologian to photographer
barely eight years before. What he witnessed and recorded that July day in
1907 surely provided him with as much spiritual uplifting as photographic
opportunity. A sense of intimacy and delight with his subject matter is
keenly felt in many of the images Gleason took throughout his career.
Born in Massachusetts in 1855, Gleason graduated from Williams College in 1877 and spent the following two years at Union Seminary. He served
as pastor at a Congregational church in Minneapolis for several years and
edited church publications from 1888 to 1899. That year he retired as
a minister for reasons of health and immediately turned his attentions to
photography and lecturing, concerns he would pursue until the end of his
life.
While Gleason is best known for his illustrations which accompany some
of the literary work of Henry David Thoreau, a recently rediscovered
collection of over 6,000 negatives has served to distinguish him as one of the
most skillful and sensitive of the early photographers ofthe West. He was an
intimate of Stephen Mather, first director of the National Park Service, who
had Gleason appointed Interior Department inspector and financed various
Gleason expeditions to photograph and observe conditions within the
national parks and areas being considered for incorporation within the
system. In concert with such other pioneering photographers as William
Henry Jackson, these images had a significant effect in aiding the early effort
ofthe National Park Service to expand and thus preserve America's scenic
treasures for future generations. Gleason himselflectured on the necessity of
conservation, frequently utilizing his own imagery to illustrate his points. In
1937 at the age of eighty-two Gleason died in relative obscurity, leaving
future generations with a lasting pictorial legacy of the best of America's
natural frontier majesty.
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Gleason's equipment was awkward and his materials difficult to control.
In the hands of a master such as Gleason, however, the final prints evoked
eloquent feelings which accurately mirrored the mood of the original scene.
In this panoramic composite picture taken from Glacier Point in Yosemite,
Tenaya Valley is situated on the left, Half Dome and the Merced Valley are
to the right. One can discern the six hundred foot Nevada Falls in the
distance. The smaller Vernal Falls is somewhat closer to the photographer.
The field of view is far too great to have been taken with one picture.
Resorting to standard practice of the day in such situations, Gleason took
two exposures. Each five by seven inch negative recorded one-half of the
scene. He then proceeded to print them side by side, carefully cropping and
matching the edges to yield the finished panoramic effect. It is reproduced
through the courtesy of Mr. Roland Wells Robbins, a consultant on
colonial and early American landmarks in Lincoln, Massachusetts.

D.C.

Herbert Wendell Gleason,
photographer of the western
wilderness.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Primary Materials from
the Holt-Atherton Center

YOSEN.UTETRAVELERS
IN STEREO
by Ronald H. Limbaugh
Yosemite and the High Sierra- breathtaking, awesome, and sublime
-were virtually inaccesible to most Americans in the late nineteenth century, but the magic of the stereopticon hurdled barriers of money and
distance to bring nature's wonders to every living room. The following views
from the stereo collections of the Holt-Atherton Pacific Center for Western
Studies serve both to illustrate the charm of Victorian nature photography
as well as to familiarize readers with some of the many photographers
focusing on the fabled scenery of upland California.

In May of 1903 naturalist John Muir aired
his views on the importance offorest conservation as he guided
President Theodore
Roosevelt through
Yosemite. Here the
President (center)
stands posed in front
of the "Grizzly Giant"
in the Mariposa
Grove.
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A portable photography studio in Yosemite Valley.
J.J. Reilly, Marysville.

Among the dignitaries
in his party are Muir
(with beard) and California Governor
George C. Pardee
(wearing long coat).
Underwood and Underwood, New York.
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Before the completion
of stage roads, tourists
to Yosemite necessarily
traveled on horseback.
Thomas Houseworth &
Co., San Francisco.

Another equestrian tour of Yosemite Valley.
Walker and Fargerstein.

Travelers to Yosemite
in the 19th century

could admire large
stands of broadleaf
trees in the valley, features far less prominent
in the present day.

Sentinel Hotel and Upper Yosemite Falls.
H. E. White Company, Chicago.
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PACinC PORTRAIT
Little Known Men and Women Of The West

All photographs from the author's collection.

Yosemite Zip and Peach-a-rilla, two "specimens" in Herbert
Sonn s aviary.

HERBERTSONN
YOSEMITE'S "BIRD MAN"
by
Jerome Leavitt
According to family legend, Herbert Sonn, the well-loved "Bird Man of
Yosemite," arrived at Yosemite National Park in 1914 when he was thirtyfive years old, and knew it was his home . He wrote his family in Newark,
New Jersey saying, "Send my things. I'm going to stay." And stay he did,
with his love and warmth for the park unchanging. Sonn found adventure
and new fields of study opened up for him in the West. It was here that he
made friends with the animals; almost any bird would eat out of his hand.
His bird calls were so true to life that he could call the birds, especially the
Steller's Jay, to his side.
At Yosemite, his chief occupation became the fashioning of novel bird
caricatures using cones from large trees, twisted stems, gnarled roots,
acorns, and bits of bark. The sale of these along with specially printed
postcards provided the major portion of his living.

The author, a second cousin of Herbert Sonn, is a Professor of Education and Child Abuse at
California State University, Fresno. He has wrillen America and Its Indians and other
children's books, professional books, and articles. He received his doctorate from Northwestern University and has taught at the University of Arizona and Portland State University.
Dr. l.eavi/1 is a nationally recognized authority on elementary school curriculum and child
abuse.
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Mrs. Herman Hoss, an artist who did park publicity during this period,
remembers Sonn very well. "He had a workshop at the old Yosemite
settlement called Kenneyville," she said, "where he made his fantastic bird
creations out of pine cones, acorns, and whatnots that nature provided. I
remember particularly the pine cone owls. He used to welcome any visitor
who came to his shop; I think he knew just about everything about birds. It
was a pleasure for me to visit him, and he helped me become a dedicated
'nature goof after I went to live in Yosemite."
When Kenneyville was dismantled in 1926 to make room for the new
Ahwahnee Hotel, Sonn appealed to Mother Curry for a site at Camp Curry.
She provided him a special place on the western edge of the camp near
bungalow 76 A and B. Here he pitched two tents, one serving as a workshop,
the other as living quarters. Adjoining the tents, he developed a cleared area
surrounded by a fence of brambles and sticks, with seats inside for guests to
sit on during his shows. Sonn returned to his Camp Curry location every
season until he retired to Southern California in 1937. Information about
his winter activities is unfortunately less certain, although he apparently
spent some winters at Yosemite Lodge.
Wendell H. Otter, former Assistant Manager at Camp Curry, recalls the
interesting Steller's Jay shows that Sonn put on during summer afternoons
in his small amphitheater. According to Otter, onlookers gathered twice
daily to watch assorted birds land at the feeding stations while Sonn
skillfully described their traits and activities. After the lectures, he sold his
postcards and bird caricatures, which were also available at various gift
shops in the Valley.

s_~nn-;~~tlement at Kenneyville, about 19_23.
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Stuart G. Cross, who spent much of his life at Yosemite and eventually
became President of the Yosemite Park and Curry Company, started his
career working for Herbert Sonn. He tells of his apprenticeship in a letter:
"When I was twelve years old I spent my summer at Camp Curry, and
Mr. Sonn 'employed' me as his assistant. My duties consisted primarily of
packing souvenir birds for shipment, arranging the chairs before his lectures
(which as I remember took place once in the morning and once in the
afternoon), and sometimes raking the yard where the public sat. I do not
remember that I was overpaid for this work . I think that an occasional
quarter was my remuneration, and that was not on a very fixed basis,
although it seems to me that he was quite meticulous about the payment
when it took place. This was, I believe, before his marriage. I recall that he
lived very simply in a tent set somewhat aside from the one he used for his
office or business, and which had a hammock behind it where he took
afternoon naps. I have a clear recollection that he did not like to be disturbed
at this time. He also kept a slingshot and a supply of ball bearings with which
he discouraged the ground squirrels in the area, and it was sometimes my
duty to retrieve these ball bearings for him."
"As for the birds themselves, it seems to me that there were 30 or 40 of the
caricatures that he used in an amusing and well-received lecture. There were
three or four souvenir birds; one made from the Sequoia cone, one from the
Tamarack cone, and one from a fir cone, I believe. These were turned out on
a repetitive production basis and were also sold at the Camp Curry studio."
"For years it has been my conviction that he was the first person to
successfully tame the Steller's Jays in the Curry area. They would flock
around his camp during his lectures, and he could identify the individual
birds who had learned to perform for him. Some would catch nuts in the air,
others would perch on particular branches to receive their food, and there
were one or two that would come to his shoulder or hand. Today this does
not seem particularly remarkable as the Steller's Jays at Curry are insolently
tame; however, this was not the case in 1930 and was a source of considerable wonder to the guests. He was also a vigorous defender of the Steller's
Jay against the charge that it was a 'robber' bird or persecuted other birds
and perhaps in reaction he had few kind things to say about robins."
"A few years ago I walked down past Bungalow 76 A and B to the site of
Mr. Sonn's camp and could still see quite clearly where the tents had been;
the pipe that brought water to wet down the dust and maintain his garden
still remained, and in my mind's eye, I could picture the gatherings that took
place there every summer day some forty years ago. He was very kind to me,
and I remember him with affection."
Homer B. Hoyt, a former Park Ranger, also remembers the "Bird Man"
when he lived in his tent at Camp Curry. He tells ofSonn not only lecturing
in his own little arena, but giving talks on the main Camp Curry stage as
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well. In addition, the "Bird Man" conducted a nature school for children
during the summer months. He was one of the most popular people at
Yosemite with tourists, especially children. Hoyt was so interested in Sonn 's
pine cone birds that he made copies of them for himself and friends . He has
his own copies to this day.
Sonn came of a brilliant and individualistic family. He was born a twin on
August 9, 1879, the son ofJ ohn Christopher and Ernestine Sonn. An uncle,
Professor George C. Sonn, was the "little wizard of Menlo Park," an
assistant to Thomas A. Edison during the time he was perfecting the
phonograph and a lifelong friend. (When he left Edison to become chairman of the Physics Department of Barringer High School in New Jersey,
Edison presented him with one of the three original models of his phonograph.) The professor established the first weather bureau in Newark and
provided newspapers with daily weather reports. Although a linguist (he
spoke nine languages), he was first a scientist. Perhaps this influenced young

The ''Bird Man's" camp at

Herbert too, for we know that the "Bird Man" worked with Professor E.O.
Essig of the University of California in collecting insect specimens and that
much of his nature teaching in Yosemite would be called ecology today.
Sonn is referred to as an artist in a 1929 Yosemite publication, although
most people remember only his "folk art," such as the bird caricatures. Art,
however, was a pronounced trait in his family, and he was the third member
to follow art as his profession. An older brother, Edwin Julius Sonn, headed
the Art Department of the Schlegel Lithographing Company of New York
City. Another older brother, Albert H. Sonn, was in charge of the Art
Department of the American Lithographing Company of New York City,
President of the Salamagundy Club of Artists, and the author of many
books including Early American Wrought Iron, a definitive work in three
volumes.
About 1932 Sonn married Elizabeth Parce, a maid for the Curry Company. She was born December 13, 1900, and died Apri122, 1958. The couple

Curry Village, abaut 1930.

had no children. Sonn died at the age of sixty-five in 1944 at Laguna Beach,
California; funeral services were held in Redlands. Both Mr. and Mrs. Sonn
were buried in Riverside, California.
John W. Bingaman, a Park Service Ranger in the 1920's, knew Herbert
Sonn well and talked with him on many occasions. "Mr. Sonn was a quiet
man," Bingaman said, "who was very interested in birds. He often took
hikes about the Valley, but I don't believe he made long hikes as he never
seemed particularly well or strong. He made some fascinating bird caricatures, which were sold by the Curry Company as well as at Best's Studio."
Sonn's pine cone birds reached all the way to the White House in
Washington, D.C. in 1934 after Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt became
acquainted with Sonn and his work during a Yosemite visit earlier that year.
The "Bird Man" sent her several birds she had wanted for her grandchildren,
along with two paper knives carved from manzanita wood . Mrs. Roosevelt
acknowledged the gifts in a warm personal letter to Sonn, noting that she
planned to add the birds to her grandchildren's Christmas presents.
- SOME.TH!N(i TH( SCifNT•.STj C'V"_'I' OOif~;..

WHISTLINGKAZILi.A
(Pi r- t.l(a,.....,(alif(JJ"T''iM,u')

fiAMAlt "''"YOUNG V[RY~AP.l

C~r~d ne11r HAlf OOME--

Yosem·lre V~l!e:;. (~!if. .5cp; .,.0 :.... J923

This cage containing two ofSonn screations was labeled as "Something the
scientists overlooked- Whistling Kazilla (Pineconus Californikus),female
with young, very rare. Captured near Half Dome, Yosemite Valley, Calif.,
Sept. 20th, 1923."
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Almost everyone who knew Herbert Sonn makes special mention of his
gentleness. He "melted" into the Yosemite life so quietly that few thought
about him as being highly individualistic, but his remaining there was the
result of positive decision when he knew he had found the right life for
himself.
Little else is formally recorded about Herbert Sonn 's life at Yosemite, but
the "complete realization of the splendid service" is evident in the warmth
with which old-timers remember him - a slight, gentle, brown-eyed man
who became such an integral part of theY osemite of which he wrote home,
"I'm going to stay."
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California State Library. Sacramento.

The little mining town of Salmon Falls, in El Dorado County, is today
but a memory. Its site, on the South Fork of the American River, lies
beneath the waters of Folsom Lake.
Of but few California mining towns, however, has there been preserved so
detailed and lovingly drawn a word-picture as there has of Salmon Falls. It
is a description that appeared during Gold Rush days in the pages of a
London journal.
The journal was Household Words, a "miscellany of general literature"
edited by Charles Dickens. The date was April8, 1854, and the description
was titled simply "From California." It began with the writer's forthright
announcement: "I have the honour to be an inhabitant of the village of
Salmon Falls, Eldorado, California," and then proceeded to tell of the idyllic
mountain village that blended "the gaieties of town with the charms of
country."
One would like to know the name of the enthusiastic Californian of a
hundred years ago, and the history of his submitting his article to the most
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popular English journal of the time, edited by England's most popular
novelist. But the writer's name will probably never be known. Like almost
all items published in Household Words, "From California" appeared
without the author's name; and the office ledger in which authors were
recorded happens for this item, as for a few others, to list no author. All that
one learns from the ledger is that the writer was paid a guinea for his
contribution.
Of the miners and travellers who left a record of their California experiences during Gold Rush days, several mentioned their mining in Salmon Falls
or their passing through the site on their way to the northern mines: Daniel
B. Woods, for instance, J.W. Gibson, David W. Cheesman, Frank Marryat.
Anne Lohrli is Professor Emeritus of English, New Mexico Highlands University. Her articles
have appeared in various scholarly journals; a study of Dickens' Household Words was
published by the University of Toronto Press in 1973. She currently resides in Claremont.
California.
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A SHY SCHEME.

1

under her f"th er's astonished eyes 1 Could
that excellent g~nt.lema.u be depeude, l on to
I :\:lr a shy young nmn, w ith a li1uited s tart f1·om his chair, a nd sa.y, usconm1re1, what
income. 1\Iy r ei-iidcnce is in th e eotmtry-my n.rc your intentious '# "- and coulJ I make s ul'e
~ tair is light- my checks a.re r_osy-my sta.tm:e of having presence of ~ind enougl ~ to d''?P
1s s mall- my m:mners a r e nuld- ruy name lS 1011 my knees and r eply mstan tly, "Dea.r s1r,
1-:.o\ld !e.
J th ey are str ictly h onourable" 1 I fear Hot;
H ow it is that professed literary gentle- it takes so much to get some parents ou t of
m en co ntrive to ~1 i r1 e ns smooth ly n:-; th ey do, th eir chairs, and so little to upset a lover,
out of oue topic and iuto anoth er , without tht li ke mP.
Shall I writ.e to h er f;J t iJCr 1 ,
slighl<"s t ap pe a.ra11cC o f a.uy a ccom panying T lam there i.s the dreadfu l e mba.JTttS8111 Cn t •
jt't·k. is a. lnp;tcry t o tll e . I w:mt to tn.ck on of th e first meeting with h er afterwa rd::~.
to th e illfl) rl nat.iou imparted in my fi t·st p:Lra- Shall I w r ite t o th e cha.r mer h ersel f 1 T he
graph, two adU i1.iona.l fact::~ : fi r;:~t, t hat I am s:u ue embana..":isment still lies iu wait fo r 1ne.
anxious to be settl~d iu life ; !:\ccowlly, that I can't express it in word s, or 1ook.4 7 or
I have my eye un :\.yo ung woman. B ut tlte re sighs, or s nJden embraces, o r epistolary Cl) r- •
S1't:! Jn:', ~omeho w, t o l,e a oi :;r~s pe-ct..ful a lwu pt· r cspoudeuce. What am I to do 1 Aga in the
H CS.') in lll t!lltio ni ng th e ol;jcct of my al.tat:h- lnnuilia.ting con fes.~ i o n escapes me; aga.iu I
Jll (' IJt iu that wa y.
1t is as it I d ra g,;;c<l ht' l' . ans\ver- I do n't k now.
i1 1to l his p;t g~ by th e Heck :md shoul ders, I This is a serious, and, as I mn iuclined
iu st.t· ~vi o f app<!ariug sereue ly l 1C I't)l'6 th e p ublic to t hiu k, even a s:td st:-~ te of t hin gs.
Here
g:lzC', \\'it~l Il l)' chat·mcr e~cortcd on m y arm. i~ my fn t.u rc t.lepc n<ling ou my doi ng some·
llcr r C'sid<:llCC is in th e country- h er hair is thin g- a nd I cau't do it.
Eve n if I could
ligltt- lte r cheeks are r osy- her stature is find the cou r age to nmk e the ofl'er, I sh ould
~ln:tll-hc r n1 anners a rc mild.
Except t hat not feel certn.i u of di scr,ve r iug, at the same
slJC h a~ no income at all, a.nd that her uarue time, th e r ig ht wonts in w]Jich to ex pn~~s
is ll t•t Ko•ltll e, my yonug woman is wond~t·- it. Iu tl tis matter s uch awful in t.e reSt."i defull y l ike me in eve r,yt.h iug, extn~me sh y· peud upon such shvt: kin~ tt·ifles. 1 kt J<nv a.
u ess iuclutl cLL U nrl er tht• s~ ch·c lliHsta uces, lt (•art-n.: nding castJ in poiu t. A fri end of JJti ll e,
it iioi perhaps r cmarkal;le t lta t I shon ld he so , a h nos t as slty a~ I am n1y:->elf, arme~l ltbn:;el f
foutl of l1c r a:; 1 :un. I can' t act.:ount fm· wi th tl1e re::;olutiou wl1i ch I tlo not P"::-st:s:-;,
1
th:tt. But I c:m swooth away :-tnol.her li t t le . w:ttch •tl his I' JI JII,rtmtity. :md started wit.h his
1liflic ulty ; I can exph1i n how it i::J ti ta t I ' collt:r of lJI:LtTi : l.~e to t.he uUject of his aH'cctiou.
ha \'e not yet imp:u·ted t he state of 111y a.lfec- 1 l t was i rl t.he winter ti uw, and lt e had :L
tions. I dou 't know how.
1 cnl •.L
:n e adv a Hcc-d :Ll.IO nt six won!::; intt) the
"Ph:a::.;e, .:'\fi:;;-;,.,.vill you marry m e 1" T oo prepara tory seut cn ce ; t.lt e la tiy was li ~ t c n
:lbrnpt. u l\Iy o Lh er sdf! plun g~ you r haud iug with w ot.lest, yet encouraging, att{'nl it) l1
i~1t.o tut .1.'('*1t:n, ext rad t.he ~lt rolJbit t g priu- 1- he go~ .to t:hc _s evc nt.h word, and felt; _a
ctpl ~..: w !l 111 11 1 oo.-;c t·,·e wh t: l It er tt :ltlorcs you or , :;udden ttl.llta.Lto n 1n t he uppe r part of Ius
uo:, :ind if :Lppr·:ti':Lth:c;-; are sn.t isfact.nry, keep · nose-he ]H'on o u u c ~ d. tlt t! <·ighth word, athli ~ ftJl' ~,· r- t·.' ' .l:'n!Ll.'> b ut, pe dtap~, r~t the same 1 !)lll's.t il' rc:p re:;.giiJly it•to :L shrill, rag iu ~: l:'Cl'l'anl·
ttn 11: tn cu tuprdt1'1t:·'l hlc ln a. }Jl'.lCI.J<::tl }O illl ~ 1 1ll.~~u cc zc! The lady (who cau blauu.: ht•J' ?)
wo1nau of the p t· ...st~ H t da,v. Ogling 1 \Vill a fte r :1. uob le efl'o t·t t o p t·cse t·,·..::: li'Ct· ~t:~r
<•.1.£1: 11;.; :zloue dn it? 1\.o.-;sil,Jy; but 1 h ~we lt Ot. co ntrol, fd l back in t.he chail' in convu J.. h•tiS
tiL <: t+..:ht kin cl of e)' C~ ftH' that c x c· rc i ~e. ~\'Iy of lang htc t'. An o lfct· is a.n t!SSc u tia lty se t·i ~'us
Ol'ga:•!S of ugJiug :·~.rc too ii~bt in colour, too tlting j w!Jo cou}J proceeJ wiLh it uuclct• t ltm:(!
Stu :til in :'izc, a uU too st. ili' in tl1 ei r ac tiou ci rcnmxt:.m ces t Not my t'ri~ 11 d, :Lt. :wy • ·at~.
for l l1e ]'urpose. Pe~·pl'i u :ll si:;llillg 1 S li t.:! He t 1·ied to bcgiu agai11, two or thn:e thy::J
tlli ;_; h t lili ...;Lakc w y i n le u tiO il:i 1 rw d fancy t.h ft t aft t-rw a rtlS.
A t li i:i tirst lo1•k of nn uttC' ra Ll e
I wa:;; r,n Jy t::ud ~a V tJ Uri u g t.o t"Xpr es.'3 to her love, at his ti r:;t a pp1·oach to the k JHit:>r
a \\' J'dciu ·d state of h(•aiL it. A s udd en clat·t topic~ he saw the lady's fact• g-e t r ed , aml
a t.. 11\'1' iu he•· hthG r':; prt'St; II Ce, n.u<l n.u ~diCe- th e lady's li ps despe rat e ly conq~rh~. ..., tlh•rn.t.inJI ·~le t..:h.. pi ng of la: r round th e waist scl\'e::;.
The lt or ritl c·x plo~ ina ot the s nccz~
1

The first page of an American edition of Household Words.
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To these men, however, Salmon Falls was of no particular interest; it might
well have been any other place.
But to the writer of "From California," Salmon Falls was like no other
mining town; every delightful fact about it deserved to be recorded. The
writer's detailed comments, and the enthusiasm with which he presents
them, give to his article its value and its interest.
He describes the setting of Salmon Falls: its precipitous mountains, its
"friendly river," its waterfall; he makes note of the Indian rights to salmon
fishing. He tells of the miners' arduous toil in constructing dams to Ia y bare a
portion of the river-bed. He mentions the inhabitants'pride in their gardens
and boasts that their melons are of a size and quality unknown in London or
Paris. He notes with satisfaction that wooden houses have replaced the tents
of"not long ago" and that the largest of the stores has glazed doors in the
front and glazed doors "round each corner." He mentions the substantial
supply of staples stocked in the store, as also the dry goods, the ironmongery, the"strong purses to hold the gold"and the"iron safes to hold the
purses." He enumerates the coins that pass between buyer and seller - silver
coins of many countries and times, but no copper pieces: "Copper currency
we men of Eldorado scorn." He describes the motley dress of the inhabitants, noting with amusement the "sublimely baggy trousers" of the Chinese,
and their wicker-work hats "like saucepan-lids." He even indulges in puns:
the miner has more interest in the scales of gold that he finds in the river than
in the scales of the fish that swim in its waters; the boots that "all hang
together"from an overhead beam in the store will not "hang together" many
days on the feet of the purchaser.
The article is an amusing, lively description in what it records . What it
does not record every reader of Californiana will readily note.
Though the writer mentions the diversity of races and nationalities in
Salmon Falls, he gives no hint of hostility among them. He tells, to be sure,
how "John Chinaman" learns to his cost that he cannot escape payment of
the miner's tax; but the incident is told lightly, without ill will or rancor. He
makes note of the barrels of gin, rum, whiskey, and brandy stocked in the
store, and the brilliantly labelled bottles of"well-beloved potations"for sale
at the bar; but he makes no mention of drunken brawls, of gunfights, of
knifings. He notes that Sunday is "the great marketing day" in Salmon Falls;
but he says nothing of the gamblers and the members of the demimonde that
on this day (in the words of a contemporary - David W. Cheesman)
flaunted themselves in the street "with brazen impudence."
Improper women in Salmon Falls? In "From California," the young
ladies of the village dance a way the evening hours for the love of dancing,
then rise with the lark in the morning to milk the cows.
"From California" gives an Arcadian picture of Salmon Falls. It deserves
to be resurrected from the forgotten pages of Dickens' periodical. Here it is:
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[AprilS, 1854.]

FROM CALIFORNIA

FROM CALIFORNIA
I have the honour to be an inhabitant of the village of Salmon Falls,
Eldorado, California. It is a place set
in a ring of mountains; a scene of a
prison with high walls, practicable
only in those places through which
our friendly river makes his entrance
and his exit. We call the village Salmon Falls, because the river contains salmon, and is broken very
near us by a water-fall of about sixteen feet, up which the fish now and
then succeed in leaping. The right of
fishing, by tacit consent, still belongs
to the Indians, and in summer they
come down to catch the salmon,
both by spearing and by nets. Our
fishing in the river is for gold; of
which it is said to contain not shoals.
Every year we dam small portions of
it, and having then drained by
ditches or flumes, look for the scales
that we love better than scales of any
fish that swims. Frequently, after
months of toil and patient industry,
the river-bed, after it has been
drained off, displays only a barren
stretch of rock, and we have lost our
labour. Fortune at other times is
very kind to us.
Not long ago this village was a
canvas town; but it has become now
a substantial place, and we inhabit
wooden houses. In the street
between these houses there walk
men of almost all nations under the
sun. At one door is perhaps a group
of Americans, of white men, as they
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[Conducted by

are often called, in contradistinction
to the rest, who are all considered
foreigners. Over the way may be a
crowd of Chinese in their own odd
costume, with hats of wicker-work,
like saucepan-lids, with bodies
wrapped in three or four dark-blue
cotton jackets of unequal length, the
undermost padded throughout;
with sublimely baggy trousers, and
slipshod shoes; every man, too, with
his tail touching the ground, thanks
either to nature's liberal supply of
hair, or to the silk cord with which
deficiency is eked out and concealed. The Chinese have a quarter
of their own in our village, where
they have merchants of their own
race, who keep stores supplied with
their own proper commodities.
Among these may be quoted ducks
preserved in oil; fins and tails of
fishes, with the fishes also dried and
pickled - very good eating, let me
add; and beans made into a paste
with a peculiar kind of oil, highly
offensive to the nose of the mere
western barbarian. They also, of
course, deal largely in rice and tea.
The collector of the tax on foreign
miners comes to our village
monthly, and exacts four dollars
(about sixteen shillings and eightpence) per month from each Chinaman, German, Frenchman, Englishman, or other foreigner who has
not taken an oath of allegiance to
the government of the United
States. At first John Chinaman did
not consent to this arrangement,

Charles Dickens.]

FROM CALIFORNIA

and was not at home when the collector called, having gone off to hide
among the woods and hills. A few
peremptory sales of his mining tools
for one-tenth of their value soon
opened his eyes to his own interests,
and he now pays the tax without a
murmur. For this payment a foreigner receives a license to work in
the mines for one month; if unable
to produce this license when called
upon to do so, he is liable to a heavy
fine and imprisonment.
Greater, however, than the diversity of people is the diversity of dress
among the dwellers in our village. In
the street one may remark, of
course, the general absence of coats.
Nearly every citizen is in his shirtsleeves; but the shirts are of every
hue. One shines with the glory of
scarlet; arm-in-arm with scarlet is
perhaps a shirt of the very brightest
blue; there are reds of every shade;
greens, yellows, greys. Then the variety becomes bewildering by crossing of all these colours in every form
of check. In the other garments
there is almost equal diversity. A
genuine hat subjects its wearer to a
heavy fine in the shape of"drinks for
the crowd." Low-crowned, widebrimmed, narrow-brimmed, roundtopped, or double-up-and-may-besat-upon-without-injury form of
hats, are met with in great variety.
One youth wears a tall brigand's hat,
another a Mother Shipton's- that
is to say, a perfect cone.
The village of Salmon Falls con-
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tains four stores, or general shops.
The largest is a framed building,
forty by twenty feet, two stories
high, lathed and plastered inside,
and painted white outside, with a
roof covered with shingles. It turns
one gable-end to the street, and has
glazed doors in the front, and two
windows in the upper story. It has
also glazed doors round each
corner, so that it fronts three ways.
On the shelves inside are arranged
all kinds of ready-made clothes,
reams ofletter-paper, boxes of envelopes, bottles of ink, boxes of candles and soap, of raisins, of matches,
tin plates, knives and forks, spoons,
sacks of salt, cheeses packed in tin,
and marked "prime English dairy,"
tobacco, pepper, snuff and sago. On
the floor are barrels of flour, ham,
pickled pork and beef, salmon,
mackerel, sliced and dried apples.
There are sacks also full and halffull of flour, Indian meal, beans, coffee, sugar, onions, potatoes, cabbage. Again, there are in store ,
barrels of gin, rum, whiskey and
brandy, as well as kegs that contain
nails, pickles, cider; firkins of butter,
and barrels of hard bread and soda
crackers.
One portion of the store is parted
off from the rest, and devoted to
liquor bottles and decanters. This is
the "bar." The bar is made attractive
by showy labels on the bottles that
contain brandy peaches, brandy
cherries, brandy neat as imported,
champagne, and other well-beloved
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potations. There are also handsome
jars devoted to sardines and spices.
On a shelf over these are hermetically sealed oysters, lobsters, and
clams; with caddies of tea, and freshground coffee; also cream of tartar
and carbonate of soda, used as a
substitute for yeast. The roof of the
store is not left vacant. Over head,
on nails driven into the beams, are
suspended, to the annoyance of all
tall men, boots. Boots of all sorts
and sizes. French calf with pump
soles, thick cowhides, India rubbers, grained leathers and split
leathers, and warranted waterproofs; among them are to be seen
the Best Boot in the Store, the
Cheapest Boot in the Store, the
Most Serviceable Boot in the Store,
and a multitude of others labelled,
which all hang together there. It is a
pity that they will not hang together
many days upon the feet of purchasers.
Our store of course contains the
digger's ironmongery: picks, warranted not to break in the eye; steel
shovels; axes and hoes; pick-handles
and axe-handles; crowbars, coils of
rope, coffee-pots, teapots, fryingpans, camp-kettles, and tin pans for
washing out gold. There we may
also buy strong purses to hold the
gold, and iron safes to hold the
purses.
Our currency at Salmon Falls is
a;; motley as our dress. We have no
need of money-changers. No foreign
coin is quarrelled with. When the
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exact value of any piece is doubtful,
it is appraised roughly in a. few
moments to the perfect satisfaction
of all parties. I take as I write a
handful of silver coin at random
from the money-drawer. What do I
turn out? One dollar, Spanish, 1720;
a five-franc piece of Charles X; a
dollar, republic of Bolivia, 1850; a
five-franc piece of the Empire, 1811 ;
one of Louis Philippe, Roi des
Francais, 1834; another, Liberte,
Egalite, et Fraternite; another,
Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, Empereur; all equally esteemed here, and
current at the uniform rate of one
dollar. Among smaller coins, I find
the English shilling, the one-franc
piece, the Spanish pistareen; all
ranking as equals with the American
quarter-dollar. Copper currency we
men of Eldorado scorn. We have
none, and we wish for none; but we
equalise our smallest coins by passing one kind at a small premium,
and others at a discount. Our smallest coin is one-tenth of a dollar,
called by us a "bit". With this coin
the most one can purchase is a cigar
of cabbage-leaves, a glass of poor
liquor, or a box of matches.
We have no church in Salmon
Falls. Many villages in the adjoining
counties are ahead of us in this and
some other respects; but Sunday is
the great marketing day.
Our village has a mill situated at
the Falls, where an overshot wheel
drives a saw. This mill is on the
banks of the river several miles
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above us, and the business of floating the cut logs down the river in the
season of high water is attended
with some danger. Our location has
a bridge, the third that we have built;
the two before it having been
washed away during the freshets of
past winters.
We are not a dull community of
men, being cheered by the ladies of
our village. We have married ladies
and young ladies, who come out at
our balls, and dance for the real love
of dancing. The enamoured youth
may, if he be brisk, see the belle of
the ball-room up with the lark next
morning milking the cows; for every
fair maid of Salmon Falls believes in
work when it is the time to work,
and in dancing when it is the time to
dance. We blend the gaieties of town
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with the charms of country. We are
proud of our gardens. Here up in the
mountains many a little valley is to
be seen carefully ploughed and
sown, soon rewarding labour with
fine fields of grain. We raise melons
of all kinds without any exertion,
and in immense quantities. They are
of a size and quality unknown in
London or in Paris.
Finally, and in farther proof of
our activity, I will only add that our
village has the aqueduct of a water
company running through it, and
that the reservoirs of several other
companies are within sight. These
works supply the water used in
washing the gold. The largest of
these channels carries the water over
twenty miles.

SOURCES: The history of Salmo n Falls- its growth "from a few Mormon huts to a
community of some note," and its later decline and abandonment- is told in Historical
Souvenir of £1 Dorado County, California, with Illustrations and Biographical Sketches of Its
Prominent Men & Pioneers, compiled and published by Paolo Sioli (Oakland , 1883). References to Salmon Falls by miners and travellers of Gold Rush days are comparatively few, and
they give little information about the place. Daniel B. Woods in his Sixteen Months at the Gold
Diggings ( New York. 1851), J .W. Gibson in his Recollections of a Pioneer (St. Joseph ,
Missouri, 1912), and Frank Marryat in his Mountains and Molehills; or, Recollections of a
Burnt Journal (London, 1855) do little more than mention Salmon Falls. Only the memoir of
David W. Cheesman, "By Ox Team from Salt Lake to Los Angeles, 1850,"ed. Mary E. Foy,
Historical Society of Southern California, Annual Publications, Vol. XIV, Pt. III (1930),
describes life in Salmon Falls in any detail.
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Throughout California and the West, the opportunity to attend live
dramatic and musical performances stimulated cultural vitality and lessened
the boredom and monotony which sometimes characterized rural, frontier
communities. Opera houses and theatres become important social and
entertainment centers in nearly every town. While theatres in San Francisco,
Seattle, Denver, and Salt Lake City became nationally famous, hundreds of
smaller, less lavish and prestigious houses served the needs of other towns.
The story of one such building, the Opera House in the central California
town of Woodland, reveals much about theatres and theatre-goers
throughout the pioneer West.
Located about fifteen miles northwest of Sacramento and known originally as Yolo City, Woodland was founded in the mid-1850's and became
the center of a large, rich agricultural region. In addition to serving as the
seat of Yolo County, its businesses, shops, and other service agencies
provided for the needs of surrounding farmers. As the town grew to a
population of 4,500 by 1887, its earliest mercantile store and blacksmith
shop were joined by two newspapers, a bank, two hotels, and a public
school. The town was especially proud of its cultural and educational
excellence; and in addition to the Opera House, at one time two private
colleges offered classes from the first grade through the second year of
college.
One of Woodland's earliest theatres, Washington Hall, opened in 1869 on
the second floor of the Academy of Music. For some fourteen years it
offered performances by a resident stock company and travelling troupes.
Another theatre, known as the "Opera House," opened in 1885 with a
performance of The Merchant of Venice. It was a two-story brick structure
featuring four private boxes, an inclined fl oor, and a modest but adequate
stage. The edifice hosted a variety of performances including romantic
dramas, a concert by the famed Fiske University Jubilee Singers, a coronet
recital, and a comic lecture. In July of 1892, after only seven years of use, the
building burned in a fire that destroyed much of downtown Woodland.
Linda Mitchell Kolysher has participated in all phases of theatre production since her early
high school days. Her article on the Woodland Opera House originated in research undertaken
in pursuit of her Master's Degree in Theatre, which she received from the University of
California at Santa Barbara in 1977. She currently teaches children's theatre and directs local
productions for community theatre in the Excinitas area.
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Poster advertising performances by Georgia
Harper and Company on November 20, 1906.
Ticket prices variedfrom twenty-five to.fifty cents.
Visiting companies were forced to perform in makeshift accommodations for the next few years. Meanwhile, community pressure grew to
construct a new theatre. The editor of the Woodland Daily Democrat was
particularly forceful. "How long is Woodland to be left without an opera
house?" he asked in September 1892. "Oh! How great is the yearning for an
opera house," he lamented the following year. "Mr. Moneyman, erect one to
make thyself great in the eyes of fellow men." Hopes increased when the site
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of the old theatre was purchased by D.N. Hershey, a Maryland native who
had come to California in 1853, acquired extensive land holdings in Yolo,
Fresno, and Tulare counties, won election to the state legislature, and served
as president of the Farmers and Merchants' Bank. To encourage construction, a board composed of prominent local businessmen guaranteed Hershey an eight percent return on his investment.
Once financing had been assured, construction soon began. The principal
contractor was W.H. Winne, who submitted a low bid of$8,990. Subcontractors were responsible for painting, plastering, plumbing, and tinning the
structure. Oakland artist Charles F. Thompson, who was well known for
curtains and scenery he had produced for theatres throughout the state,
contracted to prepare the elaborate drop curtain, stage furnishings, and set
p1eces.
The building, which opened in mid-1896, is typical of many small-town
opera houses throughout the West. From the street a plain but imposing
twelve-foot wide arch shelters ten stairs which lead to the four wooden entry
doors. To the right is the ticket window, which kept busy on warm summer
evenings when the theatre was alive. The entrance separates the incoming
audience according to seating location: people with orchestra circle tickets
pass to the right, and gallery patrons go to the left. On the first floor, a
narrow lobby curves around the semi-circular dress circle. Entering the
main seating area through two doors, visitors pass seven rows of seats
diminishing in number from ten in the back row to six in the front. Each
row of the two side sections contains five to twelve seats. A waist-high wall
separates patrons from the orchestra pit, where additional seats can be
placed during non-musical performances. The two boxes which flank the
stage are enclosed by partitions and can be entered through private doors in
the back.
Anyone who climbs the seven-foot-wide stairs comes to the second floor,
featuring a fifty-seven foot long lobby curving gracefully around the horseshoe lobby balcony. Three doors open into the seating area, where plain
wooden benches reminiscent of church pews seat patrons who paid as little
as ten cents for admission. From the last row of the balcony to the edge of
the stage is only forty-eight feet , assuring everyone a good view for a modest
price.
The stage is twenty-five feet deep, fronted by a five foot curving apron
which rises four feet above the orchestra floor. Three trap doors in the floor
could be used by performers to make dramatic entrances or exits into the
basement, which contains six rooms. The basement can also be reached via
stairways on each side of the back stage wall; one stairway frequently served
as an additional dressing room.
When the building opened in 1896, the Democrat noted that the outer
curtain contained advertising, while the main curtain was painted with a
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"splendid representation" of Colorado's Mount Holy Cross. It has survived
the years and will be used again in the restored room. "The scenery", continued the article, "was in perfect accord with the other appointments, being
ample in quantity, tasteful in design, and rich and harmonious in effect."
The acoustics were reportedly so good that a whisper from the stage could
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be heard anywhere in the house. Originally gas lit the stage, but later both it
and the house were converted to electricity.
Artist Joyce Walker's panoramic view of the interior of the Woodland
Opera House.
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The seating capacity of Woodland 's Opera House varied depending on
whether areas lacking permanent seating were used. Usually the orchestra
held about eighty-eight people; the boxes up to sixteen each; and the dress
circle was equipped with 224 stationary seats. The balcony could comfortably accommodate 300 patrons, producing a total capacity of 644. This was a
good sized house for a town with a population of under 5,000, yet it was
small enough to offer everyone a good seat.
The theatrical preferences of the Woodland audience became evident
within a short time after the new Opera House opened. Modern psychological dramas with serious themes had little appeaL A performance of Henrik
Ibsen's Ghosts in 1905 received a typically negative reaction. In part, the
play's reputation as "immoral" may have reduced attendance, even though
the local newspapers prepared theatre goers by explaining that recent
psychological interpretations had made it "fashionable". The next day the
paper's headline reported local reaction: "That Woodland is not an Ibsen
town is shown." Despite the actor's "highly intelligent" interpretation, the
reviewer concluded that town residents were "not prepared" for such a
presentation. Besides, he went on, "in our humble opinion, we should say
there is little if any need for such plays." Certainly it was "not fit for young
children."
When Oscar Wilde 's Salome was performed in May 1907, only a few
people attended, and those present liked neither the play nor the actors. " . ..
it was a gruesome affair, " noted the Democrat, "beyond our understanding
.. .. There is not a thing elevating about it." Moreover, the "continued
repetition" became so tiresome that "though the play scarcely lasts more
than an hour, you are glad when it's over."
A 1905 performance of James A. Hearne's Shore Acres received a much
better reception . The subject matter, a New England farm family and their
domestic problems, no doubt appealed to the rural Yolo County audience,
and a critic reported that the actors were exceptionaL T. Galloway, the male
lead, won special acclaim. " He brought tears and smiles to the audience by
his faithful protrayal of one of the most beautiful characters ever presented,"
noted the Democrats reviewer, adding that the company was "an excellent
one throughout the entire cast."
Many performances in Woodland were standard plays included in the
repertory of theatre companies touring the country. One such group, for
example, presented Augustus T homas' The Hoosier Doctor in October
1897. "It is a rare thing for the theatre going people of Woodland to have an
oppOiiunity to see such a strong play," noted a local reporter, "presented by
such competent people as Dinghy Bell and his support, without going to
San Francisco." Their performance had been "the best of the season," and
the company was hailed as the best "that has ever played in the interior cities
of the state." Nevertheless, not everyone was pleased; some residents
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complained that the admission charged for the best seats had been rasied to
one dollar. Evidently, price meant as much to some Woodland people as the
quality of a performance.
In 1898 the troupe directed by Katie Putnam and Maurice Freeman
presented a praiseworthy performance of Charles H. Hoyt's A Texas Steer.
The play was "manifestly so superior" to most comedies which came to
Woodland, according to the local critic, that the audience quickly recognized "every meritorious feature ." The company was so good that he was
certain that a return visit would guarantee a "hearty and enthusiastic
reception."
The moral content of plays was often as important as the quality of
writing, staging, or acting. A 1911 performance of The Girlfrom Rectors, a
farce adapted by Paul M. Potter from the French play Lute, drew some of
the strongest condemnation. The "objectionable features" which nearly
caused the play to be closed the previous season in San Francisco had been
largely eliminated, but still there were enough "naughty" segments to convince one critic that it "should not be produced on stage." The only excuse
for such a presentation, he concluded, was "that it ran for over 300 nights in
New York to crowded houses."

"A Texas Steer" was a satire concerned with cattle barons, Washington
lobbyists, and political machinations. It was performed four times by
different production companies over a ten-year period. The final performance
was by the Elleford Company in January 1908.

Photo by Woodland Daily Democrat of original in Perlorming Arts Collection. Shield Library, University of California, Davis.
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Many popular and well-attended productions seen in Woodland were
touring Broadway musicals, the best of which were well written and performed by talented casts. The Gingerbread Man by Fred Rankin and
Baldwin Sloane was performed by the Nixon and Zimmerman company in
February 1908. The gallery was filled to overflowing and nearly every seat in
the lower area had been taken. Everyone "applauded in a manner that
ind icated that the show was thoroughly enjoyed." Here was a play, a
reviewer added, that was especially "fun," and the company presenting it
was "capable . .. in every particular." "It is," he concluded, "an ingenious
mixture, containing something that is bound to please everybody ... a
delightful bit of nonsense, with snappy and sparkling music."
The next season an equally large crowd attended a performance of Victor
Herbert's Babes in Toyland. This time they were disappointed. "Though
there were many good things about the show,"according to the local paper,
"it hardly fulfilled the claims of the advance agent, nor justified the prices
charged." None of the leading performers was "very strong" vocally, and the
singing of one star, Helen McLeod, was "absolutely painful."
While the admissions fees for musicals could reach $1.50 per person,
melodramas were the backbone of the ten, twenty, and thirty cent stock companies that toured towns like Woodland. These performances combined a
simple plot with one dimensional characters which drew the audience into
the action . The black and white morality of the melodrama became clear to
the audience as the good were rewarded and the evil were punished. Such
clear solutions must have been comforting to Woodland residents living in a
real world of gray morality where solving problems of right and wrong was
often frustrating.
Uncle Tom's Cabin, a dramatization of Harriet Beecher Stowe's abolitionist novel, played six times at the Woodland Opera House. The plot
revolved around such varied elements as Uncle Tom's life and death, a
Negro auction, little Eva's death, black-hearted Simon Legree, and Eliza's
dramatic crossing of an icy river with babe in arms. Despite the play's
reputation, not every company could perform it capably. When the John R.
Stowe group presented it in Woodland in December 1898, the Democrat
condemned them as "a snide company guilty of obtaining money under false
pretenses." They had given a fine street parade the day of the performance,
thus encouraging those who attended to expect an "excellent performance."
Such was not the case, however, for while the band was excellent, the actors
were "the bummest lot of barnstormers who ever went on the road," the
performance was "hardly recognizable," and, the reviewer snidely
remarked, "probably made Harriet Beecher Stowe's bones rattle in their
coffin."
Another melodrama which played six times in Woodland was The Two
Orphans by Adolphe D'Ennery and Eugene Cormon. It tells the story of
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two orphaned sisters: one is abducted by a lusty Marquis; the other, who is
blind, is taken under wing by an evil street beggar. The two are almost
reunited through chance several times before their plight ends after a sword
duel between the valiant Chevalier de Vaudery and villainous Jacques. In a
surprise ending, Jacques and his mother, who are responsible for the
victimization of the blind girl, are taken off to jail, and it is revealed that
Louise is the illegitimate daughter of the Chevalier's aunt who is finally able
to claim her as her child. In the end a doctor suggests that there is even hope
of restoring the girl's sight. "I can be the instrument," he says in the closing
lines of the play, "the rest is in the hands of heaven." On that sentimental
note, all is resolved and almost everyone lives happily ever after.
The second time The Two Orphans played in Woodland in January 1902,
it drew the largest crowd of the week and held the sympathy of the audience.
Perhaps overexposure diminished interest; for by the time the last performance occurred six years later, the Democrat lamented that "unfortunately
this time-worn drama has been played here by nearly every stock company
that visited this city." As a result, "attendance suffered."
Another popular melodrama was East Lynne, which had been adopted
from a popular novel by Mrs. Henry Wood. The play focuses on a jealous,
proud woman who is used and abandoned by a villain. As punishment for a
simple misunderstanding between herself and her husband, the woman is
exiled from her home and her children. After suffering years of torment, in
the last act she returns disguised as the governess for her own children . Just
in time the villain is brought to justice, and she witnesses the death of her
son. In the last scene, the star is forgiven by her husband and then dies. "You
are growing faint, Isabel," the husband whispers. "Let me call assistance. ""It
is not faintness," she responds, "it is death. Oh, but it is hard to part so!" she
gasps. "Farewell, my once dear husband, until eternity." As soft music plays,
he answers, "Until eternity," and as the curtain drops, he "lays her gently
down and stands in an attitude of deep grief as if invoking the blessing of
Heaven for her souL"
Other popular performances were vehicle plays which showcased the
talent of individual stars. One typical play, The Hills of California, offered
to Woodland residents in September 1904, featured Frank Bacon. "Mr.
Bacon is the star," noted the Democrat. "The charm of his acting is the
naturalness and simplicity with which he impersonates whatever role he
undertakes. He never exaggerates or employs declamatory or stilted
methods." Unlike most actors who came to Woodland, after twenty years of
playing with stock companies in little California towns, Bacon achieved
national recognition for his New York performance of The Cinderella Man.
Another vehicle play, Ramona, had been adapted from Helen Hunt
Jackson's famous novel by actress Virginia Calhoun to utilize her own
talents. An article announcing the impending arrival of Miss Calhoun and
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her company in Woodland indicated the appeal of this type of play. "In this
dramatization of this wonderful story," the paper announced, Miss Calhoun had "studied the character of Ramona purposely for herself; so
naturally she assumes the role that one forgets that she is Virginia Calhoun
and almost believes it is Ramona in real life." Theatre goers were not
disappointed. "Nothing better," reported the paper the next day, "has been
presented in this city for a long time." Miss Calhoun was "superb;" "she
brings out the character of the beautiful Indian maiden in a striking
manner."
There were also plays in which thin plots created opportunities for ethnic
songs, dances, and comedies. In 1901, for example, Irish comedians Murray
and Mack brought Shooting the Shoots to Woodland. Here the plot was

THE REBIRTH OF THE\\
In 1971, after the last Hershey sister died, the Yolo County Historical
Society purchased the Opera House from the conservators of the estate. The
following year they acquired the lot in front of the historic site. The society
also cleaned up and opened the building for occasional tours and fund-raising events.
Recognizing that full-scale reconstruction would eventually be necessary
if the building were to be preserved, the society employed architects Schafer
and Wirth to draw up restoration plans including a new stage house, modern
lighting, and restrooms. State appropriations in fiscal years 1976, 1979, and
1981 totaling just over $1 ,000,000, together with $400,000 from the National
Trust for Historic Preservation and $70,000 from the City of Woodland will
make possible restoration of the structure. In addition, the Yolo County
Historical Society is donating the property, valued at $57,500, and local
citizens are providing seating, furniture, stage drapes and rigging, refreshment bars, landscaping, paint, painting and wallpapering, and other miscellaneous help valued at well in excess of $60,000.
Progress toward restoration moved rapidly in 1980. Title to the property
passed to the State of California on February 6, and on February 19
Director of Parks and Recreation Russell Cahill visited Woodland to accept
the deed. In late summer Govenor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. signed the last
appropriation bill, and bids were requested from contractors. They were
opened September 3. Restoration will take about two and a half years.
Eventually, however, a non-profit corporation will maintain and operate
the new Woodland Opera House State Historic Park. It will not only
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"for laughing purposes only," serving only "to introduce an abundance of
witty sayings, keen repartee, lively and catchy music, a good chorus, and a
fine ballet. . . . "In addition, Murray and Mack were "two oft he finest Irish
comedians on the road."
TwoSwedishcompaniesalsovisited Woodland . In 1899 Mr. A. Donaldson starred in a presentation of Yon Yonson. "There is not much plot to the
play," admitted the local newspaper, but it contained "many amusing
situations which afford several very clever artists abundant opportunity to
do some excellent work." Donaldson's rendition of"My Northern Home"
was so well performed that he was recalled twice. Six years later the same
play was presented by a Mr. Hendricks, characterized as "the best Swedish
dialect interpreter on the stage. "The next year Hendricks returned with Ole

OODLANDOPERAHOUSE
provide for the public an example of the fine old theatres which once dotted
California, but it will also show what determined and dedicated citizens can
do to bring history alive. THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN salutes the historyminded residents of Woodland for their valuable activities.

At the gala re-opening celebration of the Woodland Opera
House in May 1972, many participants arrived in costumes
dating from the heyday of theatre activity.
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Olson. Some residents suggested that they had seen enough of Hendricks,
but opening night the dress circle and gallery were crowded and only a few
seats remained unsold downtairs. "It seems that the people never tire of
Hendrick's originality and his quaint Swedish dialect," concluded a reviewer.
Although many plays performed in Woodland Jacked serious dramatic
quality, about once each year a Shakespeare company came to Woodland .
Usually they specialized in classical productions. Often a well-known actor
or actress headed the bill; such seasoned performers as Frederick Warde and
Charles Hanford returned to Woodland year after year. Most stayed only
one night, reflecting the limited appeal of their plays.
The 1902 season featured Frederick B. Warde's presentation of King
Lear. "It has been many years since anything to compare with this has been
seen in the local playhouse," noted the reviewer, who predicted that "many
more may elapse before we see the like unless Mr. Warde can be induced to
come again."
Perhaps the most famous actress ever to appear in Woodland was
Madam Modjeska, who starred in an 1899 production of MacBeth . "At the
beginning of the performance," the town paper reported, "the audience was
inclined to be cold and critical." As the play progressed, however, applause
became more frequent "as all the strong points in the tragedy were manifested." At fifty-nine, Madam Modjeska was "growing old" and had lost
"some of her power and impressiveness." Still no one could deny that she
was a "wonderful woman in many ways,""remarkably well preserved for
her age." The review continued:
Her figure is lithe and her steps still elastic. There is a charm about
her every movement. Her features are delicately molded, her eyes
are beautifully expressive, and she wears the royal purple with ease
and grace that are characteristic of great artists.
Another highlight in the history of the Woodland Opera House was a
1904 performance of Twelfth Night by the Ben Greet Players of London,
England. The local reviewer was ecstatic. "Nothing finer in the legitimate
line has ever been presented in this city," he estimated. In a rare allusion to
staging, the critic noted that the company had performed in the "Elizabethan manner." The stage had been bare except for a "simple setting," the
curtains had remained open throughout, and the only music came from the
violin and organ. A single trumpet blast opened the performance. "The
whole affair," he concluded, "was a decidedly pleasing novelty." The entire
company was excellent. "The claim has been made that there are no stars
among the Greet Players," he observed, "but we should say that nearly all of
them are stars."
Another important type of performance was variety, includ ing everything from magicians to movies. Each of the thirty-two vaudeville shows
offered to Woodland Opera House patrons included a number of different
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acts. Those offered by the Leavitt Vaudeville Company, which appeared
March 5, 1897, were probably typical. A couple which performed "very
clever work in the black art line" was followed by a singer whose "several
pretty selections" received hearty applause. Two brother's work on a horizontal bar was "most excellent . . . the best of this kind ever seen in this city."
The highlight came when a local Woodland boy, William Jackson, gave his
Chinese impersonations. Another brother team did an aerial act; "the way
one balances the other on a pole," exclaimed one local paper, "is something
marvelous." There were also a one-armed athlete with a trained dog and
something described as a "haunted ballroom act." Later a woman seated in
mid-stage wrapped in an American flag answered questions put to her from
the audience. Last came Captain Beach, the celebrated "Man-Fish." While
submerged in a tank of water, he drank a bottle of milk, ate a banana,
smoked a pipe, and wrote on a slate. He concluded the evening by staying
under water a full minute and a half.
Mystic and scientific (or pseudo-scientific) acts were also popular. Hermann the Great, who visited Woodland in February 190 I, was especially
clever. In one trick he produced two bowls of water and a goldfish from
"mysterious sources." Later he worked with silver rings. "He came down to
the audience," explained the local newspaper, "and endeavored ever so hard
to show everybody how it was done, but as in nearly all of his work 'the
closer you look the less you see.' "
A hypnotist, Professor Lee, spent an entire week in Woodland. The first
night few patrons volunteered to be subjects, but he ultimately induced
seven men to come forward. Some were put under quite easily, while others
proved more difficult. As the evening progressed, he influenced those under
his power to fall backwards, ordered them to walk about the stage believing
that one leg was stiff, persuaded them that they were infested with fleas, or
made them do "any ridiculous thing" he willed. One local resident "baited
his hook and watched the bobbing of the cork with as much apparent
delight as if really engaged in angling." Later the same man "drove a race
horse about an imaginary track." Lee put one man to sleep and announced
that he would not be awakened until the following Wednesday. In the
meantime, the victim was placed in the front window of Chapman's store
where hundreds of people stopped the next day to gawk.
An appearance by La Loi Fuller, a well-known dancer who invented The
Serpentine, brought a near-capacity audience to the Opera House in 190 I.
Those in attendance found her dancing disappointing, but her innovative
use of electrical lighting was "her success.""The creation of light colors were
[sic] beautiful," a newspaper article reported the next day, "and her show,
Tempest, aroused some enthusiasm. "Two years later a Professor W.P. Patty
presented his Liquid Air Demonstration in Woodland . After an introductory lecture discussing the properties of "liquid air" at 312 degrees below
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zero, he performed a series of demonstrations, in one of which he froze a
rubber ball until "it broke like glass on the floor."
Also popular in Woodland were Minstrel shows where black-faced
performers presented sketches which included coarse humor at the expense
of the blacks whom they degraded. Haverly's Minstrels, who performed in
October 1904, were perhaps typical. The first section of their show, entitled
"The Evolution of a Watermelon," included a "potpourri of late songs," a
"jolly" song called "The Wise Old Owl, "and "a very good comic song"called
"Here is My Friend." After intermission, two of the performers, Billy Van
and Jimmy Wall, "kept the audience in a continual uproar." The evening
concluded with a "dark town circus"featuring two performers and a trained
donkey.
The opening of a new era in entertainment was heralded in 1897 when the
first primitive motion picture presentation occurred in the Opera House.
Woodland residents paid twenty-five to thirty cents each to see a program
projected through an Edison Kinetiscope . It was an immediate success,
what one reviewer termed a "marvelous exhibition." The scenes "thrown
upon a large canvas in life size" were "wonderful." The productions were
not, however, very dramatic: one showed a man drawing water from a
hydrant and throwing it onto the street with a hose; boys were also seen
playing on a sidewalk; and streetcars appeared "as plainly as life." By 1912,
Woodland residents recognized the dramatic potential of film when Sarah
Bernhardt's film Camille opened. Admission could be had for twenty-five to
fifty cents, a fraction of what a stage production featuring such a star would

When Nance O'Neal
appeared at the playhouse in
1899,first in "The Jewess" and
later in "Madga, "theatregoers
paidfrom twenty-five cents to
a dollar for admission. At the
time ofher final appearance in
Herman Sedermann s"Fire of
St. John" on June 26, 1908,
ticket prices for patrons had
risen to as high as one dollar
and fifty cents.
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cost. "All the details of the wondenul stage settings and furnishing that the
pia y affords are pictured," reported the local newspaper. "As for the acting,
nothing in the picture line approaches it."
In spite of the Woodland theatre's name, opera was by far the least
appealing offering it presented. Less than a dozen operas and operettas were
performed, and not one proved to be a success. Sometimes a first class
company came to town, as in the case of Wang, peiformed by "the world
famous Grau Opera Company."" A big house will be a splendid advertisement for Woodland," noted the local newspaper critic, "and will make it
possible for Manager Webber to book for next season companies that only
visit the best cities and towns on the Pacific Coast." The experiment proved
a failure, as the audience was typically small. For the most part the handful
of Woodland opera lovers suffered through second-rate performances or
went to San Francisco.
Occasionally, platform lectures were offered. In 1906 a Major Weinstock
spoke before 100 people on "Napoleon, The Little Corporal." The crowd
was smaller than expected, perhaps because a storm the evening of his
speech forced its delay for an hour. More likely, the topic had "been worn
thread bare." Sam P. Jones' lecture titled "Get There and Stay There"
attracted a much larger audience. He had lectured on a variety of topics for
years, noted a reviewer who had heard him before. As always, he was
"unique, caustic, capricious, satirical, pathetic, and at times eloquent." Only
his dress had changed. He went on to describe the lecturer's talent more
fully:
As an entertainer Mr. Jones is inimitable; his audiences never fail
to get their money's worth. He invites them whenever they have all
t~ey can hold to say so and he will stop. He says his lectures are like
a freight train, they can be cut in two anywhere and the caboose
attached. They are built that way.
The Opera House hosted a number of bands, by far the most famous of
which was John Phillip Sousa's group which peiformed November 11,
1909. Sousa worked the same magic upon Woodland as he had with most of
the country. The review of his afternoon and evening concerts hailed them
as the "finest band concerts ever heard in this neck of the woods." A great
crowd came to see and hear them in the afternoon; there was standing room
only in the evening. "Hats off to Sousa," toasted the local editor, "because he
is still the most graceful and most effective band leader before the public."
Surprisingly, relatively few local amateur groups performed in the opera
house, accounting for only 57 of 800 presentations. Twenty-five musicians
calling themselves the Arion Concert Company, for example, came from
Sacramento to put on a concert the Democrat described as "first-class
entertainment. "The Glee Club from the University of California at Berkeley
gave eight peiformances in the Woodland theatre, while the group from
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Stanford University came only once. Other times musical concerts were
used to raise money for the local fire department and relief fund.
Occasionally local groups used the theatre for plays. The graduating class
of Woodland High School usually presented a class play each June and also
held commencement ceremonies in the building. One year the high school
students put on a minstrel show to benefit the school piano fund; another
year, a full house saw their lady's minstrel show. The local Baptist church
also gave a play, "The Temple of Fame," before an "almost full house."
Ironically, a local activity dealt the Woodland Opera House a final blow.
On May 29, 1912, the building had been leased to the high school for
commencement. Admission was free, and the theatre was packed, with
people standing in the aisles. Because of the crowd and the warm evening
air, someone opened a loading door on the side of the theatre to increase
ventilation. At the end of the ceremonies, Mrs. Nancy Shellman, who
thought the door was an exit, stepped through it, and fell to the sidewalk
three feet below, breaking her arm at the elbow. While an appeals court
denied her suit for damages and medical expenses, the "bringing of the suit,"
according to a local historian, "seems to have settled the fate of the Opera
House." Only six performances were given during 1913, and the Opera
House formally closed after the Woodland High School commencement
May 29, 1913.
The Woodland Opera House, like many others, closed because the era in
which it could be profitable was ending. Such new forms of entertainment as
movies and radio drew people's interests away from live entertainment while
improved transportation made it easier to travel to other cities where better
quality performances were offered. In Woodland, the original owner, Mr.
Hershey, had died; his wife and children, while retaining ownership,
boarded up the building. It made news once more in 1937 when an explosion started a fire in the north end of the theatre which destroyed the stage
house. The Hersheys had a new roof installed but continued to leave the
building boarded up and unused. Occasionally a curious visitor inspected
the once beautiful edifice, but for the most part it became a refuge for hobos
and the victim of vandals.
Sources: For information about the Woodland Opera House, facts drawn from daily newspaper accounts in the Woodland Daily Democrat between 1894 and 1913 are indispensable.
Also, an article by Douglas McDermott and Robert K. Sarlos, "The Woodland 'Hershey'
Opera House: The End of an Era in California Theatre." California Historical Society
Quarterly, Vol. 48, No.4 (December 1969): 291 -306, offers additional historical facts. Dr.
Sarlos, Professor in the Department of Dramatic Art at the University of California at Davis
and Vice-President of the Board ofTrustees, Yolo County Historical Society, offered innumerable points of information and suggestions. Other Society members furnished suggestions,
photographs, and information on current restoration proceedings; particularly helpful were
Mrs. Havelyn Jones and Marion Franke.
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THE 1867 ELECTION
IN CALIFORNIA
"The Whim and Caprice
of a Majority in a Petty State"
by Gerald Stanley

The Thirty-Ninth Congress which convened late in 1865 has often been
portrayed as a momentous event in American political history. Politicians
debated what the status of blacks should be- and disagreed . The Republicans created the Joint Committee on Reconstruction to formulate an
alternative to presidential Reconstruction, which provided no protection
and few rights for ex-slaves. By the time Congress adjourned in March of
1867, the Republicans had established the Freedmen's Bureau to educate
blacks; granted the Bureau authority to extend military protection to blacks
discriminated against because of race; passed over PresidentJohnson's veto
the Civil Rights Bill that gave citizenship rights to the freedmen; endorsed
the Fourteenth Amendment that incorporated black civil rights into the

Born in Detroit in 1941, Gerald Stanley received his Ph.D. in history from the University of
Arizona in 1973 and is currently Associate Professor of History at the California State
University, Bakersfreld. He is the author of several articles on the American West and is a
specialist on the cultural and historical development of ethnic groups in California.
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Constitution, and passed over Johnson's veto the Reconstruction Act,
which instituted Radical Reconstruction by disfranchising ex-Confederates
and forcing the South to accept black suffrage.
The granting of civil and political rights to blacks, the disfranchisement of
thousands of whites, the overriding of presidential vetoes on matters of race
- this sharp departure from racial tradition - has prompted some historians to applaud Radical Reconstruction and to conclude that it was motivated by humanitarian principles. Other scholars contend, however, that
political expediency better explains Radical Reconstruction, maintaining,
for example, that attitudes in voting constituencies influenced Republicans
more than abstract ideas, that political opportunism was more important
than ideological commitment, or that the purpose of expanding the suffrage
was to secure the black vote in the North and to keep the black voter in the
South. In truth, Republicans were ordinary politicians and not radical after
all.
A study of California Republicans in the 1867 election supports the thesis
that views Republicans as basically radical people motivated more by moral
or at least humanitarian principles than by mere political expediency.
Certainly historians who define radicals as people who advocated political,
social, economic, and racial equality for everyone everywhere and gained
nothing by such pronouncements will find the interpretation of California
Republicans disappointing; for no politician in California fits this definition of radicalism. Yet, considered within the context of the state's political
history, the radicalism of California's Republicans extended beyond expediency because their goals actually outdistanced the racial aspirations of
most white voters. During Reconstruction many of these Republicans
boldly confronted the history of pervasive racism in the state in demanding
not only equal civil rights for blacks everywhere but equal political rights as
well. Thus the 186 7 election in California well validates the conclusion of
historians La Wanda and John Cox that Johnson's inflexible resistance to
basic rights for blacks "precipitated a great issue of moral principle central to
the battle over Reconstruction." I
Moral principles had not always motivated California Republicans.
Since the organization of their party in 1856, race had been a constant issue
in state politics, and blacks had served as a negative reference point for
Republicans and Democrats alike .2 Untill860, Democrats had managed to
exploit the race issue more effectively than Republicans and to win all
elections by large majorities. Yet, in the four-party election of 1860 the issue
of preserving the Union became as important as the race issue. And enough

I. La Wanda and Jo hn Cox, Polirics. Principle. and Prejudice. 232.
2. Gerald Stanley, "Racism and the Early Republica n Pa rty: The 1856 Preside ntial Election
in Ca lifornia," Pacific Historical Review, XLIII (May, 1974), 171 -187.
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voters endorsed the idea of preserving the Union as well as the racial status
quo to yield a Republican victory.
Saving the Union kept Republicans in power during the Civil War; but,
more importantly, while in power they began to change their attitude
towards blacks, at first gradually but in the end dramatically. Clearly,
during the war they were more concerned with what was expedient than
with what was right. They campaigned for a Union with slavery in 186 1, and
in 1862 the congressional assault against slavery made the emancipation of
at least some slaves an issue. When forced to take sides, Republicans
supported limited emancipation. When the war generated sentiment to end
slavery, they became abolitionists, who wholeheartedly supported the Thirteenth Amendment. Without a doubt, political expediency made Republicans emancipationists and abolitionists, but political expediency by itself
fails to account for the gradual shift in Republican policy. Facing a torrent
of racist propaganda and the very real possibility of election defeat in 1864
and 1865, they indicted slavery as a sin and expressed a limited compassion
toward blacks. And when the Union was saved, when the status of four
million freedmen was the only issue, they completed the conversion from
ordinary politician to Radical Republican in the Thirty-Ninth Congress.
In that Congress California's Republicans, Congressmen William Higby,
Donald McRuer, and John Bidwell and Senator John Conness, assailed
Johnson's anti-black policies and in other ways abandoned the tradition of
tolerating racial inequality. For example, before Reconstruction Higby had
ignored race-related issues whenever he could; but after Johnson rejected
federal protection for the freedmen, Higby advocated civil as well as political rights for blacks in all states. No citizen, he argued, should be penalized
because of his race. He even opposed limiting the franchise to whites as
"unrepublican. "3
Similarly, when Johnson opposed Congressional Reconstruction, Congressman Bidwell displayed a radically different attitude toward blacks. In a
long letter to his political contact in California, he wrote that Congress had a
duty "to insist upon adequate protection for the freedmen and [upon] the
right to instruct and elevate them." "They who have saved the Union,"
Bidwell insisted,
must sustain the efforts to meet and arrange the logical consequences. They must labor to make [the freedmen] intelligent .. . and
protect them against the prejudice that would keep them degraded .
The copperheads and traitors will howl 'negro equality' [Bidwell
accurately observed] - let them do so .. . we [must] meet the
question boldly, and on the principle of equal justice.
3. Congressional Globe, 39th Cong. , 1st Sess. (January 25, 1866), 427; (April 28 , 1866),
2252-53.
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California State library, Sacramento.

John Bidwell helped lead the
swing away from traditional
racial attitudes.

George C. Gorham, Republican
candidate for governor in the
1867 election.

Then, after Johnson vetoed the civil rights bill, Bidwell affirmed, " If I was
ever Conservative I am radical now."4
No isolated outburst of compassion, Bidwell's exclamations reflected the
thinking of many California Republicans. In February 1866, the Executive
Committee of the party issued a statement castigating Johnson for his
vetoes and calling for federal protection of southern blacks. Five days later,
the Republican-controlled Assembly passed a resolution sustaining the
Radicals in Congress; forty-nine of the fifty-seven Republican Assemblymen favored the resolution while all Democrats voted no. The voting
pattern remained the same when the legislature subsequently endorsed
military occupation for the southern states until they ratified the Thirteenth
Amendment and at some future time, the resolution read, "other amendments to the Constitution." "We think we are radical, "explained the editor
of the Alameda County Gazette in May. "We believe in a practical application of the Declaration of Independence . . .. We believe that loyalty and
intelligence should be the standard of the voter. "5
4. John Bidwell to James Gillespie, January 29, July 31 , 1866, Miscellaneous Letters,
Huntington Library, San Marino, California[MLHL).
5. Winfield J. Davis, History of Political Conventions in California 1849-1892 (Sacramento:
California State Library, 1893 , 234-237; Sacramento Union, February 28, March 21, 30, 1866;
Alameda County Gazelle, May 5, 1866; Sacramento Union, March 5, September 7, II , 1866;
Morning Call (San Francisco), September 5, 1866.
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More importantly, radicalism appeared in public places, at political
rallies. At a March meeting in Sacramento, for instance, Governor Frederick Low called for "equal and exact justice to all men," while a Republican
from Mariposa emphasized that men everywhere should have the right to
vote regardless of their race. Nevada Congressman Delos Ashley, told a San
Francisco rally, "The battle we are now fighting is to give equal rights to
every American citizen. ""Is it not right," he asked, "that each man shall be
equal before the law, and have equal protection there?'~
Of course, in 1866 California radicalism had its limitations. Although
outraged at Johnson's vetoes, many Republicans ignored the subject of
black suffrage outside of the south. Hence, when blacks petitioned the
legislature in 1866 for the right to vote in the state, a Republican read the
memorial; then it died in committee. Moreover, Republicans often laced
compassionate expressions with racist remarks. After endorsing black suffrage on humanitarian grounds, one Republican confessed, "I admit I have
the prejudices common to my race .... As between the negro and the white
man, I am for the white man." In 1866, Cornelius Cole, one of the founders
of the party in California, denounced Johnson for "stopping the car of
progress" but added that the President was "only fit to patch the old clothes
of the dirtiest niggers." When Cole's wife Olive complained about her white
servants, telling her husband "I like darkies best for help," Cornelius comforted her by writing" ... we will have some good darkies, and be troubled
no more.'"7
California Republicans were not as radical as those in other states, yet,
considering the past standards of the party and especially the past importance of race in the state's politics, the Republicans of 1866 excelled in
radicalism by California standards. Opposition to the new radicalism on the
part of the old-line Republicans, such as Collis P. Huntington, further
illustrates the increasingly changing nature of the party. Writing to President Johnson in February, Huntington decried "the attempt to engraft upon
the Republican party a dogma not only unknown to the party but unknown
to the Constitution. "The idea of black suffrage, he ranted, was the product
of"some French philosophy," which was "better fitted to ornament the hall
of some Social Science Meeting than the halls of legislation." Huntington
closed his letter with the accurate observation: "These are no sudden
convictions;" and to make his point, he forwarded several of his earlier
campaign speeches about blacks to the President.X

6. Sacramento Union, January 6, 9, March 5, 1866.
7. Corne lius Cole to O live Cole , February 15, March 6. 7, 1866. Co le Papers, Un iversity of
California at Los Angeles [CPUCLA].
8. Co llis P. Huntington to President And rew Johnson , Fe bruary 27, 1866, Andrew Johnson
Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
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Furthermore, some traditional Republican newspapers openly opposed
attempts to reject the party's racist tradition. In May 1866, the editor of the
San Francisco Morning Call reminded readers that Republicans fought the
Civil War to restore the Union and "for no other purpose whatsoever." By
September, he sadly predicted "negro suffrage everywhere, and perhaps
something worse." Three days after the prediction, the Call declared it
would no longer be able to support the Republican party, thus leaving the
field open to the more radical editors such as the one who proclaimed, "the
question is not 'What is expedient?'[but] 'What is right?' The time has come
when neither race nor color [should] form a ... bar to the rights of
ci tizenshi p.''9
In 1866, voters had no chance to approve or disapprove of California
radicalism, for in March the state legislature passed a bill postponing
California's Congressional election untill867 . 1o But the Republicans did try
to convert the average white voter in 1867, an event made even more
important by the fact that California's 1867 election comprised high stakes.
Besides the governorship and three seats in the House of Representatives,
the election would determine control of the state legislature, which would in
turn elect a United States Senator to succeed John Conness. The new
legislature would also approve or reject the Fourteenth Amendment and
any other amendments which might be forthcoming.
Even before the campaign began, an internal dispute between the socalled Long Hair and Short Hair Republicans threatened the party's chances
for success. The terms Long Hair and Short Hair, designating Republican factions, originated in 1864 when the legislature considered a bill to
redistrict San Francisco. According to one faction, the bill gerrymandered
the city to the advantage of the "roughs" or "short hair boys." Opponents of
the bill became known as Long Hairs; and after the measure passed, the
terms became part of the nomenclature of California politics, even though
the issues dividing Long Hairs and Short Hairs changed. I I
In I 867 the issue became George C. Gorham. Gorham had served as
Governor Low's private secretary until the Governor vetoed a bill in 1866
that granted subsidies to a railroad corporation for the building of a line in
the northern part of the state. Since Gorham had acted as the principal
lobbyist in the legislature for the subsidy, and since many Republicans
favored subsidizing the railroads, Gorham seemed a likely replacement for
Low, at least to John Conness, the leader of the Short Hairs. Besides
winning favor from the railroads, in backing Gorham for Governor, Conness
9. Morning Call (San Francisco), May 4, September 2, 5, 1866; Alameda County Gazette,
December I, 1866.
10. Sacramento Union, February 14, March 7, 1866.
II. Davis, Political Conventions, 213-214.
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hoped to enhance his own chances for reelection to the United States
Senate.I2
Opposing Gorham as a tool of the railroads and Con ness as a self-serving
dodger, the Long Hairs favored ex-Congressman Bidwell for Governor.
Throughout the month of May, Low and the Long Hairs campaigned hard
against Gorham, railroad subsidies, and especially against the unrelenting
influence of John Conness, who, only a year before, had tried a similar
election scheme with, of all people, Frederick Low. The campaign was to no
avail, for when the Republican convention met, Gorham defeated Bidwell
148 to 132 votes.'3
Long Hairs who opposed railroad subsidies and John Conness' style of
leadership refused to accept the convention's decision. Their convention
nominee for governor was Bidwell who promptly declined the nomination
stating that he wanted to "win the battle for equal suffrage" rather than
divide Republicans. Subsequently, a former San Francisco mayor, Caleb T.
Fay, agreed to run in Bidwell's place; and to differentiate their party from
the Union party, the label that Republicans adopted during the war, the
Long Hairs identified Fay as the candidate of the National Republican
Party. Except for Fay and two other candidates, however, the National
Republicans supported the Union candidates for office; and National
Republicans neither selected a state central committee nor made plans to
meet in a future convention.'4
Significantly, on Reconstruction issues the Union and National Republican parties closely resembled one another. Each endorsed Congressional
Reconstruction and while the Republican platform called for "impartial
suffrage without distinction of color," Gorham declared in his acceptance
speech, "The war of opinion is not yet fought through. It is to go on until
national citizenship shall be beyond the control of local authority, manhood
alone be the test of a right to a voice in Government." The two parties did
differ, however, on the railroad issue: The Union platform said nothing
about railroad subsidies, while the National Republican platform emphatically opposed subsidies.'s
At first glance, the conflict over subsidies and the consensus on Reconstruction seems to support Howard K. Beale's influential thesis that
12. Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of California, Vol. VII (San Francisco: The History
Company, 1888), 323-324; Sacramento Union. March 7, 22, 1866; July 15, 1867; Davis,
Political Conventions, 242-58; H. Brett Melendy and Benjamin F. Gilbert, The Governors of
California: Peter H. Burnell to Edmund G. Brown (Georgetown, California: The Talisman
Press, 1965), 145; Bancroft, History of California, VII, 324.
13. Sacramento Union, June 12, July 29, 1867; Napa Register, June 15, 1867.
14. Napa Register, July 20, August 10, 1867; New York Times, August 14, 1867.
15. Davis, Political Conventions, 24849, 259-60; Sacramento Union, June 13, 20, J uly 17,
1867; Napa Register, June 22, 1867.
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economic issues, particularly the desire to promote business through
governmental means, explained political divisions during Reconstruction
and that Republicans instituted Radical Reconstruction only "to secure the
Republican party in power." Yet, since the publication of Beale's study in
1930, a number of other historians have effectively criticized Beale's thesis by
demonstrating Republican disunity on major economic issues.16
In Congress, for example, every Republican from California supported
and every Democrat from the state opposed black suffrage in the territories
and in the District of Columbia, the Freedmen's Bureau Bill, the Civil
Rights Bill, and passage of the Reconstruction Act over Johnson's veto. On
the other hand, Senators Milton Latham and James McDougall, both
Democrats, voted with Republicans in 1862 in favoring the Pacific Railroad
Bill, the Legal Tender Bill, and the Homestead Bill. Like the Republicans,
McDougall favored doubling the railroad subsidy in 1864. 17
Furthermore, a bipartisan Voting pattern occurred whenever California
lawmakers passed bills benefiting the state's railroads. In 1861, the Assembly granted a railroad corporation the exclusive right to establish and
operate lines in San Francisco for twenty-five years. Opponents of the bill
argued that it constituted special legislation because it benefited a single
corporate interest. Nevertheless, the measure passed 49 to 13, with 12 of 17
Republicans and 37 of 45 Democrats voting yea. 18
True, when the legislature appropriated $500,000 for the Pacific Railroad
in 1863, some protested the subsidy. Yet, the State Senate passed the bill28
to 4; and only one Assemblyman voted no. More important, 19 of the 25
Democrats in the 1866 legislature voted for the controversial railroad
subsidy bill that Low vetoed. Clearly, except for the Long Hairs, who by
1867 received little public notice, all parties in California favored subsidies
and big business.
Rather than signifying a victory for corporate capitalism, the election of
1867 actually marked the apex of radicalism in California politics. Gorham
himself epitomized that radicalism. In a July speech, for example, he
labelled Johnson's supporters "enemies of the human race" and called the
black codes "a disgrace to human nature, and a defiance of the God of
Justice. " Besides supporting civil and political rights for blacks in every
state, he endorsed "the right of freedmen to earn their bread wherever in the
world they may see fit to cast their lot." Attacking the idea, in his own words,
"that (America] was a white man's continent," he affirmed in August, that
16. Beale, The Critical Year: A Study of Andrew Johnson and Reconstruction(New York: F.
Unger Publishing Company, 1930), 145,263,360.
17. Congressional Globe, 37th Cong. , 2nd Sess., (February 13 , 1862), 804; (May 6, 1862),
1951 , 1971; (June 20, 1862), 2840; Congressional Globe, 38th Cong., lst Sess. (July I, 1864),
3459.
18. Sacramento Union, March 15, 1861 , April24, 25, 1863; March 7, 22, 1866.
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Henry H. Haight, Democratic
choice for governor in 1867, had
been a Republican but left that
party in opposition to its increasingly abolitionist tendencies.

Senator John Conness, leader of
the Short Hairs, tried to curry
favor with railroad interests and
advance his re-election prospects
by backing George Gorham.

"If the people are tenderfooted on this suffrage question, I am not." "I
believe," Gorham said, "that a man who is willing to fight for the Government has a right to vote under the Government. "19
Throughout the campaign, other Republicans joined Gorham in defending equal rights for blacks. Con ness spoke in behalf of a Union granting
equality "to all mankind ." Frank Pixley, an old-line Republican, said he had
only contempt for white men who scorned racial equality. The white man
who "stood in fear of the social elevation of the negro," Pixley thundered in
one speech, "was inferior to the negro whom he affected to despise. ''20 Even
Leland Stanford, who once said America belonged exclusively to whites,2I
endorsed black suffrage in 1867. Writing to Cole, Stanford actually proclaimed that he favored "not only negroes voting but also women." "This is
with me adopted as a principle," Stanford wrote, "and I want to see it carried
out. ''22

19. George C. Gorham, Speech delivered by George C. Gorham of San Francisco, July lOth,
1867 (San Francisco: n.p., 1867); Sacramento Union, August 14, 1867.
20. Ibid., August 12, 1867.
21 . Sacramento Union, June Q, 1859.
22. Stanford to Cornelius Cole, February 9, 1867, CPUCLA.
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Furthermore, when blacks denounced the custom of excluding members
of their race from San Francisco railroad cars, Republican newspapers
supported a successfull867 Ia wsuit prohibiting the discriminatory practice.
"The day had passed," wrote the optimistic editor of the Alameda County
Gazette, "when men could not stand up for the rights of blacks." "All men
are free and equal before the law," maintained the editor of the Marysville
Daily Appeal. "Let us finish up the good work before we rest from our
labor. "2 3
Notwithstanding such compassionate statements, California radicalism
was tempered by exped iency. Humanitarian statements did not extend to
the Chinese, for example, who numbered 60,000 in 1867 compared to the
small black populaton of 5,000. Indeed, all political parties in California
opposed Chinese citizenship and suffrage.2 4 Yet, in spite of the state's known
hostility toward Chinese, a few important Republicans publicly defended
the Chinese, boldly abandoning the expedient course of action. John Conness, for example, urged civil rights for the Chinese; and Gorham, while
campaigning for Governor, complained "that the common question, 'Do
you want your daughter to marry a negro?' was now supplanted by another,
'Do you want your daughter to marry a chinaman?' " He then went on to
scold the Anti-Coolie Association, which opposed all Chinese immigration
to California, for denying "the rights of man" to California's Chinese. In a
direct challenge to the pervasive anti-Chinese sentiment in the state, he said
in a widely printed speech,
If I understand the avowed object of the so-called anti-Coolie
movement, it is an attempt by men of the European race to prevent
... the employment of the Asiatic race. I am not in favor of such a
scheme .... I believe in the Christian religion, and that rests upon
the universal fatherhood of God and the universal brotherhood of
man. The same God created both Europeans and Asiatics ....
This is with me an earnest conviction the expression of which I
have no desire to avoid .2s
Certainly such campaigning was exceptional, but it contrasted sharply
with that of the Democrats who drafted a platform affirming the traditional
racial beliefs of white Californians. They labeled Congressional Reconstruction "harsh, illiberal, and oppressive," and called for immediate readmission
23. Alameda County Gazelle, June 16, 1866; February 16, August 10, 1867.
24. Daily Appeal (Marysville), March 2, 1867; Forrest G. Wood, Black Scare: The Racist
Response to Emancipation and Reconstruction (Los Ange les: University of Ca lifornia Press,
1968), 97; Luther W. Spoehr, "Sambo and the Heathern Chinese: Californias' Racial
Stereotypes in the Late 1870's," Pacific Historical Review, XLII (May, 1973), 185-204; Davis,
Political Conventions, 248-249, 259-260, 264-266.
25 . Congressional Globe, 39th Congress, 1st Sess. (May 30, 1866), 2891-2892; Sacramento
Union, August 23, 1867; Davis, Political Conventions, 241.
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of the southern states under the rule of whites. Their platform declared
that black suffrage would "end in the degradation of the white race. "26
To expound these doctrines, the Democrats chose Henry H. Haight as
their candidate for Governor. Haight had been a Republican, but shortly
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Mass printed on the backside of postcards, this anonymous illustration is
indicative ofthe contempt in which George Gorham ssympathy for minority groups was held by more traditional segments of the public.
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after the Civil War began, he conceded that his vote for Lincoln had been a
"political error" because of the increasing abolitionist tendencies of the
party. Like Edward Stanly, the Republican nominee for Governor in 1857,
a slave owner, Haight left the party and campaigned hard against the
abolition of slavery.27
Haight's campaign reached the apex of Democratic racism in California.
Although he often criticized Republicans for passing railroad subsidy bills,
never once reporting the vote totals on those bills, Haight's main campaign
tactic was denouncing black suffrage. His first campaign speech, for
instance, argued that "It is for the good of the ... African that suffrage
should be confined to the white race." In July and August, he continued that
America was "a white man's country," predicting that the policies of the
Radicals would lead to racial warfare. He also loosed a barrage of anti-Chinese statements. The logical result of radicalism, Haight tirelessly warned
voters, was Chinese suffrage. Nearing the end of the campaign, he confidently predicted in a letter that "passion and prejudice" were on his side.28
Haight was, of course, correct. He won 54 percent of the total vote, while
the Union party polled approximately44 percent and the National Republicans received less than 3 percent. The Democrats won two of the three
congressional seats, captured the state legislature, and in December elected a
Democratic Senator. The Democratic legislature rejected the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Amendments. 29 It was a smashing defeat for radicalism.
Explanations of the Democratic victory followed partisan lines, but
neither party explained the election's outcome in terms of the railroad issue.
Democrats attributed their success to a widespread reaction against Congressional Reconstruction, or more precisely to a white backlash. Before the
election, Republicans argued that the returns would constitute a referendum
on radicalism, yet afterward they ignored the impact of the race issue on the
election. Noting that the total vote declined by approximately 13,000 compared to the vote in 1864, they chose to blame their defeat on a low voter
turnout stemming from divisions within their party.Jo
26. !hid., 264-266.
27. Melendy and Gilbert, Governors of California, 143-144; Henry Haight to George R .
Bissell, May 3, 1861, Henry H. Haight Papers, Huntington Library [HPHL].
28. Sacra memo Union,July 12, August 29, 1867; Melendy and Gilbert, Governorse>fCalifornia, 147; quoted in WilliamS. Burns to Henry Haight, October 28, 1867, HPHL.
29. Election returns are listed in the Sacramento Union, October 31, December 20, 1867.
30. E.T. Wilkins to Henry Haight, September 12, 1867. Haight Papers. See also, John Bigler
to President Andrew Johnson, October 15, 1867, Andrew Johnson Papers; and, Speech of
Charles L. Weller in San Francisco Chronicle, September 2, 1867; Gorham, Speech delivered
... July 10, 1867, 15; Daily Appeal (Marysville), April 23, 30, September 4, 7, 1867;
Cornelius Cole to? Burke, October 2, 1867, CPUCLA; Alameda Coumy Gazelle, September
14, 1867; Michael L. Benedict, "The Rout of Radicalism: Republicans and the Election of
1867," Civil War History, XXXVII (December, 1972), 341-44.
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Rather than voter absenteeism deriving from Republican factionalism,
race prejudice toward blacks as well as a cultural aversion toward Chinese
explain why Haight came to power. In the first place, the low voter turnout
doubtlessly stemmed from the racial aversions of former Republican voters,
who in 1867 opposed radicalism and the Democratic party. After all,
Republicans lost ground in nearly every state that held an election in 1867.
Furthermore, when a united Republican party ran candidates for two state
offices in a separate October election, Democrats won that election with a
comfortable majority.J'
Clearly, many Republican voters, like Haight himself, retained their
traditional Republican notions concerning blacks. An analysis of election
returns shows that counties that cast Republican majorities during the war
yielded Democratic majorities in 1867. In 1867 Republicans carried 15
counties; Democrats won 32, a gain for the Democrats of 19 counties since
the 1864 election. Of those 19 counties that were Republican in 1864 and
Democratic in 1867, thirteen were also Republican in 1861.32 In addition to
losing traditional Republican counties, Republicans suffered wholesale
defeat in San Francisco. In 1864 the city gave 60 percent of its vote to the
Republicans. Three years later, they polled a mere 35 percent in their
traditional stronghold.33 Thus in San Francisco and throughout most of the
state in 1867, politically expedient radicalism was an oxymoron.
Though radicalism failed in 1867, estimates of elections in that year
should take care not to confuse Republican voters with Radical Republicans. To be sure, California's 1867 election had a sobering effect on Republican leaders who advised after the election, "Let us cool our passions ....
Let our motto be 'victory at all hazards.'" Following the brief 1867 lapse in
the state's traditional political consensus on race, the force of white majority
rule silenced those who had mildly advocated a change in the racial status
quo. The party's ideals, however sincere, worthwhile, and briefly noted,
proved fragile when pitted against what one party member called "the whim
and caprice of a majority in a petty state. "34

31. Election returns are listed in the Sacramento Union, December 13, 1867. In the judicial
election Democrats won 38,113 and the Republicans polled 34,706. For State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, the Democrats received 37,074 and the Republicans captured 35,479.
32. Sacramento Union, October 19, 1861; October 31, 1867; W. Dean Burnham, Presidential
Ballots, 1836-1892 (Balttmore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1955), 292-305; and Sacramento Union, October 31 , 1867.
33. A lta California (San Francisco), September 7, 1867.
34. Daily Appeal (Marysville), September 7, 1867; speech of George C. Gorham in the
Sacramento Union, August 14, 1867.
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A HISTORY OF THE STOC
PART IV:
THE STOCKTON PUBLIC
LIBRARY TODAY AND
ITS COUNTY BRANCHES

by
Virginia Struhsaker
The Stockton Public Library has been the scene of many recent changes,
both in services and personnel. Ursula Meyer, Stockton's eleventh librarian,
was previously co-ordinator of the Mountain Valley Library System in
Sacramento. Originally from Danzig, she received a Bachelor of Arts degree
from UCLA in 1949 and a Master's in Library Science from USC in 1953.
She has been a certified librarian in California, Washington, and New York,
and has over twenty years of circulation, reference, and administrative
experience. She was granted a Higher Education Act fellowship in Public
Library Administration from the University of Wisconsin in 1968. 1
Ms. Meyer, like Miss Condit before her, assured her new staff that she
planned no major revisions. An advocate of controlled participatory management, widespread experimentation, and efficiency through automation,
however, she judged and redefined the programming and staff and effected
frequent changes. As the traditional staff retired, this new style of management recruited a new breed of librarian.
I. Stockton Record, November I, 1973; August 14, 1976. Biographical Directory of
librarians in the United States and Canada (Chicago, 1970), 749.
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Serving the North Stockton area, the Margaret Troke Branch opened its
doors to the public in October of 1979.
Before the effectiveness of these changes could be assessed, the passage of
Proposition 13 in June of 1978 made survival alone the highest priority.
With the closing of the Linden and Thornton stations, and cutbacks at
Tracy, Manteca, Ripon, and Escalon to one-day-a-week service, angry
county supervisors asserted that their tax money might buy better services
outside the city-county system. Some suggested the use of rented school
facilities and volunteer staff members, but Miss Meyer rejected such ideas.
Alternative funding sources were sought, and user fees were considered, but
The author, Virginia L. Struhsaker, has roots in the East. She attended Sweet Briar College in
Virginia and received a degree in library sciencefrom Catholic University in Washington, D. C.
Recently retired as librarian for the Fair Oaks branch in Stockton, Ms. Struhsaker formerly
served in that capacity for various government, public, and college libraries. She has ccrauthored one in a series ofguides on internationalfilms available from the government for public
educational use. She resides in Stockton where she is keenly interested in California history and
is a member of the California Historical Society.
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Ursula Meyer, eleventh director of the Stockton-San Joaquin County Library, has
guided the system through its
recent period ofexpansion and
dealt with the challenges
imposed by the passage of Proposition 13.

rejected. Tension mounted and tempers flared. The city-county library
cost-sharing formula devised by Arthur Young and Company in 1977 after
long negotiation was threatened. Relief arrived in the fall of 1978 when
$278,700 in special district bail-out funds allowed the reemployment of
twenty-two of the forty-one staff members originally laid off, increased most
branch hours, and restored the senior citizens' noon travel series.
Permanent losses were sustained in both budget and personnel. Ten staff
positions (four librarians and six support persons) were eliminated. There
was a $372,000 reduction in funds made available for the 1978-79 year,
resulting in significant cutbacks in hours, childrens' programming, and the
purchase of materials. Eliminated were the Community Relations Division,
the machine room and printing services, and one bookmobile. Classroom
visits and tours stopped, as did the Main Library's art exhibits and displays.
Sunday hours at the main library were eliminated, along with Saturday
hours at branch libraries. System-wide reductions in indexing and bibliography checking services also resulted. 2 Even with the arrival of erratic state
bail-out funds serving as a stop-gap measure, reduced services and expectations became a harsh, accepted reality by January of 1979.
There was another side oft he coin during this period of gloom, however.
In February 1979, Manteca dedicated its expanded branch which had tripled
in size to 15,000 square feet. Also, the new 14,000-square-foot Troke branch
opened in Stockton the same year. Perhaps most important, in February of
2. Stockton Record, November 17, 1977; June 15, 20, September 20, 1978. Proposed
Budget for Year Ending June 30, 1981 (Stockton, 1980), 423.
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1979 a five-year, $54,000,000 "Capital Improvement Plan to Meet Basic
Needs" was announced. It included provisions for a $450,000 automated
circulation system able to give at once the location and status of any of one
million books. It also promised $100,000 to remodel the main library and
$200,000 for modular east and south branches; $200,000 more was allotted
for future completion.3
Computerized technology also revamped traditional methods of library
operation. The main library's circulation section was analyzed to prepare
for systemwide centralization of all tasks by automation. Similar analysis of
technical services (materials acquisition and processing) resulted in reassigned workloads, streamlined activities, and the preparation for full automation. In November 1979 an Ohio College Libarary Center cataloging
(OCLC) system was installed. It provides the 2,000 libraries in its network
with computer linked access to almost six million titles for quick, efficient
cataloging. The system features a machine readable tape which stores a
library's cataloged items and which can be made to produce an automated
catalog or circulation system. The computer can also be used to prepare
bibliographies or abstracts or to keep various statistics.4
Of hardly less importance to the library was the return in 1979 of a
reorganized Friends of the Library. Long inactive, the group attracted new
members and undertook the sponsorship of special events. They also
worked hard to raise funds, encourage gifts and bequests, and lobby for
library legislation. 5
Systemwide reorganization has continued in recent years. The Branch
Library Services department has been divided into the Community Library
and Outreach branches to improve both control of the four larger branches
and service to "special needs" groups. The main library in Stockton has
continued to demonstrate its leadership in maintaining the effectiveness of
the 49/ 99 Cooperative Library System. Its $155,816 interagency outreach
library project to children, operated between 1974 and 1976, used multi-cultural language materials, innovative programs, and interagency cooperation to woo non-user juveniles into libraries. The Merced-based Spanish
outreach program, operated between 1975 and 1977, attracted large
numbers of Chicano farm workers. The Inter-Library Cooperative Reference Network initiated in 1971 was staffed with a reference services analyst
between 1974 and 1976. In 1976 a coordinator, aided by a secretary and
staff, was added. The following year a systems director was hired. Surviving
3. Stockton Record, November 23, 1978; December 18, March I, 1979.
4. Stockton Public Library Annual Report, 1979-80 [Annual Report, 1979-80], 1-{i;

Stockton Public Library Annual Report, 1978-79 [Annual Report, 1978-79], 7, 13. Stockton
Record, December 25, 1979; "Library's IOOth Year," Stockton's Port Soundings, May, 1980,

10-12.
5. Stockton Record, March 2, 1979.
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the accountability and funding changes required after passage of the California Library Services Act of 1978, the cooperative library system has
continued to meet the multi-faceted needs of users throughout its central
California service area.6 In 1979-80 the thirty-two members in the 49 / 99
network served 450,000 users in a 10,172 square mile area . It answered I ,873
reference questions, delivered 156,286 items, borrowed 15,055, and lent
9,487.7
It seems hard to believe that the modern and efficient county-wide system
of library services enjoyed today stems from the most modest origins. Such
is, however, the case. Stockton's oldest extant branch, Fair Oaks, began
February 17, 1913, at resident request. Fair Oaks School teacher Vivian
Weyman was its first custodian. She received a salary of ten dollars every
three months. Mrs. K.E. Smith, her successor, received fifteen dollars a
quarter. Since the custodian's home served as the branch, location changed
with custodian. On September 2, 1914, the Library Board voted to include
Fair Oaks in the city system when the area was annexed to the city. In
March 1917 the trustees of the Laetare Catholic Athletic Club agreed to
lease their hall as a library facility for five dollars a month, but the library
trustees felt this was far too high . In July of the same year, Mrs. Smith
persuaded Fair Oaks School principal Ansel Williams and Stockton School
Board member Mrs. Snider to provide a room for the library in the school.
It served as the branch site from September 1917 to February 1949. As a
reward for her efforts, Mrs. Smith received a five dollar a quarter raise.
Annual circulation at Fair Oaks increased from about 3,000 in 1916 to
6,000 ten years later. Its 2,600 books were mainly juvenile. In March 1948,
the City of Stockton purchased the Stockton Army Air Field surplus
building T -575 for $507 to serve as a larger, more permanent home for the
branch. The lot, reportedly the gift of a resident, already belonged to the
city. Moving, remodeling, and furnishing cost $19,000, and new books
valued at $40,000 were purchased. Increased capacity meant higher circulation, and by 1949, the Fair Oaks branch circulated 32,000 items. The peak
usage year came in 1963-64 when over 67,000 items circulated. Weekly Fair
Oaks School visits helped maintain this high level between 1958 and 1970,
when the school closed. s
With the opening of the new King School, the staff at Fair Oaks travelled
to present book talks and story hours for classes. Other in and out-of-area
schools visited the branch regularly. Neighborhood Youth Corps and

6. 49 / 99 System News, April 1978.
7. California Library S tatistics and Directory: Fiscal Year 1978- 1979 (Sacramento, 1980),

10-11.
8. Virginia Struhsake r, "History, Growth, and Development of the Fai r Oaks Library,"
ms. Main Library, Stockton.
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The oldest extant branch in the county system, the overcrowded and
deteriorating Fair Oaks branch on Stockton's east side will make way for a
new building as part of the city's current capital improvement program.

Senior Citizen's Community Service Project participants who trained at
Fair Oaks eased the work load of the overburdened staff. In addition, grants
from the Office of Economic Opportunity aided Fair Oaks; some projects
proved successful enough to warrant continued city funding once federal aid
ended. A five-week reading readiness program for preschool children, for
instance, earned overseas recognition and requests for its manual. A traveling story hour took an abbreviated version to city and county day care,
community and migrant centers. 9
By the mid-1970's federal assistance dwindled and such outreach programs faded into memory. The passage of Proposition 13 curtailed staff,
hours, and services. Despite these temporary setbacks, during 1979-80 the
branch collection numbered 17,000, and its circulation topped 44,000. 10
Moreover, Stockton's recently enacted five-year capital improvement program has appropriated $227,000, with an additional $335,000 expected, for
the construction of a new and vastly enlarged eastside branch.''
With the help of Project Outreach funds obtained through the 49/ 99
library council, the 800-book collection earlier deposited in the South East
Improvement Association's neighborhood center was reorganized and
expanded into the Southeast Neighborhood Branch in September of 1971.

9. Ibid.
10. "Stockto n-San Joaquin Cou nty Public Library Statistical Report. July 1979-June
1980," ms. Main Library. Stockton.
II. City of Stockton Capita/Improvement Program. 1980-1985. (Stockton. 1980). 33.
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This one-year experiment provided a 5,000 book collection in 2,400 square
feet of rented facility; the collection, services, and staff were tailored to the
educational and cultural needs of the south area's 17,219 residents. A proven
success, the branch operated with renewed federal funding until incorporated into the city-county library budget. 12 Passage of Proposition 13 cut the
staff, hours, and services, yet in 1979-80 its collection totalled over 13,000
and circulation reached over 18.000. 13 The 1980-85 capital improvement
program allocates $110,000 to the branch to purchase a modular, preassembled structure.14
Stockton's newest addition, the Margaret Klausner Troke Branch, had
two forebears . The El Dorado School branch, opened in July of 1944 for
vacation use, was so popular that the city paid a ten dollar monthly rental
for year-round operation. Its annual circulation rose five fold to over45,000
in seven years. Evicted from the school in 1953 because of space requirements, the renamed North Branch opened in August of that year with 8,000
books located in a $185 a month rental on a site just east of its previous
location. Tnis new site offered triple the space, and the book stock doubled.
Circulation soared, peaking at I ,000 a day. 15
With the completion of the new main library, the North Branch lost most
of its patronage, and its doors closed for the last time in 1964. A "north of the
Calaveras" branch was soon proposed, initiating a thirteen-year dispute
over site, plan, and funding. The city and the county, unable to raise their
share, lost a $100,000 federal grant in 1967. 16 In 1968 a five-year, $750,000
branch library building program was advocated by Margaret Troke to
implement the general plan for libraries set forth four years earlier. The
Council and Board of Supervisors adopted the proposal and set aside
$264,000 for a new north branch.
The need and desire for such a branch was undisputed, but money
became a major snag. Both the city and county pled they were financially
unable to staff a full service branch. Numerous "no-frills" alternatives were
suggested: a "pick-up and return only" facility, a limited service branch in a
portable or rental location, even a joint branch-school library. Various
funding schemes were explored, including lease-purchase agreements, bond
issues, and county or service area taxation. Meanwhile, inflation escalated
costs and problems. Finally, in August of 1975 , a site was purchased. In
September I 977, a nearly one million dollar Economic Development

12. Stockton Public Libra ry Scrapbook, XV , 91 , 100, 110.
13 . "Statistical Report, 1979-80."
14. Capilallmprovemenl Program, 33.
15 . Library Scrapbook, VII, 79; IX , 23 , 85 . Stockton Public Library, News/el/er, Nos. 42,
44; Vol. V, No. 6/7.
16. S10ck10n Record, May 6, 10, 1967.
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Administration grant was approved, and within a year the cornerstone had
been laid. On October 13, 1979, the one and a half million dollar modern
cement, glass, and wood Margaret Troke Branch was dedicated. Two days
later the 14,000-square foot facility, with a capacity of 60,000 volumes,
opened to the public. Its holdings included 35,000 adult and juvenile books,
a full range of magazines and newspapers, 525 discs, and 420 cassette tapes .
Microfilm and microfiche readers, a readerprinter, and photocopier were
also installed. Modern insulation insured low heating and cooling costs;
flourescent lights offered low cost, glare-free light. A meeting room with
separate entry was available to the public, and the courtyard extended
functional areas outdoors. Proposition 13 cuts hit before the branch's
opening, so needed staff members had to be borrowed rather than hired.
Service hours were cut to forty-six weekly, and the branch remained open
but two nights a week. Saturday service was eliminated. Despite these
necessary measures, however, full services were offered, and in 1979-80 the
collection totalled over 40,000 and circulation reached 165,231, an average
of 900 a day. Ann Cousineau is the branch's first librarian. 17
Much of the county library's expansion, of course, has occurred outside
Stockton. A county branch opened in a Tracy drugstore in 1910, the year of
that city's incorporation. It later moved to the Tracy Bazaar when fire struck
in 1911. 18 In the spring of 1917 this branch, managed by the Women's
Improvement Club, was relocated into new city hall rooms. The county
library paid custodians who provided the books and periodicals to the
public; area farmers and businesmen provided additional funds. Service
hours, originally five each week day, increased by adding Sundays early in
1919. 19 In September 1930 the Tracy Chamber of Commerce begged the city
council in vain for longer hours, larger quarters, and better pay.2o By 1939
the branch had moved to a 560-square foot City Hall room rented for thirty
dollars a month. The branch received new shelving, tables, and equipment,
and a suitably furnished children's area in 1948. A curbside sign was added
in 1951. The Tracy Chamber of Commerce, supported by the press and Dr.
Arthur Sonnenberg, pressed in vain for a $50,000 library in 1953. Some
progress was made the following year when Tracy's first professional librarian, James Petrella, was hired; and in 1956 an evaporative air cooler was
received. 21
17. "Statistical Report, 1979-80;" Stockton Record, May 12, 26, June 6, July 12, 1967;
October 7, 1979; Libra_ry Scrapbook, XV, 21, 57, 67, 74, 89.
18. John Watt, "History of the Tracy Branch Library- Since 1961 Wadsworth Memorial
Library," ms. Wadswort h Memorial Library, Tracy.
19. Stockton Free Public Library, Bulletin, January-Marc h 1917, 4; April-June 1917,4.
20. Library Scrapbook, IV, 37.
21. Watt, "Tracy Branch Library;" Library Scrapbook, Vlll, 22; Stockton Public Library,
Newsle11er, January 1951; Nos. 36, 45; X, No. 7/ 8.
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By 1957, when the branch collection exceeded 7,000 volumes, pressure for
a new library grew. That year witnessed innumerable committees holding
hectic discussions and setting confusing priorities. These endless meetings
yielded no final action, however. All agreed the inadequate branch needed
replacement with a 5,000-square foot facility capable of housing 15,000
volumes. When 800 residents signed petitions, a proposal for a $103,000
bond issue appeared on the April 1958 ballot, but it lost narrowly despite
efforts by local support groups to win approvaJ.2 2
Several minor earthquakes over the years had left the city hall unsafe,
sparking new discussions of possible alternative library sites. In the spring of
1959, however, the city council refused to purchase the old Methodist
church for conversion or to rent larger space in the Ellis Building. James
Petrella left to become Madera County librarian in 1959; John Watt was
appointed to replace him in September of the following year. In the fall of
1959 the Tracy Branch was finally moved to a twenty-five by forty-six foot
room in the Wainwright Village administration building constructed during
World War II. Here it stayed for two years.23 Another bond issue failed in
1960, but that year brought revelation of a $110,000 bequest from George
Wadsworth for a family memorial library to be built on a city site within two
years. After a six month search, city councilmen approved a location at the
southwest corner of Lincoln Park.
The Wadsworth Memorial Library was dedicated October I, 1961. Over
200 people attended the ceremonies. Opened initially without furniture or
shelving, the library received money from various city organizations to
alleviate the problem. Simultaneously the Tracy Library Association, with
mayoral and press support, launched a fund drive to raise $6,000 for public,
work, and storage area furniture. Between 1962 and 1965 the Tracy Garden
Club donated funds and volunteer labor to provide suitable low maintenance, native plant landscaping with sprinklers. In February of 1968 the city
adopted The General Plan for Libraries which forecast by 1980 a collection
of 50,000 books in a 12,400 square-foot branch serving 19,000 residents. 24
With a 1979-80 circulation of91 ,221 for 32,402 books, Tracy acutely needs
the expansion it is seeking. 25
Manteca's first library originated in the Chamber of Commerce building
in 1910. Located at the corner of Main and Yosemite, the library probably
had E.N. Pierce as its first custodian. Storekeeper Mrs. M.B. Hooper"cared
for" fifty books between 1911 and 1913, and Mrs. Agnes Cole's Cottage

22. Library Scrapbook, XI , 78 .
23. Stockton Public Library, Ne wsletter, Xlll , 5-9, Watt , "Tracy Public Library."
24. Watt, "Tracy Public Library;"Stockton Public Library, Newsletter, XIV, l, 4/ 4, 6!7 , 8;
XV, 6, 7; Library Scrapbook, XIII, 2, 6; XIV, 136; XV , 21.
25. "Statistical Report, 1979-80."
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Avenue home served as a station for a time in October of 1913 . J .J.
Rawleigh, another storekeeper, served as caretaker for four years beginning
late in 1913. After brief stays in other homes, the books found a haven in
Yandevort's drug store and ice cream parlor in 1918. Several custodians
looked after the books while located there, including Mrs. J . M . Toomey,
Mrs. Hugh Tener, and a Mrs. Lyman.26
In 1924 the library moved to the new city hall building, where it remained
until 1952. Miss E. Hawkins began work in 1925. The following year Mrs.
Sarah Mikesell replaced her, remaining until 1944. The library's collection
rotated; every quarter a five or six box book shipment arrived from the
county library. In 1938 the library left city council chamber shelves for a
location downstairs in the former post office, now converted to city offices.
The Manteca Library Association, formed in 1939, launched an unsuccessful building drive in the years immediately following World War I I. Further
renovations in the city hall structure in the late 1940's left the library housing
a fire engine as well as its books. Finally evicted in 1952 by police headq uarters, the library and its 8,000-book collection moved to a seventy-five-dollara-month, I ,000 square foot location in the Powers Building. 1953 witnessed
a service club's unsuccessful initiative to build a new library_27
In 1957, a Citizen's Library Committee backed by the City Council
initiated a three-year search for a proper site. Their efforts culminated when
the Council reached the decision to locate the library in a city park. A
$65,000-bond issue floated the following year called for a 4,500-square foot
building on that location; it lost by sixty votes, apparently because of the
controversy over the location. In 1960 a $75,000 bond issue, specifying no
particular site, won in an even closer count. Finally, in January 1962, the
Manteca branch was dedicated. The building, which cost $66,087, included
5,000 square feet, was built of cement block and glass, was air conditioned,
and had a capacity of22,000 books. Donations from community clubs and
agencies allowed the library to purchase needed materials and furniture to
complete the facility . The Manteca Garden Club, assisted by 300 Girl
Scouts, landscaped the exterior grounds. By 1968 a county library committee study forecast the need for a $132,000, 6,000-square foot annex with
50,000 books to serve the 28,000 area residents anticipated by 1980. In 1978
an Economic Development Administration grant financed a 10,000-square
foot annex, complete with furnishings and equipment. The facility was
dedicated in February 1979. The passage of Proposition 13, however,
squelched the elation, forcing cutbacks in staff, hours, services, collections,
26. "New Man teca Library"(Scrapbook. Stockton Public Library), 7-9; Mameca Bullelin,
December 9, 1977; Publ ic Library Scrapbook, XII. 97. 123; Stockton Free Public Library.
Bulle!in, April-J une 1917. 3-4 ..
27. Library Scrapbook, XIII, 40, 80, 164; X IV. 23. 24; XV. 2 1.
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Recently expanded to triple the size of the original building, the M anteca
Library has come a long way from the days when its books shared space
with the towns fire truck!
and expectations. Nonetheless, operating on a schedule offering thirty-six
hours of service spread over five weekdays, the library increased its circulation of 35,152 books to 143,000 during 1979-80. 2X
In 1910 Albert St. John, operator of the Escalon Telephone Exchange,
loaned library books to as many as 380 cardholders, marking the beginning
of the Escalon Branch . He was assisted by his wife and two daughters and
received forty dollars a month for his custodial services. Between 1910 and
1928, when few records were kept, custodial changes were quite frequent.
Such townspeople as drugstore owner E.W . Bidwell, grammar school
principal Grace Pearce, realtor Thomas Wilson, and Mrs. Madge Boldt
served as guardians. By the end of the period custodial remuneration had
increased to fifty dollars a month . Until it moved into the county building in
1937, the Escalon library was situated in the Hersinger Building and a "large
drafty building" on the site of the present American Legion building. 29 Effie
Mitchell, custodian from 1928 to 1953 , began with eleven service hours a
week, fifty county library books, four magazines, and a reference dictionary
28. Annual Reporr. 1978-79, 3; Library Sc rapbook. XI I I, 40, 8 I, 164; XIV , 23 -24; XV, 2 I.
"Statistica l Report, 1979-80. "
29. Joan Ennis, "Escalon Bra nch," ms. Esca lon Bra nch libra ry.
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At Christmas she visited schools telling stories. 30 In 1930 Stockton storyteller, Miss Calahan, journeyed to Escalon for the same purpose.3 1
Between 1937 and 1948, court sessions closed the library each Tuesday for
want of partitions. In 1948 the Lions Club refurbished the library area,
adding needed walls and thus permitting an increase in hours to twenty-one
spread over five days. In 1952 Dent Union School students began library
visits, remaining four hours on Tuesdays. Soon high school students began
similar visits. Usage was quite extensive: the circulation in 1953 totalled
20,992 for the branch's 5,000 volumes. 32 In fact, Escalon enjoyed the
distinction of being San Juaquin County's busiest branch library between
1929 and 1954.33
Upon retiring at the mandatory age of seventy in 1953, Miss Mitchell was
granted a six-dollar-a month pension.3 4 Under the supervision of library
assistant Marian Tregoning in 1955-56, Escalon acquired a book drop, a
telephone, a basic book and reference collection, and a part-time page.
Hours increased from twenty-three to thirty-three per week. Friends of the
Library, organized in 1960, encouraged library use and support. It also
offered story hours.and. manned a hospital book rack. 35
By 1965 the 569 square foot building with 8,000 books had become
obviously inadequate for its heavy use. The Escalon Grange led the drive for
a new building, advocating formation of a library district with assessments
for a new building. The Escalon Area Library District boundaries committee endured endless meetings and studies to no avaiJ.36 The American
Association of University Women and Escalon Junior Women saved funds
to furnish larger quarters in the future. In 1974 Paul and Margaret Ekholm
proposed as an interim solution that the library could have free space in the
old city hall on Second Street. The move tripled library space. City and local
groups gave metal shelving, carpeting, and basic furniture. In 1975 a
city-appointed citizen's committee began planning for a future Escalon
Branch. 37 Following the passage of Proposition 13, hours were decreased to
twenty-nine per week over four week days. Despite these cutbacks, circulation of the branch's 14,433 books totalled 30,943.38
Ripon's first library, opened in 1910, consisted of fifty books located in
McKee and Reynold's Mercantile Store on Main Street. The selection
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Stockton Record, July 23, 1954.
Library Scrapbook, IV, 39.
Stockton Record, hly 23, 1954.
Stockton Public Library Newsletter, V, No. 5.
Stockton Record, July 23, 1954.
Ennis, "Escalon Branch;"Stockton Public Library, Newsletter, XII, No. 2;XIV, No. 3/ 4.
Stockton Record, June 9, September 22, October II , 1965; January 25, 1966.
Ennis, "Escalon Branch."
"Statistical Report, 1979-80."
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rotated quarterly from the Sate Library's traveling libraries division. Lincoln Fitzell was the first custodian. In the following twenty-eight years,
thirteen others assumed these responsibilities, each maintaining the collection in his or her home. By 1938 a library committee representing all
community groups sought to establish a full service branch. In response, in
1939 the First Congregational and Bethany Covenant churches donated a
fifty-by-seventy-five-foot Main Street lot as a site. The war ended further
building efforts until 1946 when the Ripon Lions Club reorganized the
scattered library promotional and construction ideas. Their efforts quickly
matched the $800 raised by previous, individual, and group efforts. Impatient with delayed funding and construction, the Lions Library Committee
raised $4,000 early in 1947 by direct community-wide solicitation. By
August construction of a one-story, Cordovan tile roofed , pumice brick
structure with a capacity of 4,000 books and radiant heating was underway.
Local dealers sold building materials at cost or at a discount, and much
labor was donated . Volunteer crews painted, installed window hardware
and shelving, and cleaned up the grounds. A building valued a $12,000 was
thus obtained for $6,500. Dedicated to Ripon 's thirteen World War II dead
(whose names are inscribed on a memorial plaque), the library opened
December I, 1948, with I ,500 books. Attending the open house, county
librarian Klausner declared the first branch library built by its own citizens
"the most modern in the county."J9 Elementary school classes visited regularly. Yearly summer reading clubs flourished. In 1951 an IBM time clock
for circulating books was installed, as was an evaporative cooler in 1956. 40
By 1961 hours had increased substantially, circulation had soared, a
weekly preschool program had begun, and Ripon found that it had outgrown its building. Dr. Gilbert Den Dulk's land donation next to the branch
encouraged expansion. At the mayor's call, local organizations rallied to
raise $15,000 from the community. This was to be matched by city and
county revenue-sharing funds. A steering committee coordinated all efforts.
Ground was broken in April 1974, and a kick-off fund -raising event was
held at the Ripon Community Center on Memorial Day. Organizations
vied for honors with benefits; door-to-door solicitors blanketed the area. By
the fall of 1974, the Ripon Branch had tripled in size to 3,840 square feet. The
ninety-five by fifty foot area, completely carpeted and attractively furnished,
sported a multi-purpose room. A plaque to Ripon 's Korean and Vietnam
War dead was added at an open house December 7, 1974. A flag which had
flown over the White House topped a pole given by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars. Ripon, the first to build, was now the first to expand. With a
39. Violet Fulton, "Ripon Branch History,~ ms. Ripon Branch Library; Stockton Record,
November 30, December 4, 1948.
40. Stockton Public Library, Newsletter, No. I, X, No.7, 8.
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10,000-book capacity, the old section had a service desk, coupled with a
reading and catalog area. The $50,000-wing contained adult and juvenile
book stacks, reading and magazine tables, projection and juvenile area,
storage, and restrooms. The Ripon Friends of the Library, organized in the
spring of 1975, soon sponsored a poetry contest, used book sale, and
boutique. Memorial gifts included a service desk and lounge chair. 41 With
the passage of Proposition 13, service hours were cut to twenty-nine over
four weekdays. Circulation of the library's 16,534 books in 1979-80 totalled
33,698 .4 2
Of the many smaller stations in service long ago, only those in Thornton
and Linden remain. Many of the others closed when long time custodians
retired. The Vernalis station, for example, closed in 1952 after thirty-nine
years when the M.A. Schaeffers ended seventeen years of service. The
Lafayette station on Terminous Road shut down in 1957 when Mrs. Rice
retired after twenty-seven years. A bookmobile provided continued service
to area residents. The bookmobile also replaced the Woodbridge station in
1956 when the postmaster-custodian learned after ten years that it was
illegal to hold both posts. Finally, the Calla facility ceased operation in 1959
after forty-two years, when Mrs. Vest ended thirty-three years of service.
The Thornton station, housed in Mrs. Robert Nichol's home between
1920 and 1952, was moved in 1953 into renovated quarters in the Growers
Housing Association headquarters in a farm labor camp. It housed l ,000
books, offered eleven hours of service over three days, and maintained a
regular staff. The station was almost replaced in 1958 by the bookmobile,
but it managed to survive. Expanded, rented quarters were proposed in
1968.43 Hours, collection, and services increased until Proposition 13 cut the
hours back to eleven spread over two weekdays. One part-time clerk
constituted the staff. In 1979-80, circulation of the library's 4,008 books was
13,543.44
On February 6, 1863, a contribution of four hundred dollars by Scio
Odd Fellows Lodge No. 102 established a Linden library. Knownas the
Odd Fellow's "Public Library," the facility served for many years. Various
fund raising projects bought books between 1863 and 1865. In 1890 the
County Board of Supervisors-Stockton Public Library contract brought
county library service to Linden. Between 1907 and 1919, the State Library's
traveling libraries division delivered fifty boxes of books to Linden each

41. Fulton, "Ripon Branch History;" Stockton Record, March I, September 6, October 4,
December 5, 1974.
42. "Statistical Report, 1979-80."
43. Stockton Public Library, Newsleuer, Nos. 30, 31, 32; X, No.3; XI, No. 3/4; XII, No.2;
XIII , No. 5/6. Library Scrapbook, XV, 21.
44. "Statistical Report, 1979-80."
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quarter; the Linden custodian collected, delivered , or made available books
at his home.4s
At first custodians served as volunteers; later they were paid a pittance by
the county. Although they were empowered to fine borrowers at their
discretion, none ever did. On June I, 1910, a petition of twenty-five taxpayers Jed to the opening of Linden's first library station, Waterloo, located at
the intersection of Jack Tone and Comstock roads. On June IOth, a second
station (named Bellota) opened in David Miller's home. This was later
renamed Orchard Station in honor of the Miller's home, Orchard Cottage.
Mrs. Miller, a "natural librarian," reviewed, recommended, and delivered
books by surrey. She also provided Saturday afternoon story hours on the
lawn or in the North Methodist Church. Pictures ofthis branch were shown
with baloptican by Miss Condit at a 1920 state librarian's convention. After
Mrs. Miller's death in 1934, her daughter, Mrs. Cuneo, served until the
station closed in 1947.
The third and largest station, Linden, was opened in Henry H. Turner's
home in October 1910. It, like the others, maintained a collection of about
two hundred books. In 1917 Mrs. Bertha Eliot bought the Turner home and
operated Linden station for three years until the Linden Union School
District acquired the property. For the following thirty-seven years, Linden
station was located on the back porch of the Fred Stone house. It served as
the only Linden library facility between 1947 and 1957, when grammar and
high school students visited constantly.
At a public meeting in February 1957, County Librarian Klausner promised various community organizations books, staff, and full library services
if Linden would provide a 600-square-foot building to house 6,000 books.
Shortly thereafter, the County Board of Supervisors acquired a Linden
branch by renting rooms in the Mill Street Post Office Building for fifty
dollars a month. It opened November I, 1957, with a collection of 2,000
adult and juvenile and 300 teenage offerings. Pre-school story hours,
summer reading programs, and school class visits soon began. By 1976 the
collection exceed 8,000, and by 1974-75, circulation neared 12,000. The
49/ 99 Cooperative Library System's rapid delivery expedited all aspects of
service, although, as elsewhere, Proposition 13 cut service hours. These
decreased to twenty over three weekdays. Nevertheless, circulation of8,775
books in 1979-80 was over 13,000.46
Also offering library service to the Stockton community are fourteen
deposits each containing from twenty-five to I ,200 books. These are located

45 . Don R. Smith, From Stage S top to Friendly Community: A History of Linden (Linden,
1976), 54-56.
46. Ibid.; "Statistical Report, 1979-80."
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County branches were frequently located in the homes ofcustodians. This is
the Orchard Station in Linden; note the sign to the right of the tree.

in retirement apartments, convalescent homes, and industrial centers. In
addition, a bookmobile makes fifty-two regular stops, one-third of which
are in San Joaquin County.
After one hundred years of service, the Stockton-San Joaquin County
Public Library, with three city and four county branches, two stations,
fourteen deposits, and fifty-two mobile stops serves 283,250 patrons in a
I ,409 square mile area. The total collection contains 762,482 books (208,249
titles), 36,634 documents, 16,030 microfilms, 7,426 maps and charts, 478
I6-mm and 4I6 8-mm films, 18,042 discs, 3,057 tapes, and I,053 magazine
titles. Membership is maintained in the 49 / 99 Cooperative Library System
and the Central Association of Libraries. The system-wide staff numbers
over 100 and the proposed 1980-81 budget amounts to $1 ,372,654. 47
Many problems cloud the future. There are inadequate and chancy
finances. The reduced staff finds itself frustrated. The main branch is already
aging and indifferently maintained. The eastside branch is decrepit; the
southside branch is rented and substandard. On top of this, several areas
have no branch service whatsoever. A declining standard of service coupled
with the deteriorating condition of the collection tend to demoralize a staff
already faced with a lowered set of expectations. These problems are,
however, no greater than those faced and surmounted since the Stockton
Public Library opened January I, I88I, with I ,88I books in three rooms over
Hale's store.
47. California Statistics and Directory, 1978-79, 149; Library Annual Report, 1979-80, 7.
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LOOKS AT WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative Reviews Of Recent Publications

Indian Pursuing Buffalo (1916), by Alexander Phimister
Proctor.

ALEXANDER PHIMISTER PROCTOR: SCULPTOR IN BUCKSKIN, AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Edited with a foreword by Hester E.
Proctor, Introduction by Vivian A. Paladin. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1977. 266 pp., iflus, ports., index, $17.50).
Sculptor in Buckskin is an intriguing account of the life and education of
one of America's distinguished artists. His story is fascinating, and one is
magnetized into reading every word. The early chapters concern childhood,
teen years, and twenties. During his youth, young Proctor explored and
hunted throughout the Midwest at a time when Indians were still abroad
and just as eager to hunt wild animals as were the white hunters.
Proctor's many unusual hunting adventures and confrontations with
strangers in the woods and mining camps all combine to put the reader in
the young artist's place. We become aware of what the "buckskin" part of
the book's title really means! One remarkable chapter describes an early
ascent of Half Dome.
Throughout these early exploits, Proctor drew and painted the animals
he saw. He even resorted to dissection in order to understand better the
articulation of various muscles involved in movement.
The book is illustrated not only by a large selection of photographs of
distinguished sculptural works, many done for exposition and public build472

ing sites, but also by numerous drawings. Most are pen and ink, though
some are prints. Students of animal sculpture will be entranced with the
book, and others interested in the West of the late 1800's will find it a
"rip-roarin" description of life in those days.
Richard Reynolds, University of the Pacific
GUIDE TO LITERARY MANUSCRIPTS IN THE HUNTINGTON
LIBRARY. (San Marino, Ca.: Huntington Library, 1979. 539 pp., appendix, list of unidentified items, no price).
Here in a beautiful book designed by Ward Ritchie, the Huntington
Library surveys its holdings of literary manuscripts, which number over
125,000 pieces by some I ,000 authors. This particular volume, addressing
American and British items, is one of a four-part series. The service to
scholarship afforded by this work is invaluable.
Inclusion is predicated upon an author's general identification as a
literary figure and listing in at least one standard bibliographical dictionary.
A number of persons not known as writers have been included because of
their significance in literary circles. The list is alphabetical by author except
for the California Poetry File, the Commonplace Book Collection, and the
Larpent Plays. The entries are divided into five categories: verse, prose,
letters, documents, and other. A few large collections are fully described,
and in all cases Huntington call numbers are given when available.
The collections held by the Huntington Library are extraordinary, and
the many services of an excellent staff make the library a scholar's paradise.
Now because of the talent and consideration of the staff, aided by the
National Endowment for the Humanities, scholars from about the world
who are unable to work at the Huntington have access to its treasures.
James M. Shebl, University of the Pacific
JACK LONDON FIRST EDITIONS: ILLUSTRATED - A CHRONOLOGICAL REFERENCE GUIDE. Compiled by James E. Sisson III
and Robert W. Martens. (Oakland, Ca.: Star Rover House [306 12th
St.], 1979. 140 p ., illus., $24.50).
How can you tell if a book is a first edition? Just about every book
collector will tell you that this is one of the most common questions asked by
non-collectors.
With the publication of James E. Sisson and Robert W. Martens'"Illustrated Guide," the problem of identifying a bona fide Jack London first
becomes a relatively easy matter. Neophyte collectors, scholars, book dealers, and librarians alike who are not well versed in the bindings and title and
copyright pages of the more than fifty Jack London titles will find photographs of these important features uniformly arranged for quick reference in
this innovative bibliography. Unfortunately, photographs are missing for
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four of the later titles, due to various restrictions of copyright laws, according to the compilers. But the essential information for these books is aptly
spelled out anyway.
Most Jack London aficionados will appreciate the colorful pictorial
binding of this new guide, which is a faithful reproduction of the original
191 5 edition of The Star Rover - complete with the deep blue sky and
billowy clouds of London's early science-fiction novel.
In the prefatory remarks by the compilers, their respect for their subject is
plainly evident as they point out the increased interest ir: London that has
taken place over the past two decades, both in the United States and abroad .
The biographical information about London, however, seems somehow out
of place. After all, the bibliography is supposed to be a "book about books."
Instead, information about the format of the guide, how it should be used,
and the language of points, etc. would have been more beneficial.
The bibliographical terminology that goes along with collecting soon
follows, however; it's all there - pagination, bindings, collation, variants,
colors and decorations, and all the subtle nuances that make collecting Jack
London or any author gratifying, frantic, fun, and sometimes maddening.
Initially, some users will object to the task of flipping pages to the rear of
the book for additional point information on many titles. But due to the
systematic arrangement of the photographs and the varying length of
bibliographical data on each book, it was probably the only (albeit an
awkward) way of handling the problem. Much of the information contained in the rear, though, is useful and essential and goes a long way in
clarifying some of the first edition mysteries.
The photographs of the front covers and spines of the books approach
actual size, are clear enough in detail, and are a great plus for this guide. But
the title and copyright pages (which are so important in identifying a first)
have been reduced in size considerably. As a result, some of the printing is
rather diminutive, which may be difficult for a few to interpret. But as any
seasoned Jack London collector knows, if he has a clear-cut picture of the
binding of a book and knows the date of publication on the title and
copyright pages, then he has just about all the information needed to verify a
genuine London first edition- at least with most of the titles. The photographs in this guide will satisfy that responsibility well enough.
For the purist, however, who methodically checks the pagination, subtle
colors of the decorations on the bindings, and some of the finer points of
Jack London first editions, a word of caution is in order. I've relied heavily
on my own personal bibliographical research and compared every description of American first editions with several copies from my collection.
Errors and omissions in the guide were found, and they were not uncommon. For the most part, they were minor, and in some cases the result of
typographical errors. It is my feeling, however, that at least 95% of them
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could have been eliminated had more stringent and diligent proof reading
taken place before the book went into production.
There were numerous errors contained within pagination outlines,
decorative colors on the bindings as described were subject to question and
in several cases incorrect, and the sizes of a few books indicated in the guide
differed by at least one half centimeter. In addition, the tissue guards in a few
titles were not pointed out and several well-known variants were not
mentioned.
Discrepancies seem almost inevitable with any bibliographic work, but it
must be noted that a great deal of new and previously unrecorded information always surfaces for the first time. This new guide fulfills that role.
A fair number of unlisted variants were brought to attention . Also, a
considerable amount of commentary was devoted to Canadian first editions
(which, incidentally, are similar in appearance to the American firsts), and
could stimulate collecting interest in these editions in our neighboring
country and here in the United States. In addition, the compilers have given
strong evidence that the first English edition of Adventure actually preceeded the American first. Photographs of the title as well as those for the
English firsts of The Jacket and Hearts of Three are included.
For the benefit of those who want to expand their collecting beyond the
traditional first editions of Dutch Courage, The Assassination Bureau, Ltd.,
and Letters From Jack London, four additional Jack London titles have
been included in the guide. Jack London Reports, Daughters of the Rich,
The London Collector, No.3 ("Jack London's Articles and Short Stories in
The (Oakland) High School Aegis'}, and Gold are included.
Some London scholars and buffs will surely question the inclusion of
Daughters of the Rich and Gold, since the authorship of these two plays is
still the subject of controversy. But bibliographer Sisson presents a strong
case that London did, in fact, have much to do with their origin and writing.
In any case, the groundwork for the establishment of the truth has been
presented, and I'm sure more will be heard about this subject.
In all, with due reverence to the work that went into this first edition
guide, it is not nearly as meticulous as it could have been and should have
been. Yet the guide remains a substantial effort, and I'm sure it will
eventually be on the bookshelf of just about every collector and student of
Jack London. Should a second edition appear, it is hoped that errors and
omissions be accepted as realities and thereby rectified, uniformity and
proper typography within the text be maintained, and references to bibliographic works by others on the same subject be on a much more constructive level.
Sal Noto, Cupertino, California
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THE MAKING OF OREGON: A STUDY IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY. By Samuel N. and Emily F. Dicken. (Portland: Oregon Historical Society, 1979. 212 pp., illus., maps, charts, diagrs., biblio., notes, index.
Two Centuries of Oregon Geography, Vol. 1. Paper, $12.95).
The Oregon Historical Society is to be commended for publishing this
work by an eminent Oregon geographer and his wife, for, as Robert D.
Clark notes in his preface: "Too often we read history with an awareness of
place names but with little sense of place. Conversely, we read geography
with a reasonably clear perception of place and the relationship of places,
but the people we encounter are abstractions and statistical summaries."
The achievement of the Dickens lies in bringing together people and place in
this first volume of a two-part study of the historical geography of the state.
The book represents the finest in American historical geography, as enunciated and developed at the Geography Department at the University of
California, Berkeley, under Carl Sauer and at the University of Oregon,
where Sauer's themes and methods have been strongly developed.
The volume is complete, the text simply and directly written, and informative. I read, enjoyed, and learned from the book, which is copiously
illustrated with maps (both newly drawn and facsimile reproductions of
older maps) and well chosen illustrations. All in all it represents a major
achievement. The example of the Oregon Historical Society in inviting an
eminent geographer to write a statewide historical geography might be
profitably imitated by similar organizations in other states. I heartily
recommend it to all libraries and to all members of historical groups
interested in the West.

Roger Barnett, University of the Pacific
PIONEER URBANITES: A SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY
OF BLACK SAN FRANCISCO. By Douglas Henry Daniels. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1980. 228 pp., illus., ports., sketch map,
tables, notes, bibliog., index. $17.95).
To explore a Western ethnic community, the author has utilized three
types of resources requiring different research techniques. First, he consulted traditional written materials, those few documents and records not
lost by fire or neglect. Then he located and interviewed aged black residents
of the Bay area in their own homes, where they would be most responsive, a
very productive strategy in view of the strong Afro-American oral tradition.
Next, in perceiving that family photographs were "archives offamily life" in
a society and period where family photographs, snapshots, and albums had
replaced diaries, memoirs, and letters in documenting the social life of
ordinary citizens, he sought out family photographs, newspaper illustrations, and handbills . His findings constitute a rare study of the birth,
development, and transformation of an Afro-American community.
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The heritage of black society
in San Francisco stands in

marked contrast to the black
experience in other urban
areas across the country.

Afro-American San Franciscans are analyzed topically, grouped as pioneers, optimists, survivors, scouts, neighbors, leaders, cosmopolites, rounders, and newcomers. T he volume focuses on the quality of life and urban
identity of black Bay area residents from 1850 to World War II , mainly from
the vantage point of San Francisco. What results is an in-depth but very
readable study of black urban society, both prosperous and proud, with a
heritage quite unlike that of black communities elsewhere. An appendix,
"The Informants," presents brief biographies of those interviewed , while the
"Bibliographic Essay" discusses in detail sources useful to students of black
history on the Pacific slope.
Virginia Struhsaker, Stockton, Ca lifornia
BELOVED SISTER: THE LETTERS OF JAMES HENRY GLEASON,
1841 TO 1859, FROM ALTA CALIFORNIA AND THE SANDWICH
ISLANDS. Compiled by Duncan and Dorothy Gleason, Illustrated by
Duncan Gleason. (Glendale, Ca.: Arthur H. Clark, 1978. 226 pp., illus.,
ports.,facsims. , bibliog., notes, appendices, index. $/5.00).
In 1841 Gleason left his home in Plymouth, Massachusetts to journey
around Cape Horn to Oahu in the Sandwich Islands where he clerked in his
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uncle's business until 1845. From 1846 until 1859 he was in business in
Monterey, California, traveling extensively throughout the state. Although
no scholar, he recorded his thoughts and impressions in a journal and
letters, observing such events as the attempted British seizure of the Sandwich Islands in 1843, the Mexican War in California, the annexation of
California, the Gold Rush, and vigilantes in San Francisco. His recorded
reactions show a growing maturity with a more mercantile point of view.
For example, in 1843, during the attempted British takeover of the Sandwich Islands, he was most concerned with changes in his social life, but by
the Gold Rush his concerns centered on the speed of ships bearing provisions from the East, the lack of dependable help, the scarcity of merchandise, and the tremendous increase in prices.
Gleason's letters to other family members or to friends, contrary to what
would be expected from the book's title, are the most revealing, because in
them he emphasizes the economy of early California, which seems to be an
uncommon viewpoint in works of the time. Gleason's insights and detailed
notes added by the editors (his grandson and his wife) make this a useful
addition to Western history collections either as a supplement to more
comprehensive histories or as an introduction to the field. The attractive
print and handsome binding make it a choice collector's item as well.
Linda Buescher, University of the Pacific
SOUTHWESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE: A BIBLI OGRAPHY . Edited by John Q. Anderson, Edwin W. Gaston, Jr., and
James W. Lee. (Chicago: Swallow Press, 1980. 445 pp. $30.00).
This work is a comprehensive checklist of Southwestern writers and of
writings about the Southwestern states of New Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, and Texas. The book is divided into three main parts: General
Topics, The Literature, and The Authors. Under the rubric General Topics,
the reader will find twenty-four checklists in four broad categories concerning such subjects as Geography and Topography, Indians, Politics, Folklore, Industry, and Hunting. The second part breaks down into such literary
genres as Literary History and Criticism, Drama, Fiction, and Humor.
Each list was compiled by a separate author, who is identified at the end of
the section.
The third and by far the most useful part of the book lists the works by
and about approximately four hundred writers who have dealt with the
region in novels, pia ys, essays, and short stories. There are no annotations or
index. Provided that one keeps in mind the fact that this is a "checklist"
rather than a full bibliography, this book will be a valuable addition to any
library.

Bartley M. Harloe, University of the Pacific
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FUR TRADE LETTERS OF FRANCIS ERMATINGER WRITTEN
TO HIS BROTHER EDWARD DURING HIS SERVICE WITH THE
HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY, 1818-1853. Edited by Lois H. McDonald.
(Glendale, Ca.: Arthur H. Clark, 1980. 31 7 pp.,ports., sketch maps, notes,
bibliog., index. Northwest Historical Series, XV. $29.00).
The history of the fur trade in North America is the history of the opening·
of the West, of high adventure, and of legendary men and beasts. It also
included, however, ordinary men with ordinary ambitions stationed in far
places and leading sometimes extraordinary lives. Such a man was Francis
Ermatinger, who for thirty-five years clerked for the Hudson's Bay Company west of the Rockies.
Often mentioned by fellow diarists and journal-keepers, Ermatinger was
a well-known and charismatic figure who ranged over much of the West in
the interests of his employer. Two or three times a year he wrote to his brother Edward, also a clerk for the company. Copies of fifty-one of these letters,
edited, annotated, and arranged in chronological order form the substance
of this latest contribution to the history of the fur trade in the Far West.
McDonald feels that these letters throw new light on the trade and reveal
the often pedestrian character of a fur trader's existence. Her editorial
emendations are limited to modernizing spelling and providing punctuation
where necessary and eliminating portions of the letters which, she says, are
repetitious or redundant.
Sent West by the company in 1825, Ermatingerdivided his time between
outposts in British Columbia, Washington and Oregon, Idaho, Montana,
and Alberta. From his letters it appears that he spent his days making deals,
fighting Indians, scheming for promotion, and grousing about Company
policies and pay. Famous for his good humor and engaging nature, he
describes in his letters an ordinary trader's life, telling of love and revenge,
petty jealousies and bitterness, and occasional great danger. They are an
important contribution to the social history of the fur trade. The letters are
also the latest entry in the publisher's long-standing commitment to that
history, and the volume meets the high standards Clark sets for its series.
While the letters themselves are of value, McDonald's stated purposes in
presenting them are "to do justice to Ermatinger's character in the chronological account of his life . .. to share her new understanding of the period in
which British and American fur traders gave way before the advance of
missionaries and settlers in the Oregon Territory." (p. 20). The latter purpose is worth a book in itself, but her"new understanding" is not apparent to
this reviewer from the letters or commentary. Nevertheless, Ermatinger's
letters are important, and McDonald has done a fine job of editing and
preserving the primacy of text over gloss.
Susan E. Holmer, Modesto-Stanislaus County Public Library
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WILLIAM H. ASHLEY: ENTERPRISE AND POLITICS IN THE
TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST. By Richard M. Clokey. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. 305 pp., illus., port.Jacsims., diagrs., notes,
bibliog., index. $18.95.)
Clokey indicates in his preface that he spent fifteen years on this exhaustive- but by no means exhausting- biography of Ashley. Well known
although not fully appreciated for his role in revolutionizing the fur trade of
the Far West, Ashley has never before been the subject of a full-length,
in-depth study, a defect that this volume amply rectifies.
Ashley's background and early training were unexceptional, but Clokey's
research reveals that from early manhood he demonstrated a remarkable
business acumen coupled with the willingness to take calculated risks, abide
by the results, good or ill (he never repudiated a debt) and, while aspiring to
the good life as an accepted member of the social elite, exhibiting an equally
remarkable commitment to serving the public according to his own convictions of right.
Ashley was an intensely private person who rarely revealed much of his
emotions or aspirations, so Clokey had little of a personal nature from
Ashley's pen. By an assiduous study of sources relating to Ashley's various
activities, he broadens the rather stereotypical picture of Ashley the entrepreneur who dealt in lead (mining and marketing), land (surveying, promoting, and speculating), furs (promoting, trapping, exploring, marketing, and
supplying the fur trappers) and public servant, holding offices on the local
and national level and accomplishing "more in the House than any other
Missouri representative of the era, before or afterwards."
In gathering this multi-faceted material, Clokey also enlarges and clarifies
the influence Ashley exerted, through extensive and intimate knowledge of
terrain and Indians gathered in his surveying and explorations, on the
national attitude toward the opening and settlement of the West. William H.
Ashley is a must for any study of the Trans-Mississippi West.
Ernestine Smutny, University of the Pacific
KWAKIUTL ART. By Audrey Hawthorn. (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1979. 292 pp., illus., maps, bibliog., index. $35.00).
Audrey Hawthorn's study of the Kwakiutl Indians of British Columbia
reveals a society that was regulated by two seasons. From March to
November was the profane, secular period; the remaining winter months
were ceremonial. During the ceremonial period, Kwakiutl art reached its
apogee of dramatically staged myth enactment dances, lineage recitations,
rites of passage, marriages, and potlatches. The visual arts are imbued with
the basic theme of a world in which the beings of the sky, forest, mountains,
and sea have a deep relationship with humans in a world they share on equal
terms. This is an expression of animistic art at its finest.
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Is it possible for a viewer confronting
this world from the viewpoint of an
Hebraic-Christian tradition to bridge the
gap? The author has endeavored to
increase our understanding and appreciation by examining how this art functions in society. She has blended Boas'
and Holm's analyses of art to arrive at
qualitative judgments and has included a
chapter on craft (mastery) and technology (how objects were made). Once the
synthesis is described, masks like the
mosquito or bumblebee take on greater
significance. House posts, kerfed boxes,
soul catchers, whistles, totem poles,
coppers, graphic art, and jewelry are
shown to be interdependent parts of the
whole artistic expression dynamically
presented in the ceremonials. The pride
of ownership and the stewardship of clan
myths and iconography as well as the
indebting of another person to the giver
of a potlatch, intricately weave together a
fabric of society economically and artistically intermeshed.
Vastly informative and well illustrated, this volume contains, much
information found in the author's earlier
and long-out-of-print book, Art of the
Kwakiutl Indians and other Northwest
Tribes. New material focuses on the finest examples of carvings and paintings
from the outstanding collection of the
Museum of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia. The revitalization of K wakiutl art today, especially
through Mungo Martin and his wife
Abayah, brings the reader to a reassessment of a vital alternative to the Western
art tradition.
Alan Wilcox, University of the Pacific

Totem pole carved by
Kwakiutl artist Dan Cranmer.
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EDWARDS. CURTIS IN THE LAND OF THE WAR CANOES: A
PIONEER CINEMATOGRAPHER IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST. By Bill Holm and George I. Quimby. (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1980. 132 pp., illus., appendices, bibliog., index. $19.95).
PEOPLES OF THE COAST: THE INDIANS OF THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST. By George Woodcock . (Edmonton, Alberta: Hurtig Publishers [10560 105th St., T5 H 2 W7], 1977. 223 pp., illus., sketch maps,
bibliog., index. $17.95).
The past decade or so has seen a very rapid rise in public interest in the art,
handicrafts, and life-style of Native Americans. This has led to a proliferation of serious academic studies as well as oft he ever-popular "coffee-table"
picture books.
Edward Curtis, long and justly famous for his early portraiture and
ethnographic photography of North American Indians, also tried his hand
at making a commercial movie on the Kwakiutl of the Pacific Northwest
Coast in 1914. Since this full length movie was a financial disaster and
quickly passed into obscurity, most people assumed that it was lost. Sixty
years later it resurfaced, and the story of its rediscovery and subsequent
restoration forms the core of this book. More than simply a technical patch
job, the rescuing of the film was in part a detective story leading to an
ethnographic re-creation, a partial biography of its cinematographer, and a
journey back in time to talk to some of the elderly Indian actors who were
children when it was shot. Although a specialist's book, the Holm and
Quimby text should be of interest to anthropologists, filmmakers, film
historians, and those for whom the peoples of the Pacific coast hold a special
fascination .
Peoples of the Coast is a competent blend of both the scholar's knowledge
and the photographer's art. Woodcock, although not an anthropologist, has
traveled widely and lived among the contemporary descendants of the
Pacific Coast peoples for over thirty years. As a result of this exposure, he is
able to use his considerable literary skills to build a narrative which is
technically accurate and at the same time a humanistic portrait of people
engaged in a way of life threatened with severe change after Western
contact. After touching upon their general archeological background,
mythic and linguistic variety, and most of all the form and meaning of their
art, the author then focuses upon such tribal groups as the Salish, Tshimshian, Haida, Kwakiutl, and N ootka. He discusses in some detail their art
and architecture, linking these to their ceremonial life and showing how they
formed a total cultural pattern, at once almost theatrically grand and
basically fragile, a highly specialized set of micro-groups adapted to the
rugged Pacific coastal environment. This handsome volume should satisfy
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both the browser interested in the superb photographs of the coast peoples'
unequalled wood carving and construction as well as the more senous
aficionado of classic Northwest Indian life.
Bruce La Brack, University of the Pacific

NOTES FROM THE BOOK
EDITOR
Concise Reports On Interesting Publications
by Ernestine Smutny
BREATH OF THE SUN: LIFE IN EARLY CALIFORNIA AS TOLD BY A CHUM ASH
INDIAN, FERNANDO LIBRADO, TO JOHN P. HARRINGTON. Edited by Travis
Hudson; illustrated by Georgia Lee. (Banning, Ca: Malki Museum Press [I 1795 Fields Road,
Morongo Indian Reservation 92220], co-published with the Ventura County Historical
Society, 1980. 178 pp., illus., ports., sketch map on lining covers, notes, bibliog. $15.00).
Should John Harrington be faulted for not publishing the copious notes he prepared on
Indian culture or praised for spending all his time gathering information on a people and a way
of life that was fast disappearing? Perhaps the latter was more important, for Harrington's
rapport with Indians allowed him to amass a truly stupendous amount of material, including
recordings of songs, much of it, as in the present instance, in the last years of his informant's life.
From thousands of pages of Harrington's notes, Hudson has extracted the autobiographical
parts of the Librado interviews. Librado, born between 1804 and 1820, spent his youth and
early manhood at Mission San Buenaventura before it was secularized in the 1830's, so his
recollections are only the second direct account of Indian life at the time of the European
incursion. Breath of the Sun and an earlier collection of interviews dealing with Chumash
traditional history and ritual (Eye of the Flute ) preserve a legacy of unique and lasting
importance.
KAROK MYTHS. Compiled by A.L. Kroeber and E. W. Gifford; edited by Grace Buzaljko;
foreword by Theodora Kroeber;folkloristic commentary by Alan Dundes; linguistic index by
William Bright. (Berkeley: University of California Press, /980. 380 pp., ports., sketch map,
bibliog.. indexes. $25.00).
Karok Myths, a companion volume to Yurok Myths, includes materials collected by
Kroeber in 1901-02 and by Gifford from 1939 to 1942. In her foreword Theodora Kroeber
remarks that additional Gifford manuscripts remain, but this is the last completed work by
Kroeber to be published. Fortunately, she prepared this foreword and knew the book was in
press before her own recent death. The myths, folk tales, and charms are presented as their
compilers left them: Kroeber's are arranged by informant and partly rewritten, but lack the
additional personality studies so useful in the earlier volume; Gifford's are arranged in three
broad categories and remain as transcribed field notes still in "translation English." Almost
without exception the myths and tales have New World origins, and, Dundes says, have
parallels in other areas of North America, though, of course, some themes are universal. The
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parallel plot index Buza ljko has appended includes the Kroeber, Gifford, Harrington, and
Bright collections of Karok and Yurok myths, and Bright has added a linguistic index. These
indexes, with the introductory sections, will be very useful to the scholar or interested layman.
MY LUISENO NEIGHBORS: EXCERPTS FROM A JOURNAL KEPT IN PAUMA
VALLEY NORTHERN SAN DIEGO COUNTY, 1934-1974. By Eleanor Beemer. ( Ramona.
Ca.: Acoma Books [Box 4, 92065] 1980. 91 pp. , illus., ports., sketch map. Paper, $9.95).
During the forty years Mrs. Beemer lived as neighbor to the Luisenos her interest in their
culture and heritage led her to record the stories they told , her own experiences, and parallels
she found in reading. Many of her notes are reproduced here, grouped into chapters by
subjects, giving a sympathetic insight which is of interest and value to the layman as well as the
specialist in Indian studies.
BIG SUR'S LOST TRIBE, THE ESSELEN. By Donald M. Howard, with contributions by
Dr. Sherburne F. Coo k. (Carmel, Ca.: Antiquities Research Publications [P.O. Box 4606,
93921], /979, 42 pp., illus., porrs. , sketch maps,facsims. Paper, $5.95).
Howard has attempted to gather all recorded information on the land and culture of the
Esse!en, one of California's least known tribelets, searching mission records and anthropological reports along with histories and descriptive works. He concludes that linguistically and
culturally the Esselens were a true tribe, entitled to separate consideration in California Indian
history.
THE NATURAL WORLD OF THE CALIFORNIA INDIANS. By Robert F. Heizer and
Alberr B. Elsasser. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980. 271 pp., if/us .. sketch maps,
charts, diagrs.Jacsims., appendices, bibliog., index. California Natural History Guides: 46.
$12.95).
Not surprisingly, nature and the California Indian's relationship with it form the focal point
of The Natural World. In describing the ecological balance effected by the various tribes,
however, the authors have summarized a large volume of ethnographic, anthropological, and
archaeological data about the early inhabitants of California. The detailed descriptions of their
diet, relationship with and use of flora and fauna of their own territories and that of their
neighbors are presented in a format which will for the most part be intelligible to even the
uninformed layman.
INDIANS IN EARLY DAY OREGON. By David Braly. (Prineville, Or.: Braly Resources
Corp. [Box631, 97754], 1980. 44 pp., illus., sketch maps, bibliog. Paper, $2.95).
This booklet describes the early Indian tribes of Oregon: the Nez Perce, Chinook, Paiute,
Modoc, Cayuse, and Klamath . The author divides the text into sections on customs, tribes, and
wars, emphasizing the wars in the eastern part of the state.
NATIVE AMERICAN DRAMA: THREE PLAYS BY HANAY GEIOGAMAH . Introduction by Jeffrey Huntsman. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1980. 133 pp., illus.
$4.95).
The Native Americans' long use of dramatic ritual may, Huntsman believes, be the reason
that only recently have they written drama as literature. These three plays, the first published by
a Native American, are ~designed to stimulate Indian people to think about their lives of quiet
or confirmed desperation. ""Body Indian" deals with Indians' mistreatment of other Indians,
"Foghorn" parodies white stereotypes of Indians, and "49" reproduces a youthful night-time
celebration of fellowship and community. The non-Indian, especially, feels the lack of a
recording to supply the background music and the tunes for the lyrics, but even without this
help the writing comes through with authority and power.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HISTORICAL ORGANIZATION PRACTICES: ADMINISTRATION. Edited by Frederick I. Rath, Jr. and Merrilyn Rogers O'Connell. (Nashville:
American Associationfor State and Local History, /980. Bibliography on Historical Organization Practices v.5. 228 pp .. index. $14.95; AASLH members. $11 .95).
Administration is the latest (and largest) volume of the Association's Bibliography on
Historical Organization Practices. It reveals the complexity of modern management problems
in the headings of its thirteen divisions , e.g., governing boards, personnel training, fund raising,
tax, law and insurance, buildings. The editors have combed through thousands of resources in
compiling this annotated collection of over 2,400 citations to books, periodicals, leaflets, etc. to
help administrators find the answers they need for effective management of museums and other
historical and cultural institutions. As in other volumes of the series, the editors have recommended a basic reference shelf which can serve as a core collection.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT RECORDS: AN INTRODUCTION TO THEIR MANAGEMENT, PRESERVATION, AND USE. By H. G. Jones. (Nashville: American Association
for State and Local History. 1980. 208 pp .. illus.. diagrs . .facsims.. appendices, index. Paper.
$6 .95; AASLH members. $5.95).
The first part of this compact handbook can be of immediate and practical use to any
jurisdiction struggling to establish an effective and manageable program for coping with the
problems of voluminous and ever-expanding documents. The second part, however, will have
a wide appeal to scholars and genealogists, since it describes in detail the types of information
which the various "levels~ of documents may be expected to contain and explains how best to
conduct a search through them. Useful appendices list "Local Records Services of State
Agencies~ and helpful societies and associations, each including addresses.
THE DICTATION OF MARIANO MALARIN, WHOSE LIFE SPANNED TWO CENTURIES. By Dr. Albert Shumate. (Cupertino, Ca.: California History Center, De Anza
College[21350 Stephens Creek Blvd., 95014], 1980.37 pp., illus.,ports.,facsims., notes, bibliog.
Its Local History Studies v. 26. Paper, $4.25 +$.50 postage).
Shumate, through wide ranging research and the assistance of Malarin's descendants, has
provided an excellent summary adding both breadth and depth to Malarin's dictation, reproduced from the original in the Bancroft Library. Malarin was a man of integrity, education, and
business acumen. A member of the San Jose bar, he held responsible positions in private
business and public service. He also administered the large estate inherited by his wife, the heir
of Francisco Pacheco, as well as that of his maternal cousins. Shumate also pays tribute to
Hubert H. Bancroft, whose pioneering efforts in oral history preserved a vital part of our
heritage which otherwise would have been lost forever.
BENICIA: PORTRAIT OF AN EARLY CALIFORNIA TOWN. By Robert Bruegmann.
(San Francisco: 101 Productions. distributed by Charles Scribner's Sons, 1980. xiv !58 pp ..
illus .. diagrs., plans, notes, bibliog. essay, index. Paper, $8.95).
Benicia, the city whose dreams of greatness were never realized, may be on the verge of
experiencing the growth long projected for it. Realizing that prompt action was needed to
preserve a uniquely preserved nineteenth century town containing some of the most significant
buildings of California's early history, the Benicia Historical Society, assisted by Exxon,
initiated an Historic American Buildings Survey to study the architecture of these structures.
Bruegmann, the historian for the HABS team, has in this volume summarized the history of
Benicia from 1846 to the present. Benicia, which lost the capital to Sacramento and the
commercial rivalry to San Francisco, did become the location of an arsenal which, like its host
city, still preserves much of its original form. The second part of the study, a painstaking survey
of its architecture, will be equally important in tracing the evolution of military buildings. All
historians, history buffs, and environmentalists will wish Benicia well in its efforts to preserve
the past as it faces the future.
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CALIFORNIA GOLD: STORY OF THE RUSH TO RICHES. By Phy llis and Lou Zauner;
art by Neva Roberts. (Sacramento: Zane/ Publications[Box 255867, 95825], 1980.63 pp., illus..
ports ..facsims.. sketch map. Paper, $3.00).
The Zauner mini-histories popularize great Western events, one of the greatest of which was
obviously the gold rush. California Gold takes the reader on a rapid tour from the chance
discovery of gold - well heralded by Sam Brannan- through the almost idyllic first year of
the local rush to the later years of continuing strikes and failures, from the so uthern mines to the
northern mines. Like its predecessors, this volume is neither exhaustive nor demanding, but it is
pleasant, entertaining, and useful for the novice.
THIS IS MY LAND. By Lirrel Starling. (Las Vegas. Nev.; Byzantium Press [115 N. 7th.
89101], 1976. 170 pp., illus., ports. $6.00). CHRONICLES OF MOKELUMNE HILL. By
Lirrel Starling. (Las Vegas, Nev.: Byzantium Press, 1980. 67 pp., if/us., ports. $10.00).
The International Who's Who lists Starling as "journalist, historian, poet," but surely"poet"
should stand first. For the sensitive and perceptive spirit of the poet, the experiences of the
world are primarily personal, not minute facts to be researched or a deadline to be met. Each is
instead a delightful anticipation, a savored experience, and a cherished remembrance. Starling's Modelumne is a place of the heart, and her personal and often poetic chronicles capture
in fluid prose the essence of an era.
HAUNTED HOUSES AND WANDERING GHOSTS OF CALIFORNIA. By Antoinette
May; photography by Ronald Shuman. (San Francisco: California Living Books [Suite 223
Hearst Bldg., Market & Third Streets, 94103]. 1977. 89 pp., illus., ports., bib/iog. Paper,
$7.95).
From misty Marin to sunny San Diego, from the Mother Lode to San Francisco, California
has its share of homes and haunts (no pun intended!) where strange things happen and
disembodied spirits seem to come and go. Not just isolated and deserted abodes, but a
restaurant, a school, a museum, and an inn, for example, are included in the list of those which
house these usually unwelcome visitors. Usually unwelcome and usually not seen, but sometimes the - shall we say - "presences"are both friendly and fleetingly glimpsed. You may not
really believe in ghosts, but how would you explain away the stories in these chapters?
A PICTORIAL GUIDEBOOK TO MOUNT DIABLO, THE "DEVIL MOUNTAIN" OF
CALIFORNIA. By Charles A. Bohakel. (Antioch, Ca.: By The author[Box 817, 94509], 2nd
rev. ed.. /980. 20 pp., illus., maps, diagrs. , bibliog. Paper, $3.00).
We have just learned that this guide, which has been out of print for four years, has been
reissued and is still very reasonably priced.
CRANSTON: THE SENATOR FROM CALIFORNIA. By Eleanor Fowle;foreward by
Wallace Stegner. (San Rafael, Ca.: Presidio Press [Box 3515, 94901], 1980. 282 pp., illus.,
ports., index. $10.95).
Fowle, active in Democratic political circles, is knowledgeable and intelligible in this
biography of her brother. While no one can deny her obvious affection for her subject, she has
clearly done her research thoroughly and we ll. Although the book is primarily a personal
history, filled with intimate detail and inside anecdotes, it traces the background, political
development, and achievements of the man whom many consider to be Ca lifornia's most
effective senator.
DAYDREAM HOUSES OF LOS ANGELES. By Charles Jenks. (New York: Rizzoli
International Pub/ications[l/2 Fifth Ave. , 10019], 1978.80 pp., 64 color plates. Paper, $12.50).
This incredible collection of wildly improbable houses must be seen to be appreciated , for,
say what you will , you would notice them and you would, even grudgingly, admit that many
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have a genuine, though unorthodox appeal. Jenks has a discerning eye and a wickedly sharp
pen; he impales his specimens on such tags as "Trellis Screen Gothic," "Parabolic Eyebrow
Tack-on," "Wedgewood Mission with Christmas Bells," and "Lloyd Wright Monster Face
House With Too Many Teeth. "The pictures are really great, but don't neglect the introduction.
Jenks knows what he is talking about, and what he says is well worth reading. Enjoy!
JACK SMITH'S L.A. By Jack Smith. (New York: McGraw-Hi// Book Co., 1980. 200 pp.
$9.95).
Reading Jack Smith is like eating peanuts -it's easier to start than to stop. Most of these
affectionate reports and reflections on Los Angeles in the 1970's come from the author's
column in The Los Angeles Times. It doesn't matter if you have read them before or not or if
you are a Los Angeles booster or the reverse, you will still eat them up. Smith has a deceptively
simple, straightforward, and "sympatico" style laced with humor, gentle barbs, and an
obvious genuine affection for not only L.A. and its denizens, but the rest of the world as well.
CHIHUAHUA 1916. By Otis Carney. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1980. 244 pp.
$9.95).
Carney is a cattleman as well as an author, and the inspiration for Chihuahua 1916 came
from "hard-bitten old men who had ridden with Villa and Pershing" and their tales of the
Retaliatory Raid into Mexico. The result may not be genuine history, but it is gutsy, fast-moving, and gripping historical fiction true to the spirit of a turbulent and dangerous era.
THE SILVER TOMBSTONE OF EDWARD SCHIEFFELIN. By Lonnie E. Underhill.
(Tucson, Az.: Roan Horse Press [4350 E. Placita Panuco, 85718], 1979. 64 pp., i/lus., ports. ,
sketch maps, notes, bibliog., index. $8.95; paper, $3.95 +$.50 postage.
Although an army scout warned Schieffelin that he would find his "tombstone" instead of
silver when he prospected in southeastern Arizona's Apache country, he did , in fact, succeed
beyond his wildest expectations. Bringing in his brother and another partner, he led the way to
a major silver deposit which, in memory of the scout's prediction, was named the Tombstone.
Schieffelin 's story entails little glamour or drama, just hard work, dogged persistence, and final ,
well-earned success.
PROMONTORY'S LOCOMOTIVES. By Gerald M. Best; introduction by Horace M.
Albright. (San Marino, Ca.: Golden West Books [Box 8136, 91108], 1980. 43 pp. , i/lus.,
facsims. Paper. $2.95).
With the passing years the golden spike (quickly removed and replaced!) which joined the
sh ining rails from west and east to bridge the American continent has gained in symbolic value.
Best describes the re-creation of that historic scene including the replication of the two
locomotives which met there in 1859. The site, long ago bypassed by the Lucin Cutoff, is now
the Golden Spike National Historic Site, visited and enjoyed by thousands each year.
PROGRESSIVE OKLAHOMA: THE MAKING OF A NEW KIND OF STATE. By
Danny Goble. (Norman: University of Okalhoma Press, 1980. 276 pp., illus .. ports., sketch
maps, notes, appendices, bibliog., index. $14.95).
Noting that most Oklahoma historical studies deal with the early history of the Indian
Territory or with recent developments, Goble concentrates on the twenty-odd years preceding
statehood. He writes succinctly and well about the pressure Boomers exerted to force the
opening of the area to settlement, the "death of the Indian Nations," the hopes of blacks for
genuine equality which gradually faded as whites coalesced to exclude them, and the excesses of
monopolists and self-interest groups which inspired the development of Progressive reform.
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EDWARD LEWIS "BOB" BARTLETT OF ALASKA: A LIFE IN POLITICS. By Claus
M. Naske. (Fairbanks: University of Alaska Press. distributed by ISBS [Box 555. Forest
Grove. OR 97116]. 1979. 287 pp .. il/us.. ports .. bibliog. notes. index. $/8.95.
Bartlett was for years Alaska's only voice in Congress in its last years as a territory and one of
its two senators from 1958 until his death in 1968. He helped guide the destiny of Alaska for
thirty years, working hard for its best interests and earning the respect and affection of fellow
Alaskans. Naske's extensive research reveals a man who was fu lly deserving of the regard in
which he was held.
THE END OF RUSSIAN AMERICA: CAPTAIN P.N . GOLOVIN'S LAST REPORT.
Translated with introduction and notes by Basil Dmytryshyn and E.A.P. CrownhartVaughan. (Portland: Oregon Historical Society. 1979. 249 pp .. illus.. port.. sketch maps.
facsims .. appendices. notes. glossary. index. North Pacific Studies No.4. $21 .95).
Pavel Golovin, a career naval officer, prepared this report for the Russian government in
1861, when officials were debating whether Russia should abandon her American colonies. The
flyer calls his report, "thorough, objective, searching, analytical and ... devastatingly direct;" it
is also well-organized , well written, interesting, and filled with observations on native peoples
and their life styles. The mass of detailed information presented in the text and statistical
append ices will benefit any researcher dealing with the cultural, political, or commercial
interplay among the Russians, native populations, Americans, British, and others. The translators are to be praised for a fluid , literate style which never seems forced or unnaturally
"Englished ."This is the official report; Golovin's unofficial view of his mission was expressed in
letters sent to his mother and sisters which will be issued as a companion volume.
A PHOTOGRAPHIC GEOGRAPHY OF ALASKA. By the editors(){ Alaska Geographic.
(Edmonds, Wa. : Alaska Geographic. [/30 Second Ave. So .. 98020]. 1980. 192 pp .. col. illus ..
maps. charts. tables. Paper, $14.95).
Few areas are as photogenic as Alaska, and few offer so wide a range of terrain, climate, or
inhabitants, faunal and floral. This colorful guide covers the diverse regions and ways of life of
Alaska, including many tables, charts, and detailed maps.
PIONEERS, PEDLARS, AND PRAYER SHAWLS: THE JEWISH COMMUNITIES IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA AND THE YUKON. By Cyril Edel Leonoff (Vancouver, B. C:
Sono Nis Pressfor the Jewish Historical Society of British Columbia. [950 W. 41st Ave .. V52
2N7]. 1978. 255 pp .. if/us.. ports .. bibliog.. notes. glossary, index. $15.00).
Leonoff has divided his photographs and historical/ biographical commentary geographically
(e.g. , Northwest Coast, Gold: Fraser River-Barkerville) and by subject (e.g. , Education, The
Arts) . Chronologically the entries range from the earliest days to the present, giving an
interesting and comprehensive overview of the accomplishments and contributions of the
Jewish citizens and communities of the Canadian Northwest. This is a book which Dr. Robert
E. Levinson of San Jose State University had asked to review, but unfortunately. before it
could reach him he was injured in an accident which resulted in his death.
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Blake, William P., 379
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and Greasybear, Greasybear Songs, 86-87
Bruce, Samuel C., 161
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Buchanan, James, 287
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White Attitudes and Indian Response in
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Cheesmen, David W., 419,421
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A Concise Dictionary of Indian Tribes of
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228
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Written to His Brother Edward During His
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EdwardS. Curtis in the Land of the War
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Martin Eden, by Jack London, 148, !52
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"Mary," by M. Claire Pister, 325-343
Mather, Stephen, 404
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Merchant Princes, by Leon Harris, rev., 351 352
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rev., 232
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Things Happening in This Land, 85-86
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Minta, Julia, 13, 14, 176
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Mitchell, Effie, 466-467
Mitchell, H.L, Mean Things Happening in
This Land, rev., 85-86
Mitchell, O.M., No. I, facing front page
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Mondy, Robert William, Pioneers and
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Monk, John, 198

Moore, Edwin, 393, 394, 395
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More Burs Under the Saddle, by Ramon F.
Adams, rev., 84-85
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Morgan, Murray, Puget 's S ound, rev. ,
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Motion pictures, early, 440
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Only One Man Died, by Eldon G. Chuinard,
rev., 233
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Orr, N. M., II
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Over Desoto's Bones, by Conger Beasley, Jr.,
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Ownbey, Ray Wilson, ed., Jack London,
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